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ABSTRACT
Damage and elasto-plastic analysis is of particular importance to metal 
matrix composites since the onset of damage and plastic yielding begins very early 
in the loading process as compared to the composites ultimate strength. Two types 
of damage models are proposed using micromechanical model. A finite element 
analysis is presented for quantifying damage and predicting the failure loads of the 
center-cracked laminate metal matrix composite plates. Both the overall damage 
model which accounts for all types of damages as a single damage variable and the 
local damage model which uses the local constitutive damage relations for each of 
the matrix and the fiber including the interfacial damage between the matrix and 
the fiber are used in the finite element analysis. In addition to the damage 
evolution, the development of plastic zones and the stress-strain response are 
shown for the two types of laminated layups; a (+  45)s layup and a (0/90)s layup.
xiii




Fiber-reinforced composite materials play an important role in the industry 
today through the design and manufacture of advanced materials capable of 
attaining higher stiffness/density and strength/density ratio. Damage and elasto- 
plastic analysis is of particular importance to metal matrix composites since the 
onset o f damage and plastic yielding begins very early in the loading process as 
compared to the composite ultimate strength. The analysis of damage and elasto- 
plastic mechanisms in two phase composites is a rather complex problem that has 
challenged researchers during the past two decades. One of the main motives 
behind the constitutive models in engineering mechanics is to describe the relation­
ship between the stress and the deformation which describes the behavior of 
engineering materials. In this work, an attempt is made to obtain constitutive 
models which have the potential to characterize the damage and plastic responses 
of the fibrous metal matrix composites.
Damage and inelastic deformation in composite materials has been studied 
only recently (Dvorak and Bahei-El-Din, 1982, 1987; Allen and Harris, 1987; 
Allen, et al., 1987; Arnold and Kruch, 1991; Talreja, 1985; Christensen, 1990; 
Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1992a). These approaches are concerned with specific 
problems in this area. More general relationship between micro and macro scale
1
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for the nonlinear behavior of heterogeneous media has been studied by Stolz 
(1986). The damage mechanics of metals, on the other hand, have been studied 
extensively be Lemaitre (1984, 1986), Krajcinovic (1983, 1989), Krajcinovic and 
Foneska (1981), Murakami (1988), and Voyiadjis and Kattan (1990).
In the proposed work, the damage effects are introduced through the 
concept of effective stress (Kachanov, 1958) and coupled with a micromechanical 
plasticity model for composite materials (Dvorak and Bahei-El-Din, 1982, 1987). 
In this work, the fibers are aligned and have a linear elastic behavior while the 
matrix is considered as elasto-plastic obeying a von Mises type yield criterion with 
kinematic hardening.
The work proposed here employs a micromechanical model with average 
procedure and homogenization (Hill, 1965; Dvorak and Bahei-El-Din, 1987). The 
composite is considered to be composed of a number of phases (greater than or 
equal to two), and local equations are formulated for these phases. A homogeniza­
tion procedure is used to deduce the overall response of the composite system from 
the local analysis. Kattan and Voyiadjis (1993) and Voyiadjis and Kattan (1993) 
introduced a damage theory for fiber-reinforced composite materials utilizing the 
micromechanical composite model of Dvorak and Bahei-El-Din (1987). In the 
former model (Kattan and Voyiadjis, 1993), an overall damage model is used 
utilizing a single variable to describe the damage in the different phases of the 
materials. In the latter model (Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1993), a local damage model 
is used identifying the damage of each phase separately. However, in the local
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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damage model, interfacial damage between fibers and matrix which is a pre­
dominant damage mode in most composites is not considered. Both models con­
sider an isotropic type of damage criterion that limits their range of applicability in 
describing the anisotropic damage behavior of composites. In the proposed work 
presented here, an interfacial damage is included in the local damage model and an 
anisotropic damage model is presented in conjunction with both the overall and 
local damage for the whole composite.
The incremental theory of damage and plasticity is usually used to describe 
the inelastic behavior of composites since the damage is a progressive material 
deterioration and the total stress-total strain theories cannot describe the complete 
damage and plastic behavior of composite materials. The proposed models are 
implemented using the finite element method in order to analyze the complex geo­
metric structures.
1.2 Overall Approach and Local Approach
Two approaches are used here to characterize damage. The first approach 
is termed overall and a single damage effect tensor M is assumed from the start 
that represents all types of damages that the composite undergoes, such as nuclea- 
tion and growth of voids in the matrix, fracture of fibers, debonding, and delami­
nation. The second approach is termed local (Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1993) in the 
sense that damage is introduced at the constituent level (or local level). Three 
fourth-order, damage effect tensors Mm, Mf and Md are used here for the two con­
stituents (matrix and fibers) of the composite system. The matrix damage effect
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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tensor M m is assumed to reflect all types of damage that the matrix material under­
goes like nucleation and coalescence of voids and microcracks. The fiber damage 
effect tensor M f is considered to reflect all types of fiber damage such as fracture 
of fibers. Finally, the interfacial damage effect tensor Md represents the interfacial 
damage between the matrix and the fiber. The overall damage effect tensor, M is 
introduced that accounts for all those separate damages Mm, Mf and Md that are 
present in a single lamina. The damage due to delamination is beyond the scope of 
this work.
1.3 Objectives
The objectives of this work are the following:
•  Introduce an anisotropy damage model to capture more accurately 
the mechanical behavior of metal matrix composites.
•  Incorporate interfacial damage in addition to matrix and fiber 
damage.
• Formulate a numerical algorithm for the solution of laminated plate 
problems that is capable of describing both the elasto-plastic 
behavior as well as the damage of the material used.
® Comparison of theory with experiments for uniaxial loaded plates.
• Solution of center cracked laminate plate subjected to inplane 
tension.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1.4 Scope
A review of damage mechanics is presented in Chapter 2. The basic con­
cepts and definitions are briefly discussed. The hypothesis of energy equivalence 
which is used to obtain the damage elastic stiffness is described in detail.
The overall approach model is outlined in Chapter 3 together with the 
plastic flow rule of the matrix. The anisotropic damage criteria and anisotropic 
damage evolution laws are presented along with the constitutive equations for the 
overall damage and elasto-plastic behavior of metal matrix composites.
In Chapter 4, the model of local and interfacial damage analyses is dis­
cussed. The development of local and interfacial damage criteria and evolution 
laws of local and interfacial damages are described. The constitutive equation is 
derived for modeling of local and interfacial damage of metal matrix composites.
Chapter 5 presents the numerical procedure for uniaxial tension analysis of 
a single lamina and symmetric stacking laminate. The damage parameters are 
obtained from the uniaxial analysis and material data given by the manufacturer. 
Numerical results are compared with the experimental data.
Finite element formulation of proposed damage model is described in 
Chapter 6. Incremental analysis is outlined for the nonlinear constitutive 
equations.
The response of damage and elasto-plastic behavior of center cracked lami­
nated plates for (±  45)s layup and (0/90)s layup is analyzed in Chapter 7. The
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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stress distribution and stress transfer due to damage and matrix yielding are shown. 
The damage progress and yield progress zones are also shown.
The findings, conclusions, and shortcomings of this study are summarized 
in Chapter 8 and recommendations for future research outlined.




The damage of materials is the progressive physical process by which these 
materials break. The mechanics of damage is the study, through mechanical 
variables of the mechanisms involved in this deterioration of the material when it is 
subjected to external agency. At the microscale level, this is the accumulation of 
microstresses in the neighborhood of defects or interfaces and the breaking of 
bonds, which damage the material. At the mesoscale level of the representative 
volume element, this is the growth and the coalescence of microcracks or micro­
voids which together initiate cracks. At the macroscale level, this is the growth of 
the cracks. The two first stages may be studied by means of damage variables of 
the mechanics of continuous media defined at the mesoscale level. The third stage 
is usually studied using fracture mechanics with variables defined at the macroscale 
level.
2.2 Damage Variables
Kachanov introduced the idea of damage in the framework of continuum 
mechanics. Damage variable is a dimensionless quantity representative of damage 
that would have a physical meaning. Damage may be interpreted as the creation of 
microsurface of discontinuities at the microscale. At the mesoscale, the number of 
broken bonds or the pattern of microcavities may be approximated in any plane by
7
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the area of the intersections of all the flows with that plane. A representative 
volume element (RVE) from a damaged body is considered to define the damage 
variable. Let A be the area of a section of RVE identified by its normal "n. On 
this section, cracks and cavities which constitute the damage leave traces of 
different forms. Let A be the effective area of resistance (A <  A) taking into
account the area of these traces due to stress concentrations in the neighborhood of
geometric discontinuities, on the interactions between the neighboring defects, etc. 
The total area of the defect traces corrected for stress concentrations and 
interactions is obtained such as
A° =  A - A (2.1)
The damage variable </> is defined as scalar in the following manner:
(f> =  A°/A (2.2)
From a physical point of view, the damage variable is therefore the relative (or 
corrected) area of cracks and cavities cut by the plane normal to the direction n . 
From a mathematical point of view, as A tends to 0, the variable <£ is the surface 
density of the discontinuities of the matter in the plane normal to n .
It follows from this definition that the value of the scalar variable (j> (which 
depends upon the point and the direction considered) is bounded by 0 and 1:
0 < <j> < 1; <j> = 0 corresponds to the undamaged or virgin state of RVE 
material; <f> =  1 corresponds to the fully breaking of the RVE material into two 
parts. In fact, the failure occurs for <j> < 1 through a process of instability.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2.3 Effective Stress
The introduction of a damage variable which represents a surface density of 
discontinuities in the material leads directly to the concept of effective stress, i.e., 
to the stress calculated over the section which effectively resists the forces.
In the uniaxial case, if P is the applied force on a section of the representa­
tive volume element, a =  P/A is the usual stress satisfying the equilibrium 
equation. In the presence of isotropic damage, 0, the effective area of resistance is 
given by
A = A - Ad (2.3)
or
A =  A(1 - 0) (2.4)
and by definition, the effective stress a is taken to be
a = A .  a  (2.5)
A
or
a = _ i _  a (2.6)
1 - 0
This definition is the effective stress of the material in tension. In compression, if 
some defects close, the damage remaining unchanged, the surface that effectively 
resists the load is larger than A - A°. In particular, if all the defects close, the 
effective stress in compression a is equal to the usual stress a.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2.4 Rupture Criterion
The rupture at the mesoscale is a crack initiation which occupies the whole 
surface of the RVE; that is, </> = 1. In many cases, this is caused by a process of 
instability which suddenly induces the decohesion of atoms in the remaining 
resisting area. It corresponds to a critical value of damage </>c, which depends 
upon the material and the condition of loading. The final decohesion of atoms is 
characterized by a critical value of the effective stress acting on the resisting area. 
If (ru is the maximum stress that could be applied to the material, we have
^  = T - V  (2’7)1 -  0C
Practically, au may be approximated by the usual ultimate stress au. The critical 
value of the damage at a mesocrack initiation occurring for the unidimensional 
stress a is given by
4>c =  1 -  —  (2.8)
CTU
The ultimate stress cru being identified as a material characteristic, </>c may vary 
between <£c =  0 for pure brittle fracture to <t> =  1 for pure ductile fracture but 
usually <f>c ranges from 0.2 to 0.7.
For the pure monotonic tension test, the corresponding critical damage 0 C 
considered as a material characteristic is given by
<AC = 1 -  —  (2-9)
°u
where aR is the stress to rupture.
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2.5 Damage Effect Tensor
The principles of continuum mechanics theory for the general case of aniso­
tropic damage was cast in a consistent mathematical and mechanical framework by 
Murakami (1988). The effective stress tensor a is related to the actual stress 
tensor a  by a linear transformation law such that
where M is a symmetric fourth order tensor called the damage effect tensor. For 
the one-dimensional case, the damage effect tensor M reduces to 1/(1 -</>).
2.6 Damage Elastic Stiffness
In this section, the hypothesis of elastic energy equivalence will be pre­
sented based on the general thermodynamic framework. One considers an elasto- 
plastic material and defines the plastic strain as the residual strain after unloading. 
Therefore, the specific energy and enthalpy for the damaged material are
where a  denotes the plastic internal variables (hardening parameter for example). 
The corresponding relations for the undamaged material are
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°ij _  Mijkl °kl (2 . 10)
W (€ij, <t>Y},  a )  =  1  e'y Eijk, e'kl +  A (a) (2 .11)
v (ffij, 0 tj, a )  =  ay c'y - W
(2 .12)
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W(e'ij, ay) =  1  e'jj Eijkl e'k! + A(ay) (2.13)
(2.14)
The constitutive equation is then obtained as follows:
(2.15)
(2.16)
where the energy dissipation is given by
(2.17)
where Y is the thermodynamic force associated to the damage analogous to the 
Griffith’s energy release rate in fracture mechanics.
The hypothesis of elastic energy equivalence assumes that the elastic energy 
for a damaged material is equivalent in form to that of the undamaged material 
except that the stress is replaced by the effective stress in the energy formulation. 
The elastic damaged constitutive equation is then obtained by the energy equiva­
lence such that (Sidoroff, 1981)
Equating the two expressions given in equations (2.12) and (2.14) and substituting 
for a from equation (2.8), one obtains the damage elastic stiffness as follows
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V(ay, ^ )  = V(ffy) (2.18)
Ejjkj ( # )  = M^jj (<t>) Erspq Mpqk,(4>) (2.19)
The effective elastic strain tensor is defined by substituting equation (2.19) into
(2.15) and using the effective stress tensor defined in equation (2.10) as follows
«'ij - e ’B (2.20)




The metal matrix composite consists of an elasto-plastic matrix with con­
tinuous and aligned elastic fibers. The strains and deformations are assumed to be 
small. An elastic strain energy function is assumed such that a linear relation is 
used between the stress tensor a and the engineering elastic strain tensor e'. The 
engineering elastic strain tensor is considered here instead of the elastic strain 
tensor due to the assumption of small deformations in general and small elastic 
strains in particular. The initial undamaged and undeformed configuration of the 
composite material is denoted by C0, and the damaged and deformed configuration 
after the body is subjected to a set of external agencies is denoted by C. A 
fictitious configuration for the body, C, is assumed that is obtained from C by 
removing all the damage that the composite body has undergone during the process 
of deformation. This is the effective configuration which is based on the effective 
stress concept (Kachanov, 1958). In this configuration, the body has only 
deformed without damage. The subconfigurations of C of the matrix and fibers are 
denoted by Cm and Cf, respectively. Similarly, the subconfigurations of C of the 
matrix and fibers are denoted by Cm and Cf, respectively. All subconfigurations 
Cm, Cm, Cf, and Cf are assumed nonempty and
Cm C C, Cf C C, Cm U Cf =  C (3.1)
14
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Cm C C, Cf C C , Cm U  Cf = C (3.2)
In this formulation, quantities based on the fictitious configuration C are denoted 
by a superposed bar. Fiber and matrix related quantities are denoted by a 
superscript m or f, appropriately. Cartesian tensors are only used throughout this 
work. The tensor components are denoted by lowercase latin subscripts with the 
usual summation convention. However, no summation is assumed between a 
superscript and the corresponding identical subscript primarily because superscripts 
do not identify tensors but only the appropriate constituent of the composite.
In the undamaged effective configuration C, the overall effective stress rate 
a is related to the local effective stress rates o*0 and af by making use of the 
micromechanical model proposed by Dvorak and Bahei-El-Din (1979, 1982, 1987) 
and Bahei-El-Din and Dvorak (1989) such that
= + (3-3) 
where a superposed dot indicates material time differentiation and cm and cf are 
the matrix and fiber volume fractions given by vm/v and vf/v, respectively. vm, 
vf, and v are the matrix, fiber, and overall volumes such that
v =  vm +  vf (3.4)
and
c"1 +  ?  =  1 (3.5)
In this work, damage is considered in the overall composite system as a 
whole continuum. The undamaged (effective) local quantities are first transformed 
into undamaged (effective) overall quantities as indicated in Figure 3.1. This is







Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of overall damage approach.
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accomplished through the use of the concentration factors. The local-overall 
relations for the stress rate tensor for the matrix and fibers in the fictitious local 
and overall configurations are given as follows:
%  (3.6)
%  '  5 £ l Ski (3.7)
where Bm and Bf are the stress concentration factors for the matrix and fibers, 
respectively. Substituting equations (3.6) and (3.7) into equation (3.3), one obtains 
the following relation for the stress concentration factors for the matrix and fibers
S m B ”  * B,fkl = .1 (5jk 6j, * Sa <ijk) (3.8)
where 5y are the components of the Kronecker delta. Once the matrix stress 
concentration factor Bm is determined, then one can use equation (3.8) to 
determine the corresponding fiber stress concentration factor Bf, and vice versa.
Similarly, the local-overall relation for the strain rate tensor is assumed in the
effective configurations such that
0 .9 )
where e™ a n d a r e  the effective matrix and fiber strain rate tensors, respectively. 
The additive decomposition is assumed of the matrix and overall strain rates in Cm 
and C, respectively, such that
-̂ n = i ? '  + i ? "
y y ( 3 .1 0 )
7U = €••' + €",r clj C1J (3 .1 1 )
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where ' indicates the elastic and " indicates the plastic part of the tensor.
Equations (3.10) and (3.11) are justified in view of the assumption of small strains. 
The fibers are assumed to deform elastically and therefore we have
4  ■ 4 ’ < 3 i 2 )
The local-overall relations for the effective strain rate tensors are given as follows:
(3.13)
eij ~ ^ijkl ekl (3-14)
where Am and are the strain concentration factors for the matrix and fibers, 
respectively. Substituting equations (3.13) and (3.14) into equation (3.9), one 
obtains the following constraint equation for the strain concentration factors
Aijkl * Ajjkl = \ <Sik «jl * «il «jk> <315)
The elastic constitutive relations for the matrix and fibers are given by the 
following relations:
-m  - m  -4n
°jj ~ ijkl ekl <3-16)
ffij “ ^ijkl ekl (3-17)
where Em is the elastic stiffness tensor of the matrix and is the elastic stiffness 
tensor of the fiber. The elastic stiffnesses of the matrix and fiber are given by the 
following expressions
Ejijkl = ^  6ij 6kl + (5ik 5jl + 5il 5jk> C3.i8)
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Eijkl = xf 6ij 6kl + G f  (5ik 5jl + 6il 6jk) (3.19)
where \ m, Gm , X̂ , and are Lame’s constants for the matrix and fibers, respec­
tively. Substituting for T 11 and from equations (3.16) and (3.17), respectively, 
into equation (3.3) and making use of equations (3.13) and (3.14), one obtains the 
relation
«    •
°ij = ^ijkl ekl (3.20)
where
Eijkl = c m Eijpq Apqkl + c f  Eijfpq Apqkl (3'21)
Since the fiber behaves only elastically, the elasto-plastic constitutive relation of 
composite is obtained by considering the elasto-plastic behavior of matrix, such as
* ”ij =  ^ i j k l  ? ”kl 0-22)
In spite of elastic behavior of fibers, the stress and strain concentration tensors for
fibers should be considered as elasto-plastic concentration factors because of matrix
yielding.
Substituting for o10 and <£ from equations (3.22) and (3.17), respectively, 
into equation (3.3) and making use of equations (3.13) and (3.14) with replacing of 
elasto-plastic concentration tensors the elasto-plastic constitutive equation of 
composite is given by
aij = ^ijkl ekl (3-23>
where
E ijkl =  c ^ i j p q  Am*pqkl +  ^ E*ijpq A^pqkl (3-24)
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3.2 Plastic Behavior of Matrix
The elasto-plastic constitutive model for the matrix is based on the von 
Mises type yield function P ^ y ,  a my) in the local configuration Cm such that
r in   3 /—m iti\ / m m. “ in ^ ~ .
2  y ” " °° ( *
a0m is a material constant denoting the uniaxial yield stress of the matrix material, 
and a 111 is the backstress tensor. The plastic flow in the configuration Cm is given 
by the associated flow rule in the form
H " = An ^  0-26)
d%
where Am is a scalar function introduced as a Lagrangian multiplier in the 
constrain thermodynamic equations for the matrix material.
In order to describe kinematic hardening for the matrix, the Prager-Ziegler 
evolution law (Ziegler, 1959) is used here in the configuration Cm, as follows:
HI "“ill Z*~IH 'fll\ /A AHV
«ij = M (aij -  a ij) (3.27)
where /zm is a scalar function given in terms of Am as follows:
d l m d l m
ni a ixi 
0i; wff;;
fim = A1'1 b  y L _  (3.28)
jn —mN d f 111/—111 111-.
(°k l “  a kl)
and b is a material parameter.
d m
aki
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The parameter Am is obtained from the consistency
f m ( a j \  5 ? ) = 0 (3.29)
and is given by the following relation:
7m 1 df m ~ m -m
A - f s  % > *  <3-30)q s<fjj
where
df m d f m
- m _ d f m  ^n. 3 f m 3 f m ,-m  -m, Sir”
q ■ T r̂ ^  -r=5T • p s  y * “«>---- -  j k  b <3-31)doj; offu o a ;i /-m —m, dr
Ij k l  ij (akl -  a u )  — -
d maki
The resulting elasto-plastic stiffness tensor for the matrix material in the effective 
undamaged configuration is given by
f, m  _ 1 a?m  pm  p m  d f m rx n*>\
D ijkl -  E ijk l -  ~  E pqij E klrs —  0 -32)
1 pq ffrs
3.3 Mori-Tanaka’s Strain and Stress Concentration Tensors
The expressions for the elastic stress and strain concentration factors given 
here are based on the Mori-Tanaka method. In the recent paper by Chen, et al.
(1992), the expressions for the elastic strain concentration factors Am, Af and the 
elastic stress concentration factors Bm, Bf are given by
A™Aijkl = A - m  ypq
V  mpqki (3.33)
îjkl = A f  ypq p  ^ pqki (3.34)
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®ijkl =  * i j “ q G j£ i  ( 3 . 3 5 )
Bijki =  * ijp q  G p jk i ( 3 -3 6 )
where
fpqkl=  c m 4 , ”  + c f ^ kl (3.37)
Gpqkl =  ^  «p”H + S f ^ 4 l  <3-38)
where cm and ?  are the effective matrix and fiber volume fractions, respectively. 
The tensors A m, Af  and 2?m, Bf are termed the partial concentration factors for 
strain and stress and are expressed in the following form:
&  =  Ppqkl +  V a  ̂ rskl ~ O ' '  <3 39>
A m  =  T pqki xpqkl
= j  ( V  « , i * «Pi V  <3-4°)
Spqkl =  Ppqkl +  Qpqrs <E,2l '  E^ ) ] ' 1 (3.41)
< k !  =  Ipqkl (3-42)
The tensors of P and Q depend only on the shape of the inclusion and on the 
elastic moduli of the surrounding matrix. For example, for an inclusion in the 
shape of a circular cylinder in isotropic matrix, the tensor P written in matrix form 
(6x6 array) is given by
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where
‘ 0 0 0 0 0 0  '
0 a+4e -a 0 0 0
8b(a+e) 8b(a+e)
0 -a a+4b 0 0 0
8b(a+e) 8b(a+e)
[P] = 0 0 0 a+2e 0 0
2b(a+e)




0 0 0 0 0 1
2e
a = E m G, +
m
(3.43)




where Em is the Young’s modulus of the matrix, Xm is the Poisson ratio of the 
matrix, and Gm is the shear modulus of the matrix. The tensor Q in equations 
(3.38) is given by
(3.45)
Qijkl “ Eijkl Eypq Ppqrs Erskl (3.46)
The Plastic stress and strain concentration factors are obtained by subtituting Dm 
instead of Em in equations (3.41), (3.41), and (3.46).
3.4 Anisotropic Damage Criterion
An anisotropic damage criterion g is proposed here. The damaged state is 
defined as any state that satisfies g = 0. Four different states are defined such that 
g < 0 (elastic-unloading) (3.47a)
, m
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g =  0 , 
g =  0 , 
g =  0 ,
l l -  Yj: < 0 
3 Y:: 1JIJ
dg Y:; = 0
B Y -  1J
Yj: > 0
B Y -  1J u jj
(elastic-unloading) 
(neutral loading)
(3 .4 7 b )
(3.47c)
(loading from a damaging state) (3.47d)
The anisotropic damage hardening is considered in order to obtain a damage 
criterion for nonproportional loading. The damage criterion g is given in terms of 
the tensorial hardening parameter h and the generalized thermodynamic force Y 
conjugate to the damage tensor <f> such that
B s  Pijkl Yij Ykl - 1 =  0  (3-48)
where
Pijkl = hjj1 V /  (3-49)
The damage criterion given by equation (3.48) is an isotropic function of both h 
and Y. The tensor, h, is expressed as follows
hij = (U* ) 1'2 t k, (u.j) 1'2 + Yij (3-50)
where
u
W f ) £l
Ai
0 0
o a3 i?3 (— )*3
(3.51)
and
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V =
V i o o
0  X2 v 2 o
0 0 X3 V3
(3.52)
Both u and V are generalizations to orthotropic materials of the scalar forms of 
isotropic materials originally proposed by Stumvoll and Swoboda (1993). The 
material parameters Xls X2, X3, Vj, v2, v3, £2, £3, rju rj2, 173, are obtained by
matching the theory with experimental results. The quantities Xl5 X2, X3, are 
related to the elasticity tensor E for an orthotropic material expressed by the 6x6 
matrix as follows
and
(Xj +2  ix{)
E 1122 ~  \
^233 “  ^2
- im
Xj X3 0 0  0
(X2 + 2 nq) X2 0 0 0
(X3 + 2 n3) 0 0 0
symm. ^ 0 0
M2 0
h
1  (Eim  - E 1122) -  /Xj
J  (^2222 '  ^2233) _  ^2
1  (E3333 - E 1133) -  fx3
(3.53)
(3.54)
The material parameters vl5 v2, and v3 in equation (3.52) define the initial 
threshold against damage for the orthotropic material. They are obtained from the
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constraint that the onset of damage corresponds to the stress level at which virgin 
material starts exhibiting nonlinearity. The scalar damage hardening parameter k  
in equation (3.51) is given by
'  ■ jo ‘ ■ Y« d t (3 55>
3.5 Damage Evolution
It is assumed in this work that the energy dissipated due to plasticity and 
that due to damage are independent of each other. However, the two dissipative 
mechanisms do influence each other. The power of dissipation II is given by
n = nD + np (3.56)
where IIP is the plastic dissipation and IID the corresponding damage dissipation. 
The plastic dissipation is given by
HP = ayejj" (3.57)
Small strains are assumed and the strain rate is assumed to be decomposed into an 
elastic component, ey', and a plastic component, e-", such that
ey = V  + ey" (3.58)
The associated damage dissipation is given by
n D = Y y^j (3.59)
The fictitious undamaged material is characterized by the effective stress 
and effective strain. Since in the effective configuration, C, the body has
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deformed without damage, hence the dissipation energy of the fictitious undamaged 
material is only composed of the plastic dissipation.
n  = n p (3.60)
and
5  = ayijj" (3.61)
Since it is assumed that plastic yielding is independent o f the damage process, the 
plastic dissipation in the damaged material is equal to the corresponding plastic 
dissipation in the fictitious undamaged material:
n p = fip (3.62)
or
= V ij"  (3 -63)
From equations (3.63) and (2.10), one obtains a transformation equation for the 
plastic strain rates such that
V ■  M ijk l V '  ( 3 - M )
Making use of the calculus of functions of several variables, one introduces 
two Lagrange multipliers Aj and A2 and forms the function Q such that (Voyiadjis 
and Kattan, 1992b)
fi = n - A 1 f - A 2 g ' (3.65)
To extremize the function Q, one uses the necessaiy conditions
= 0 (3.66)
StTy





=  0  (3 .6 7 )
that give both the corresponding plastic strain rate and damage rate evolution 
equations, respectively, as follows: 
d fey" = Aj (3.68)
and
*ij = A2 (3.69)a i jj
From the consistency condition for damage,




A2 = '  - s  Ymn (3.71)dg dg
d ^  « y s
Substituting equation (3.71) into equation (3.69), one obtains
4>kl = *klij Yy (3.72)
where the fourth order tensor ^  is given by
dg dg
dYkl dYy
dg dg*kiij = -  (3-73)
d d Ym„“mn mn
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Y is assumed to be a function of the elastic component of the strain tensor 
e \  and the damage tensor 4>, or the stress a and <j>
Y =  Y (e'jj, 0jj) or Y =  Y (cry, (3.74) 
The evolution equation for Y may be expressed as follows:
Y- -  H i  a 
1J ^ m n  mn
5Yii •
+ -------   4>kld<t>k i
Substituting for Y from equation (3.75) into equation (3.72) one obtains
d Y r
Lijkl ^kl “ ^
■ rs
yrs a _ mn 
d o mn
where
Lijkl = J  <«ik *jl + 5il *jk) -  ^ mn
3Yn 
ljmn ~ d ^
Equation (3.76) is used to solve for <t> such that
^ki ~
d Y „
T 1 ■<& .. _____









*̂kl ^klmn ®mn (3.79)
The thermodynamic force associated with damage is obtained using the 
enthalpy of the damaged material. The enthalpy for the damaged material is given 
by -
V (a ,0 ) = amn e'mn -  W (3.80)
or
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V * J  »nm Ei l  ( «  «B (3.81)
where W is the specific energy. In equation (3.81), E is the damaged elasticity 
tensor. The thermodynamic force is given by
Yy = ‘  (3-82)
or
v  _ dMabcd -
ij '  ~ a u   —a l   ( i .o i)
^^abcd ^ij
Through the energy equivalence principle, one obtains a relation between the 
damaged elasticity tensor E and the effective, undamaged, elasticity tensor E such 
that (Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1992a, 1992b)
E m > )  MUVmn (<t>) E^pq Mpqkl(<j>) (3.84)
Making use of equations (3.81) and (3.83), the thermodynamic force is given 
explicitly as follows:
9 Ivl
^ij ~ ~2 ~ (ffcd Eabpq Mpqkj <rkj + akl Mpqk] Epqab CTcdJ — — (3.85)
3.6 Constitutive Mode!
The elasto-plastic stiffness matrix that involves damage effects is now 
derived. Rate-dependent effects are neglected and isothermal conditions are 
assumed.
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The incremental form of equation (2.10) may be expressed as
9
îj = Mjjkl CTkl + Mijkl °k\ (3.86)
Using of the additive decomposition of the effective strain rate and equation (3.64), 
one obtains the following relation
eij ~ ^ijkl e kl + -^ijkl k̂l (3.87)
The rates of the damage effect tensor and its inverse may be expressed as follows 
by making use of equation (3.79)
MijkI = Xpqmn <7mn (3.88)
and
■ -1
Mijk, -  - j J H  (3.89)
In order to obtain the elasto-plastic stiffness matrix that involves damage effects, 
one starts with the elasto-plastic stiffness relation in the undamaged configuration 
given in equation (3.22).
Making use of equations (3.22), (3.87), (3.88) and (3.89), one obtains the 
resulting elasto-plastic stiffness relation in the damaged configuration as follows:
®mn ” ^mnpq p̂q (3.90)
where
^mnpq = ®mnij ^ijkl ^klpq (3-91)
and
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SMjij., -  3M _i
°ijkl -  Xpqmn ffmn + M ukl -  Djjmn X „ kl H„qab <rab
(3 .9 2 )
It is interesting to note that for the case of no damage, tensor X reduces to zero 
and O and M become fourth order identity tensors. In this case, equation (3.90) 
reduces to equation (3.22).
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Chapter 4
LOCAL AND INTERFACIAL DAMAGE ANALYSIS
4.1 Theoretical Preliminaries
The metal matrix composite used in this work consists of an elasto-plastic 
ductile metal matrix reinforced by elastic aligned continuous fibers. The composite 
system is restricted to small deformations with infinitesimal strains. In the initial 
configuration, C0, the composite material is assumed to be undeformed and 
undamaged. The initial matrix and fiber subconfigurations are denoted by C0m and 
C0f, respectively. Due to applied loads, the composite material is assumed to 
undergo elasto-plastic deformation and damage and the resulting overall configura­
tion is denoted by C. The resulting matrix and fiber local subconfigurations are 
denoted by Cm and Cf, respectively. Damage is quantified using the concept pro­
posed by Kachanov (1958) whereby two kinds of fictitious configurations C and C 
of the composite system are considered. C configuration is obtained from C by 
removing all the damages, while C configuration is obtained from C by removing 
only the interfacial damage between the matrix and the fiber. C is termed full 
effective configuration, while C the partial effective configuration.
A coupling formulation of plastic flow and damage propagation seems to be 
impossible, due to the presence of the two different dissipative mechanisms that 
influence each other. For example, the position of slip planes affects the 
orientation of nucleated microcracks. One can, however, assume that the energy
33
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dissipated in the yielding and damaging processes be independent of each other and 
apply a phenomenological model of interaction. Use will be made of the concept 
of effective stress (Lemaitre, 1971). Assuming a fictitious undamaged system, the 
dissipation energy due to plastic flow in this undamaged system is assumed to be 
equal to the dissipation energy due to plastic flow in the real damaged system.
The basic feature of the approach presented here is that local effects of 
damages are considered whereby these effects are described separately by the 
matrix, fiber and interfacial damage. This approach is schematically shown in 
Figure 4.1 where the undamaged matrix and fiber configurations Cm and Cf, 
respectively, are transformed to their respective damaged configurations Cm and Cf 
through the fourth order damage tensors Mm and Mf. Mm reflects damage in 
matrix only and accordingly Mf reflects damage in fibers only. Subsequent to this 
local damage description, the local-overall relations are used to transform the local 
damage effects to the whole composite system in configuration C. This is accom­
plished through the stress concentration tensors Bm and Bf of the matrix and fibers, 
respectively. This approach clearly represents a local damage description which is 
clearly depicted in Figure 4.1. The effect of interfacial damage between the fibers 
and the matrix is represented by a serial transformation Md and transforms the 
configuration C to the final damaged configuration C. Figure 4.1 represents two 
independent parallel transformations followed by two independent serial 
transformations. Considering the transformations outlined in Figure 4.1, it is clear 
the local nature of damage of this approach whereby the different damages are




















Matrix Damage \ Matrix I
M*
Fiber Damage
A ,  B m
Md
Composite J  Interfacial Damage uTomposite
Figure 4.1 Schematic representation of local damage approach.
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separately isolated. This approach can be summarized in the following three steps. 
First, apply the local damage effect tensors Mm and Mf to the local effective 
configurations Cm and Cf, respectively. This is followed by applying the damage 
stress concentration factors Bm and Bf to the local partial effective configurations 
Cm and Cf in order to obtain the overall partial effective configuration C. Finally, 
one applies the interfacial damage effect tensor Md to the overall partial effective 
configuration C to obtain the overall damaged configuration C.
The tensor Mm encompasses all the pertinent damage related to the matrix 
while the tensor Mf reflects the damage pertinent to the fibers (Voyiadjis and 
Kattan, 1993). However, interfacial damage Md is related to the interfacial 
damage variable </>d (second order tensor). An interfacial damage variable can be 
defined through the use of Figure 4.2 which is an RVE (representative volume 
element) such that
0d = (4.1)
S is the total interfacial length, between the fiber and the matrix, and S is the 
effective (net) resisting length corresponding to the total interfacial length in 
contact.
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Figure 4.2 Schematic representation of interfacial damage.
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4.2 Theoretical Formulation of the Damage Tensor M
Considering the overall configurations C, C, and C, one can introduce an 
overall damage effect tensor M and a partial damage effect tensor M for the whole 
composite system. These tensors are defined similarly to the definitions of Mm,
Mf and Md such that
* i j  =  M ij k l  * k l  ( 4 -2 )
^ij = Mjjkl okl (4.3)
The tensor M reflects all types of damages that the composite undergoes including
the damage due to the interaction between the matrix and fibers while the tensor M
reflects damages of matrix and fibers excluding the interfacial damage. This tensor 
has been studied previously by Voyiadjis and Kattan (1993), and Kattan and 
Voyiadjis (1993). A matrix representation was explicitly derived for this fourth 
order tensor by expressing the stresses in vector form. The tensor M was shown 
to be symmetric. The symmetry property of the tensor M is used extensively in 
the derivation that follows. The same holds tme for the tensors Mm, Mf and Md. 
Similar to tensor Md, both tensors Mm and Mf could be represented in terms of 
second order tensors </>m and <j>f, respectively, as shown in Voyiadjis and Kattan
(1993) and Kattan and Voyiadjis (1993). The effective matrix stress and the 
corresponding fiber stress are defined as follows:
"̂ij =  M m ijki o” ki (4 -4)
and
=  Mfykl afkl (4.5)
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where o111 and a{ are the partial effective stresses in the Cm and Cf configurations, 
respectively. These stresses are termed partial effective since the interfacial 
damage has not yet been incorporated into the formulation. The incremental 
relations for equations (4.4) and (4.5) are obtained through the material time 
differentiation of equations (4.4) and (4.5) such that
=  Mmijkl dmkl +  Mmijkl > kl (4.6)
and
af = Mfjjkl afkl +  Mfykl afkl (4.7)
Referring to Figure 4.1 and making use of the stress concentration tensors Bm and
Bf, the corresponding partial effective matrix stress and partial effective fiber stress
are derived in the following form:
> i j  =  Bmijki (4-8)
and
= Bfijki (4.9)
where Bm and Bf are the partial damaged stress concentration tensors for the 
matrix and fibers, respectively. The partial effective overall composite stress a is 
defined as follows:
îj =  Mdijkl ffkl (4-10)
in terms of the overall composite stress a. Taking the material time differentiating 
of equation (4.10) results into the following expression
5ij =  Mdijkl akl +  Mdijkl akl (4.11)
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Making use of equations (4.6) and (4.7) together with equation (3.3), one obtains 
the following expression:
ay = c“  (Mmijkl cFu +  Mmijkl 5 % )
+ ?  (M p i 5kl +  Mfijkl 5kl) (4.12)
Substituting into equation (4.12) for the partial effective matrix and fiber stress 
rates from equations (4.8) and (4.9) respectively and making use of equation (4.11) 
the resulting equation is given as follows:
^  = cm (MmijkI amkl + Mmijkl Bmklpq (Mdpqrs ars + Mdpqrs ars))
TTf s - f  -L  A / f f  f j f  /'A /fd  I A ^ d+ c (M jjkj ffkj + M ijk] B kipq (M pqrs ars +  M pqrs ars))
or
a = cm (Mmijkl 6™^ +  Mmijkl Bmklpq Mdpqrs a:s)
+ c (M jjkj a kl + M ykj B kjpq M pqrs ars)
+ (?" Mmijpq Bmpqrs Mdrskl +  ?  M ĵjpq Bfpqrs Mdrskl) dkl (4.14)
Taking the material time derivative of equation (4.2)
Ojj — Myk| akj +  Mjjkj akj (4.15)
and comparing terms with equation (4.14), one obtains the following relation:
Mjjki =  <c”  M “ ljpq Bmpqrs +  ?  M fUpq B ^ , )  M %  <■»•16)
or
M iik l  — Mj;rs Mdrskl (4.17)Mjkl  lvlijrs 1VA rskl
where
^ijrs c ^ mijpq ®mpqrs ^  ^^jpq ®fpqrs (4-18)
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This expression defines the cumulative damage of the composite as a function of 
the local matrix and fiber damages Mm and M f respectively as well as the 
interfacial damage Md. However, it should be noted that also one obtains by 
comparing relations (4.14) and (4.15) the following expression:
M ijkl °kl =  ^  Mmijkl ^ k l  +  ^  M fjjkl a fkl
+  M"ijk, 8 % ,  M V  + ?  Bfklpq Mdpqrs) „rs (4.19) 
The expression of the fourth order local damage effect tensor Mm, Mf, and 
Md can be represented by a 6x6 matrix as a function of (5y - <f>̂ in the form
[M]r =  [M (5y - 4>r5j)]r, r = m, f, d (4.20)
where is the Kroneker delta.
In conjunction with the matrix form of M given by equation (4.20), the 
local stress tensor aT is represented by a vector given by
[</] = [or11, ar22, 0*33, 0^ 2 , or23, or31]T , r  =  m, f (4.21)
The symmetrized a1 and a used here are given by (Murakami, 1988)
^  [<4 <6kj " ^kj)"1 + <6il " ^ii) ' 1 aijl • where r  = m, f  (4.22)
and
»U = \  ^  - *n>"‘ dijJ <4 -23>
The stresses given by equations (4.22) and (4.23) are frame-independent. Using 
the symmetrization procedure outlined by equations (4.22) and (4.23), the corre­
sponding 6x6  matrix form of tensor M is given by Voyiadjis and Kattan (1992b) as 
follows:
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[M] = 2V
2 Ĉ22 W33 2  <j>23 0 0
00
0  0  2 con co22 - 2 0 12
013 ̂ 23 + 012 w33 013 023 + 012 ̂ 33 ®
0 012013 + 023 W11 012013 + 023 ̂ l l
012023 +013w22 0 012023 + 013^22
2013 023 + 2012^33
2</>i3«̂ >23 + 2 012  ̂ 33 
0
2 2
0)220)33 +a)11a)33 -<£23 "013
012023 + 013^22 
012013 + 023 “ 11
and V is given by
0
2012013 +2023O)jj 
2012013 +2 0 23 O)ji
012023 + 013 “ 22
2 2
0)1 iO )3 3  + 0 ) j  jO)2 2  _ 0 i 3  “ 0 1 2
013023 +012w33 
r =  m, f, d
20^023 + 2 0 i3 0)22 
0
20^023 +2 0 j3O)22
012013 +023CJ11
013 023 + 012 “33
,2 ,2 
0̂ 29^33 jCt?22 ~*P23 ^12
(4-24)
2 2 2 
V = 0)jjO)220)33 -  023O)n ~ 0130)22 ~ 012^33 “ 2012023013 (4.25)
o)jj is used to denote <5y - 0y. 0y used in equations (4.24) and (4.25) represents 
0 mij or 0 f;j or 0 djj with respect to matrix damage or fiber damage or interfacial 
damage accordingly.
4.3 Effective Volume Fractions
Since the fictitious effective configuration is obtained by removing all 
damages that the material has been subjected to consequently it follows that the
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volume fractions in the effective configuration will differ from the initial volume 
fractions. However, the volume fractions of configuration C are assumed to be 
equal to the initial volume fractions.
In order to obtain an evolution expression for the effective volume 
fractions, we first address the simple case of one-dimensional damage model using 
the definition of Kachanov’s (1958) effective stress concept. The effective local 
stresses for the matrix and fiber in the one-dimensional case are defined by
a111 = — -—  om (4.26)
1 - <t>m
and
uf = — —  a{ (4.27)
1 -  d)f
where
™ d A m -  d A m
4>m =  — ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- (4.28)
dAm
and
<t>f  = - A-  " d^-f (4.29)
dA
dAr is a differential area normal to the fiber direction, where r =  m or f. The 
corresponding initial volume fractions are defined as follows:
d A m
c m = (4.30)
dA
• f = ^ 
dA
(4.31)
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and
dA = dA m + dAf (4.32)
Similarly, the effective volume fractions can be defined such as
: m _  d A mc '
dA
(4.33)
c '  = ^ 4 -' (4.34)
dA
and
dA = dA m + dA f (4.35)
From relations (54) and (55), one obtains respectively,
dAm = (1 - </>m) dAm (4.36)
dAf =  (1 - 0f) dAf (4.37)
Substituting relations (4.36) and (4.37) into equation (4.33) and making use of the 
assumption c r =  cr,
dAf dAf c f
dA m dA m c m 
one obtains the following relations
-m _ (1 -  4>m)
(4.38)




c f = ---------- ^ ^  (4.40)
(1 -  + (1 -  <j>“) ^
c f
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Equations (4.39) and (4.40) satisfy the constraint
cm +  Ef =  1 (4.41)
The variation of the effective volume fractions with respect to matrix and fiber 
damage are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, respectively, for the uniaxially loaded 
lamina. The initial fiber volume fraction is set equal to 0.35. The generalization 
of equations (4.39) and (4.40) to the three-dimensional damage model using the 
second order damage tensor 0 , may be expressed as follows:
(1 "  <0
(1 -  <t>“ ) + (1 -  4>Lj) £
(4.42)
and
- f  V ~ <i4>c 1 = ------------------   — (4.43)
(1 - < 0  + (1 -  4>” ) £ - 
c
where
</>eqf = (<t>{ : d>f)ll2/<t>J and 4>eqm = (4>m : <t>m)1/2/<t>crm (4.44)
where 4>CTf and <t>CTm are the critical values of 4>tqf and <f>eqm, respectively, at 
failure.
4.4 Damage Stress and Strain Concentration Tensors
The matrix and fiber stress concentration factors are defined as fourth-rank 
tensors. As composites undergo damage the stress and strain, concentration factors 
do not remain constant. The relations for the effective-elastic stress concentration








0.0 0.2 0.4 1.00.6 0.8
Fiber Damage
Figure 4.3 Variation of the effective volume fractions with 
respect to fiber damage.







1.00.80.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
Matrix Damage
Figure 4.4 Variation of the effective volume fractions with 
respect to matrix damage.
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factors for the matrix and fiber in the C configuration are given by the following 
two relations respectively:
?"ij =  B“ ijt l <4 4 5 >
and
? ij  “  B fcijkl 5*, (4 .46)
Making use of equations (4.3) and (4.4) in expression (4.45), one obtains
^ i )  =  < M " V l B " 'klpq Mpq) 5ts (4 .4 7 )
or
5” ij =  B ^ ijt , h \  (4-48)
where
B“ ijkl =  M '” ijw B™epqrs M[SM (4 .4 9 )
In equation (4.49), the tensor Bme is the elastic, matrix stress concentration factor 
in the damaged configuration C. Similarly, the corresponding elastic, fiber stress 
concentration factor in the damaged configuration C may be obtained such that
Bfeijkl =  M ijp , Bftpqrs Mrskj (4 .5 0 )
One assumes a similar relation for strains as that postulated for stresses 
given, by equation (3.3) such that in the effective configurations Cm, Cf and C one 
obtains
= c111̂  +  C ^ y  (4.51)
where em and "P are the effective matrix and fiber strain rate tensors, respectively, 
and e is the effective overall strain rate tensor. One also assumes the additive
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decomposition of the matrix and overall strain rates in Cm and C, respectively, as 
follows:
Tj. =  +  7".. (4.52)
fmij =  em'ij +  7m"ij (4.53)
and
^  =  F j j  (4.54)
where " ' " indicates the elastic part and " " " indicates the plastic part o f the 
tensor. Equations (4.52) and (4.53) are valid in this formulation because 
infinitesimal strains are assumed throughout here. The fiber strain consists only of 
the elastic part since the fibers can only deform elastically until they fracture. 
Consequently, the effective elastic (or total) fiber strain tensor is denoted by e*.
In the case of the effective elastic strain concentration factors for the matrix 
and fiber in the C configuration one obtains the following expressions:
=  Ameijkl ? kl (4.55)
and
= AfeijkI ? kl (4.56)
Making use of the following equations relating the effective elastic strains and the 
corresponding elastic strains (Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1993)
e'ij =  M '1̂ ,  e'kl (4.57)
em ki (4.58)
3 j  =  M ' fykl *fk, (4.59)
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together with equations (4.55) and (4.56) one obtains the elastic strain concentra­
tion factors in the partial damaged configuration C. These are given by the 
following relations:
Ameijk| = Mmijpq Amepqrs M’1̂ ,  (4.60)
and
^  ijkl — M  ijpq ^ fcpqrs ^  *rskl (4.61)
The variation of the stress concentration tensors Bm and Bf with damage is 
indirectly demonstrated through Figures 4.5 to 4.12. The material properties are 
shown in Table 4.1. This is demonstrated for a single lamina loaded axially along 
the fiber direction. Figure 4.5 shows the variation of the ratio of the axial stress in 
the fiber to the axial stress in the matrix with respect to the axial fiber damage 
in conjunction with several matrix damage cases. Similarly, the variation of the 
ratio of the axial stress in the matrix to the axial stress in the fiber with respect to 
the axial damage <{)n m in conjunction with several fiber damage cases is shown in 
Figure 4.6. It is clear that the stress ratio is constant in the case when the damage 
in the matrix is equal to the damage in the fibers. Next in Figure 4.7 the ratio 
between the local phase stress and the overall stress ( o u / o n )  is plotted with 
respect to the fiber damage <£u f (i.e., (f)u m =  0 ) with several fiber volume 
fractions, and versus <£n m (i.e., 4>u f =  0) in Figure 4.8. A nonlinear relation is 
observed in both Figures 4.7 and 4.8.
In Figures 4.9 to 4.12, different stress ratios corresponding to those in 
Figures 4.1 to 4.4 are plotted with respect to damage <f>n f or <f> 12m. In
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Table 4.1 Material Properties





Kinematic Hardening Parameter b
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Fiber Damage <j>f
Figure 4.5 Variation of stress ratios of fiber to matrix 
with respect to fiber damage 0 fu .








0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Matrix Damage
Figure 4.6 Variation of stress ratios of matrix to fiber 
with respect to matrix damage </>mj j.








0.20.0 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Fiber Damage 4 ^
Figure 4.7 Variation of stress ratios of local phases to 
composite for different fiber fractions with 
respect to fiber damage <£fn .
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5.0






Figure 4.8 Variation of stress ratios of local phases to 
composite for different fiber fractions with 
respect to matrix damage 4>mn-
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Fiber Damage 0 ,2
Figure 4.9 Variation of stress ratios of fiber to matrix 
with respect to fiber damage








0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 1.00.8
Matrix Damage
Figure 4.10 Variation of stress ratios of fiber to matrix 
with respect to matrix damage </>m12.









0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Fiber Damage <j>f
Figure 4.11 Variation of stress ratios of local phases to
composite for different fiber volume fractions 
with respect to fiber damage <f>fl2.











Figure 4.12 Variation of stress ratios of local phases to
composite for different fiber volume fractions 
with respect to matrix damage </>m 12.
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Figure 4.13, the strain ratio of the axial strain in the fiber to the axial strain in the 
matrix with respect to both the matrix and fiber damage is shown to be constant. 
The strain ratio of the transverse strain in the fiber to the transverse strain in the 
matrix with respect to fiber damage is shown in Figure 4.14. Similarly, the strain 
ratio of the transverse strains is shown in Figure 4.15 with respect to matrix 
damage. The ratio between the local phase strain and the overall strain (e22 Ie22)  *s 
plotted with respect to the fiber damage 4>22 0 -e - > ^22m =  0) f°r several fiber 
volume fractions in Figure 4.16, and versus <j)22m (i.e., <t>22 =  0) i*1 Figure 4.17.
In order to obtain the corresponding plastic stress and strain concentration 
factors associated with plastic deformations, the material time differentiation is 
needed for the equations relating the effective stresses with their corresponding 
stresses
°ij — ^ijkl ®kl ^ijkl ®kl (4.62)
=  Mmijkl cPkI +  Mmjjkl ^ k l  (4.63)
and
afjj = Mfijkl 5fk 1 +  crfkl (4.64)
Similarly, the rate equations of (4.45) and (4.46) are required such that
> i j  =  BmV i  *ki (4-65)
and
" y  =  B^ijki ^kl (4-66)
where Bmp and are the effective instantaneous plastic stress concentration 
factors. From equations (4.62), (4.63) and (4.65), one obtains
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0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15
Matrix and Fiber Damage
0.20
Figure 4.13 Variation of longitudinal strain ratio of fiber to 
matrix with respect to matrix and fiber damage.






0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20
Fiber Damage
Figure 4.14 Variation of transverse strain ratio of fiber 
to matrix with respect to fiber damage.
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Matrix Damage
Figure 4.15 Variation of transverse strain ratio of fiber 
to matrix with respect to matrix damage.







Figure 4.16 Variation of transverse strain ratio of local 
phases to composite with respect to fiber 
damage <$22-









Matrix Damage O '22
Figure 4.17 Variation of transverse strain ratio of local 
phases to composite with respect to matrix 
damage <j)m22-
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M V + M m 5i n = B mi, (Mff +  M ff) (4.67)
Assuming that
Mm 5™ = Bmp M a (4.68)
and
Mm 5"1 =  Bmp M d  (4.69)
then it follows that
S -ij =  <M-mljpq BmpPqrs M,skl) »kl <470)
Therefore, we obtain the instantaneous stress concentration factor for the matrix
gmp
> i i  =  ®mpijk1 »k] (4.71)
or
6 ” ^ ,  =  B”>Ppqrs Mrskl (4.72)
Similarly, one can obtain the instantaneous stress concentration factor for the fiber 
B*P such that
®^ijkl — M jjpq B^pqrs Mrskj (4.73)
Similarly, the plastic strain concentration factors can be determined which are 
given by the following relations
A ^ ijk l =  M1" ^  A mPpqrs M '^ k ,  (4.74)
^^ijkl — ^  ijpq -^^pqrs ^  *rskl (4.75)
4.5 Damage Criterion and Damage Evolution
The damage mechanism for each of the constituents of the composite 
material is different from the other. The matrix undergoes ductile damage while
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the fiber undergoes brittle damage. The mechanisms of interfacial damage is 
dependent on the fiber direction. It is clear that one single damage micro­
mechanism cannot be considered for the three types of damages outlined above.
We therefore consider each damage evolution separately.
4.5.1 Damage Criterion
An anisotropic damage criterion is proposed in this work. In order to 
obtain a damage criterion for nonproportional loading, the anisotropy of damage 
increase (hardening) must be considered. This is accomplished by expressing the 
damage criterion in terms of a tensorial hardening parameter, h. The damage 
criterion used here is of the form suggested by Mroz (1973) such that
gr 3= gr (Y, h) = 0, r = m, f, d (4.76)
where Yr is a generalized thermodynamic force conjugate to the damage tensor 4>r 
for each of the damage associated with the matrix, fiber, and debonding. Equation
(4.76) is an isotropic function of tensors Yr and hr such that
gf -  Prijkl Yrii Yfkl - 1 = 0 (4.77)
where
Pijkl -  h i j ' hk7 (4 .78)
and prjjkl is equivalent to Hill’s tensor for yield surfaces. The hardening tensor hr 
is given by
H  = « ) V2 4 l  K >1/2 + V j (4.79)
Tensors u and V are here defined for orthotropic materials as follows:
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X \ v f  0 0
0  X2V2 ® where r =  m, f, d (4.81)
.2
0
These tensors ur and Vr are generalizations to orthotropic materials of the scalar 
forms for isotropic materials originally proposed by Stumvoll and Swoboda (1993). 
In expressions (4.80) and (4.81), the scalar quantities Xrj, Xr2, Xr3, vrj, vr2, vr3, 
%T2, ^r3> T?ri ’ 2* and ^ 3  are material parameters obtained by matching the 
theory with experimental results. The parameters Xr1; Xr2, Xr3, vrl9 vr2, and vr3 
are explicitly related to the physical properties of the material as shown below.
For elastic isotropic materials, the fourth order elasticity tensor, E, may be 
expressed by the following 6x6 matrix
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E =
'1111 E 1122 E 1122 
















2 ^ 1 1 1 1  E1122) 
(4.82)
or
(\+2fi)  X X 0 0 0 
(X+2jt) X 0 0 0 
g  _ (X + 2fi) 0 0 0
symm. ji 0  0
H 0
It is clear from expressions (4.82) and (4.83) that
(4.83)
E 1122 " ^ and E1212 = n (4.84)
For an orthotropic material, a similar expression to (4.83) may be obtained such 
that:
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E l l l l  E 1122 E 1133















( V 2 * )  Xj
(X2 +2/^)
(X3 +2^t3) 0 0 0 
symm. 0  0
M2 0  
i*3
By comparing expressions (4.85) and (4.86), similar equations to those obtained 
for isotropic materials given by expressions (4.84) are derived such that 
E1122 =  ^1 E 1212 =  H
^233 =  ^2 ^2323 =  ^2 (4.87)
E 1133 =  ^3 E 1313 =  ^3
We note that from equations (4.87), Xrj, Xr2, and Xr3 are generalized Lame 
constants for an orthotropic material behavior.
In equation (4.81), v l5 v2, and v3 define the initial threshold against damage 
for the orthotropic material. It is obtained from the constraint that the onset of
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damage corresponds to the stress level at which the virgin material starts exhibiting 
nonlinearity.
Referring to equation (4.80), kt is a scalar hardening parameter given by 
*r = -  Yjj <£>[j dt , where r =  m, f, d (4.88)
As outlined by Stumvoll and Swoboda (1993), the damaging state is any state that 
satisfies g =  0. Four states are outlined here
gr <  0 (elastic-unloading) (4.89)
gr = 0, Yj[ <  0 (elastic-unloading) (4.90)
aYij
gr =  0, A l_  Yjf =  0 (neutral loading) (4.91)
a Yi;
gr = 0, —I — Yjj >  0 (loading from a damaging state) (4.92)
dY;f
In this section, the anisotropic damage criterion g is defined by equation (4.77) as 
well as the loading conditions outlined by equations (4.89), (4.90), (4.91), and 
(4.92). The anisotropic damage criterion is defined through the second order 
tensors ur and Vr and the damage tensor <f>T for each constituents of the composite 
material. In this work, we assume that the matrix and the fiber are isotropic 
materials while anisotropic damage criterion is used to describe the interfacial 
damage.
In this work, an anisotropic damage model is presented in order to 
accurately predict the behavior of the material. The use of this versatile and
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general anisotropic model imposes six parameters for which the author has not 
obtained direct physical correlation. However, some other parameters in the 
formulation have direct physical correlation such as a Xls X2, X3, v l5 v2, and v3.
4.5.2 Damage Evolution of the Matrix
The metal matrix exhibits two energy dissipative behaviors. Although the 
two dissipative mechanisms of plasticity and damage influence each other, in this 
work, it is assumed that the energy dissipated due to plasticity and that due to 
damage are independent of each other. The power of dissipation for the matrix is 
given by
n m = n md + nmp (4.93)
where n mp is the plastic dissipation and ftmd the corresponding damage dissipation. 
The plastic dissipation is given by
n mP = a1"jj (4.94)
In this work, a small strain theory is assumed and the strain rate is assumed to be 
decomposed into an elastic component em , and a plastic component em ", such that
im.j =  gin'.. +  fm".. (4  95)
The associated damage dissipation is given by
n md = cTij (4.96)
where Ym is a generalized thermodynamic force conjugate to the damage tensor 
</>m. The fictitious undamaged material is characterized by the effective stress and 
the effective strain. Since in the full effective configuration, Cm, the matrix has
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deformed with no additional damage, therefore, the dissipation energy in Cm is 
only composed of the plastic dissipation
n m = n mP (4.97)
and therefore
n m =  o“ y ?" 'ij (4.98)
This is because plastic yielding is assumed to be independent of the damage pro­
cess. The plastic dissipation in the damaged matrix is equal to the corresponding 
plastic dissipation in the full effective configuration, Cm. This concludes that
nmp = flmP (4.99)
which implies that
P 'ij > " i j  =  i111̂  (4.100)
Making use of equation (4.100) together with
=  Mmij a"1,,, (4.101)
one obtains a transformation equation for the plastic strain rates such that
H j  =  M - >  t m "k I (4.102)
Making use of the calculus of functions of several variables, one introduces 
two Lagrange multipliers Ajm and A2m in order to form the function fim such that 
Qm =  f F  _ Ajm P  - A2m gm (4.103)
In equation (4.103), f ^ o ^ o :111) is the plastic yield function of the matrix and ctm is 
the backstress tensor. gm is the damage potential which is a function of Ym. To
extremize the function a2m, one uses the necessary conditions
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o u  = 0  (4.105)
d Y ?
which give the corresponding plastic strain rate and damage rate evolution 
equations, respectively:
. „ 3 f m
em i: =  A1m ^ I _  (4.106)
J 1 -  _ mdatj
and
d g m 
m=  A2m & (4.107)
3Yij
Equation (4.107) gives the increment of damage from the damage potential gm. 
Using the consistency condition for the matrix damage gm
gm = 0 (4.108)
one obtains the parameter A2m. Equation (4.108) states that after an increment of 
damage, the volume element again must be in a damaging state. From equation 
(4.108), one obtains
d g m Y m 
8 Y ?  'J
A2m = - ------«--------- (4.109)
d g m d g m
aYjf
Substituting equation (4.109) into equation (4.107), one obtains
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=  rm n
where ipm is a fourth order tensor defined as
(4 .1 1 0 )
B g m  d g m
r .. =  . a Y i f
d Y ?
B g m B g m
(4.111)
d C  B Y “
The generalized thermodynamic force Ym is assumed to be a function of the elastic 
component of the strain tensor em’, and the damage tensor 4>m, or the stress a™ and
yrn.. =  ym  or ym.. =  ym  ^m.p (4 n 2 )
The evolution equation for Ym may be expressed as follows:
■ m
Ymii =  - J L  &£
1J ~ _m  K1 
9ffki
b y ;m
!J h i (4.113)
Substituting for Ym from expression (4.113) into equation (4.110), one obtains the 
evolution equation for <j>m such that
m
T -m ,m ^Y rs 
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The thermodynamic force associated with damage is obtained using the enthalpy of 
the damaged matrix where
In equation (4.117), Em is the damaged elastic stiffness of the matrix. The 
thermodynamic force of the matrix is given by
Y f  -  -  4 X 2  (4.118)
Using the energy equivalence principle (Cordebois and Sidoroff, 1982), one 
obtains a relation between the damaged elastic compliance, E'm, for the matrix and 
its corresponding undamaged elastic compliance Em such that (Voyiadjis and 
Kattan, 1992a)
E ijk > m> = Mp^jOT) Epq”  Mr™ (< n  (4.119)
Making use of equations (4.117), (4.118), and (4.108), the thermodynamic force 
for the matrix is obtained explicitly such that
m 1 ,~m ^-m  , ,  m _m _m A, m 7; -m _m. ^^abcd /A
ij -  ~2 abpq ^>qkl °kl + ° is  uvrs uvab °cd) (4.120)
3<j> y
4.5.3 Damage Evolution of the Fiber
The gradual degradation of the elastic stiffness of the fiber is caused only 
through damage and therefore no plastic dissipation occurs. We therefore have
flf =  flfd =  Yfy </>dij (4.121)
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and
fif =  0 (4.122)
Accordingly, the function fif is given by
fif = Hf -A f gf (4.123)
and
^  =  Af i i !  (4.124)
Using the consistency condition for the damage of the fiber
gf = 0 (4.125)
one obtains the evolution equation for <t>f is obtained
^ ij ~  Xfijkl ^kl (4.126)
where Xf is a fourth order tensor similar to Xm expressed by equations (4.115).
Yf is obtained in a similar approach as that of the matrix, Ym, and has a similar 
form, except replacing the superscript m with f.
4.5.4 Interfacial Damage Evolution
The interfacial damage can be defined as shown in Figure 4.2 in terms of a 
second order symmetric tensor </>d may be expressed as
0 dy = 4>d (S, S) (4.127)
More elaborate interfacial damage expressions could be derived based on the work 
of Levy (1994). The corresponding power of dissipation due to interfacial damage 
is given by
n d = Ydij (^j (4.128)
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and
fld = 0 (4.129)
The function Qd is expressed as
fld = n d - Ad gd (4.130)
and
*d„ =  Ad i l l  (4.131)
i Y ?
Using the consistency condition for the interfacial damage
gd =  0 (4.132)
one obtains the evolution expression for 4>d such that
=  XdljM %  (4.133)
Similar to the procedure outlined for the other two types o f damages Yd could be 
easily obtained accordingly, such as
Yy = i  (°od E abpq M p q k l ffkl + ffrs M uvrs ^ v i b  acd> (4.134)
*4
4.6 Constitutive Model
Derivation of the elasto-plastic constitutive model for the damaged com­
posite system is performed in three steps. The first step involves the derivation of 
separate constitutive equations for the matrix and fiber in their respective damaged 
configurations Cm and Cf. This is followed by the second step which combines the 
two constitutive equations into one for the overall composite system in its partial
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effective configuration C. Finally, the interfacial damage is incorporated in order 
to obtain the final constitutive equation that includes all the three types of damages 
in the damaged configuration C.
4.6.1 Damage Elastic Constitutive Model
The elastic behavior of the matrix and the elastic behavior of the fibers in 
their respectively effective configurations c™ and c? were given in equations (3.16) 
and (3.17) such that
»” ii =  ?"ki (3.16)
? i j = E fUk| ? tl (3.17)
while the damage elastic behaviors of matrix and fiber in partial effective 
configurations cm and cf are related such that
^ i j  =  Emijkl ?"kl (4.135)
"'ij =  6 V l ! W (4136)
If we extend the hypothesis of complemental energy equivalence to each matrix 
subconfigurations c™, cm and fiber subconfigurations (?, cf, we obtain
= V1̂ ,  (Ty) (4.137)
and
V ^ f )  =  Vf(a f  (4.138)
where
v ”  =  7  E - >  ^ i j  (4.139)
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Vm =  i  £ * >  5% (Fu (4.140)
Vf = \  E'fijkl afij ^kl (4-141)
= \  ^ ijk l ®kl (4.142)
Using equation (4.4) and (4.5), the damage elastic stiffness of matrix and fiber are 
obtained from the equations (4.137) and (4.138) such that
= M - %  E">pqrs M'“ r!kl (4.143)
fifijkl =  M'pqij Epqrs M' f" «  <4144>
The overall damage elastic response of the composite system in the partial effective 
configuration c is related such that
°ii = Ejjki ekl (4.145)
The overall partial effective stress of the composite system is is related to the local 
partial effective stresses a"1 and ( f  such that
cry =  cm +  cf ofy (4.146)
Substituting equations (4.135) and (4.136) into equation (4.146) and making use of 
the following relations:
^mij =  Ameijkl ekl (4.147)
efy = Afejjkl ekl (4.148)
We obtain the damage elastic constitutive equation such that
h  =  (cm Emijpq Amepqkl +  cf Ê jjpq Afepqkl) ekl (4.149)
From equations (4.145) and (4.149), the damage elastic stiffness E is given by
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Ejjki = cm Emijpq Amepqkl +  cf Ê jjpg Afepqkl (4.150)
4.6.2 Damage Elasto-PIastic Model
The damage elasto-plastic behavior of matrix and fiber in partial effective 
configurations cm and cf are related such that
= 6 mijki^kl (4.151)
=  Efyki dfk! (4.152)
While the undamage elasto-plastic behavior of matrix and fiber in full effective 
configurations Cm and Cf are related such that
A  -  5 ” ikl H i  (4.153)
" fij =  Efijw “ w (4.154)
In order to obtain the damaged elasto-plastic stiffness of the matrix con­
stituent, Dm, one needs to transform equation (4.153) from the undamaged matrix 
configuration Cm to the damaged matrix configuration Cm. This is performed 
through the use of equation (4.6) together with strain rate counterpart obtained 
from equations (4.57), (4.58), and (4.102), such that
«“ ij =  M-mijkl Imkl + M 'mjjkI emkl (4.155)
The time rate of the matrix damage tensor used in equation (4.6) and its inverse 
used in equation (4.155) may be expressed as shown below by making use of 
equation (4.115)
|ur in
M p i  jjp Xpq„. (4156)
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M -  -  iiSBL j ” „ (4.157)
d <t>pq
Making use of equations (4.6), (4.151), (4.155), (4.156), and (4.157), one obtains 
the resulting elasto-plastic stiffness relation for the damage matrix constituent
=  ° '>  5 V ,  M'V  (4.158)
where
m _  ̂̂ ijkl m m ^^mnpq Y  m g  -m _m
ijkl ~  " )̂qran mn ijkl ijmn rskl pqab ab
d<t> pq ^  rs
(4.159)
The overall damage elasto-plastic response of the composite system in the partial 
effective configuration, C, is related such that
®ij =  Djjki ek] (4.160)
For the damage elasto-plastic behavior, equations (4.146), (4.147) and (4.148) can 
be written as follows:
(ijj =  cm 5”^  +  cf afy (4.161)
h j  =  A % kl ikI (4.162)
= A ^ ,  ekl (4.163)
Substituting equations (4.151), (4.152) into (4.161) and making use of equations 
(4.162) and (4.163), we obtain the overall damage elasto-plastic constitutive 
equation in partial effective configuration C as
j  =  (c"> Dmijpq A"-P,qk, +  £f Etjpq A fMkl) ik| (4.164)
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From equations (4.160) and (4.164), the damage elasto-plastic stiffness in is given 
by
Dijt| =  cm Dmjjpq A"Ppqkl +  cf f i t , ,  A4>pqkI (4.165)
The overall damage response of the composite system is obtained from equation
(4.160) by applying the interfacial damage effect tensor Md. Using the following 
relations
<7jj =  Mdijkl CTkl +  Mdjjkl <7kl (4.166)
and
Cy = M 'djkl ekI +  M'dijkl ekl (4.167)
One obtains the damage elasto-plastic constitutive relation including both the local 
damages, </>f and 4>m, as well as the interfacial damage </>d. Similarly, the rates of 
the debonding damage effect tensor used in equation (4.166) and its inverse used in
equation (4.167) are given as follows by making use of equation (4.133)
. a 9M::u j
Mjjid * — T 1 Xpqmn (4.168))
and
. . j  dMjjK.1 a
M ij« = — #  Xpqmn *nm (4-169)
a « p,
Finally, one obtains the damage elasto-plastic constitutive relation including both 
the local damages, <£f and <j>m, as well as the interfacial damage <j>d. Making use of
equations (4.160) and (4.166) through (4.169) one obtains
oy — Djjki ekj (4.170)
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where the damage elasto-plastic stiffness of the material is given by
and
^ijkl ^  pqij ^pqrs ^  rskl
d dMjjkl d + A/Td -  f> ^^mnpq v  d r?-1
Ijkl d npqmn 11111 ijkl ijmn d rskl ^pqab (
3 ^pq d ( l> rs
The elastic stiffness for the damage composite E is given such that 









The three-dimensional damage elasto-plastic constitutive equation for single 
lamina referring to the principal material coordinate system denoted by 1-2-3 is 
given by equations (3.90) and (4.170). The general three-dimensional constitutive 
relation of a composite lamina referring to the off-axis coordinate system denoted 
by x-y-z can be obtained from equations (3.90) or (4.170) by coordinate trans­
formation. Here, the x-y plane coincides with the 1-2 plane and the angle between
the 1 and x axis is 0. The stress and strain vectors in those two coordinate systems
are related by
{dajj.2.3 =  [T] {dff}x.y.z (5.1)
{ d e } ^  =  [T] {de}x.y.z (5.2)
where [T] is a transformation matrix given by
[T] =
COS02 sin02 0 - 2 cos0 sin0 0 0
sin2 0 cos 2 0 0 2 cos0 sin0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
cos0 sin0 -co s0 sin0 0 cos2 0 -sin20 0 0
0 0 0 0 cos 0 sin0
0 0 0 0 -s in 0 COS0
(5.3)
Substituting equations (5.1) and (5.2) in (3.90) or (4.170), one obtains the relation 
{dor}' = [T]-1 [D] [T] {de}' (5.4)
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where prime denotes the off-axis coordinate system. Thus, the damage elasto- 
plastic stiffness matrix referring to the off-axis coordinate x-y-z system is given by 
[D]' = [T]-1 [D] [T] (5.5)
5.2 Plane Stress
The constitutive equation for plane stress problem is obtained from 
imposing the plane stress conditions ozz =  =  ayz = 0 to equation (5.4). The
explicit expression of the constitutive equation for plane stress is as follows:
where Dn  =  D 'n  - (D '13 x D '31)/D33 
Di2 =  D 'i2 - (D'i3 X D '32)/D '33 
D2i =  D '21 - (D '23 x D '31)/D '33 
Dj3 =  D 'j4 - (D '13 X D '36)/D '33 
D31 =  D '41 - (D '43 x D '31)/D '33
^ 2 2  =  ^ '2 2  "  (D '2 3  x  d ' 32) / d ' 33 
D23 =  D '24 - (D '23 x D '34)/D '33 
D32 =  D '42- (D '43 x D '32)/D '33 
D33 =  D '44 - (D '43 x D '34)/D '33
d a xx " D n D 12 Dj3 d e xx
d(Tyy ■ = D 12 D 22 D 23 dCyy (5.6)
dOxy D 13 D 23 D 33 2 dexy
(5.7)
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5.3 Uniaxial Analysis of a Single Lamina
In order to obtain the damage parameters for the titanium matrix/SiC-6 
fiber composite of which material constants are shown in Table 4.1, both 
longitudinal and transverse uniaxial tension analyses are simulated numerically. 
Both the longitudinal and transverse strengths of the composite (<7“ =  1300 MPa, 
<rtu =  110 MPa) are given by the manufacturer (see Voyiadjis and Venson, 1995). 
The procedure of the numerical analysis of lamina strength and load-deformation 
behavior is shown schematically in Figure 5.1. The overall damage parameters i]1, 
j?2 > V31 £i> £2’ and £3. as shown in Table 5.1 and the local damage parameters 77rl5 
rf2, rf i ,  £ri, £r2, and £r3, shown in Table 5.2. These values are selected such that 
the computed results present a best fit of the experimental data. The stress-strain 
curves of both the longitudinal and transverse uniaxial tension analyses are shown 
in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. In addition to the stress-strain curves, local damage 
evolutions with respect to the stresses for longitudinal and transverse tensile 
loadings are shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. It is clearly shown that 
the growth of damage with stress accelerates rapidly near the failure. This is in 
accord with the experiments of Voyiadjis and Venson (1995) whereby a substantial 
increase in the crack density is instrumental in forming links between the cracks 
that leads to failure. More damage is experienced in the 90° fiber orientation than 
the 0 ° fiber orientation as expected.
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Calculate Damage Increment and Update
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Transform the Calculated Stiffness in Loading Direction
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Calculate Plastic Hardening Parameter and Update
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Calculate instantaneous elasto-plastic stress and strain 

















Matrix Properties, Fiber Properties, Volume Fractions, 
Yielding Parameters, Damage Parameters, 
and, Fiber Orientation,
Initialization: DAMAGE=’NO', YIELD=’NO'
Figure 5.1 Schematic representation of numerical analysis 
procedure for single lamina.
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Table 5.1 Overall Damage Parameters
£l 0.65.
£2 = £3 0.60
Vi 0.69
V2 = V3 0.92
V1 0.004
v2 =  v3 0.001
Table 5.2 Local Damage Parameters
Matrix Damage Fiber Damage Interfacial
Damage
Vi 0.08 0.06 0.075
V2 0.08 0.06 0.065
V3 0.08 0.06 0.065
£l 0.65 0.55 0.55
£2 0.65 0.55 0.70
£3 0.65 0.55 0.70
V1 0.003 0.007 0.008
v2 0.003 0.007 0.001
v3 0.003 0.007 0.001










0.000 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008
Strain, eL
Figure 5.2 Stress-strain curves of longitudinal tensile loading.
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Figure 5.3 Stress-strain curves of transverse tensile loading.
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Figure 5.4 Local damage-stress curves of longitudinal tensile loading.
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Figure 5.5 Local damage-stress curves of transverse tensile loading.
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5.4 Numerical Solution of Uniaxially Loaded 
Symmetric Laminated Composite
The elasto-plastic damage stiffness tensor for a single lamina in its principal 
material coordinate system has been presented in equations (3.91) for the overall 
approach and (4.171) for the local approach. This stiffness tensor is transformed 
to the loading coordinate system and expressed as [D]k in matrix form. A 
symmetric stacking of plies is considered here such that "t" is the thickness of the 
laminate consisting of n plies and tk is the thickness of the kth lamina. The 
average stress increment is expressed as follows (in vector form):
{do}ave 7 E Pit ‘k
1 k=l
(5.8)
Making use of equation (5.8), one can define the gross damage elasto-plastic 
stiffness for the laminated composite as follows in matrix form:
[Dg] J E n)]k ‘k
1 k=l
(5.9)
Making use of the assumption of constant strain through the laminate thickness, the 
stresses in each lamina are calculated as follows:
{da}k = [D]k {de} (5.10)
The numerical analysis procedure for the laminate strength and load-deformation 
behavior is shown schematically in Figure 5.6. The detailed procedure of the 
lamina analysis is shown in Figure 5.1. Two types of laminate layups are 
considered in this work, (±  45)s and (0/90)s, each consisting of four plies. These 
layups are examined both numerically and experimentally (Voyiadjis and Venson,




















Number of Lamina; n 
Lamina Thickness
Calculate Strain Increment and Update
Calculate Damage Elasto-Plastic Stiffness of k_th Lamina
Calculate the Gross Damage Elasto-Plastlc Stiffness of Laminate
Calculate Stress, Plastic Hardening, and Damage Increment 
in k jh  Lamina and Update All Quantaties
Figure 5.6 Schematic representation of numerical analysis 
procedure for laminate.
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1995). The stress-strain curves for (±  45)s layup and (0/90)s layup shown in 
Figures 5.7 and 5.8, respectively, show good agreement with the experimental data 
by Voyiadjis and Venson (1995). Overall damage evolutions with respect to the 
stress are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 for (±  45)s layup and (0/90)s layup, 
respectively. Overall damage in the 90° fiber orientation is experienced earlier 
than the 0° fiber orientation as expected. Damage, <j)12, which is absent in the 
(0/90)s layup is experienced in the (±  45)s layup as shown in Figure 5.9. This 
implies that damage <f>12 is exclusively related to the shear stress.









0 —  Experimental 
■0— Theoretical (Overall Approach) 
Theoretical (Local Approach)
0.000 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010 0.012 0.014
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Figure 5.7 Stress-strain curves of (±  45)s layup.
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Figure 5.8 Stress-strain curves of (0/90)s layup.
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Figure 5.9 Overall damage-stress curves of (±  45)s layup.
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Figure 5.10 Overall damage-stress curves of (0/90)s layup.




With the advancement in computational facilities in terms of speed versus 
cost in the last two decades, it has become quite affordable to analyze structures 
for more realistic behavior introduced through complex models of nonlinear nature. 
Finite element method has grown in strength among structural engineers as an 
important tool for evaluation of response of complex structures under quite 
complex loads and loading situations. Structural analysis involving geometric and 
material nonlinearities are now widely used in structural design.
In this chapter, the necessary equations are presented that enable the finite 
element analysis to implement the proposed constitutive models on high-speed 
computers. In the nonlinear finite element analysis involving material non- 
linearities, it is necessary to resort to an incremental formulation of the equation of 
motion. A linearization is performed on the nonlinear equations that arise from the 
weak formulation using the virtual work principle. Newton-Raphson is used in 
obtaining the converged solution through several iterations depending on the 
specified accuracy. The purpose of this chapter is to show the general applicability 
of the model through a finite element code.
After presenting the basics on the governing equation, formulation of the 
incremental method will be presented in detail. The end result of the formulation
101
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is a set of linear simultaneous equations that have to be solved in order to obtain 
the solution. The method will be presented in a very general form together with 
all the appropriate required simplifications that will be used in this work. The 
application of the method to a particular element (8 noded isoparametric plane 
stress element in this case) is presented for completeness. The solution algorithm 
adopted here in solving the set of nonlinear equations of equilibrium will be pre­
sented in detail.
6.2 Finite element Formulation
The governing equation of the finite element method can be derived from 
the principle of virtual work such as
I v aij 5eij dV =  j v Qi 5ui dV + 1 a  Ti 5ui dA (6 -1)
where 6u; is a field of virtual displacements that is compatible with applied forces 
and Sejj is the corresponding field of compatible virtual strains given by
* 10 6 : :  =  —
lJ 2
a(5ui)  ̂ 3(5Uj) 
dxj 3xj
(6-2)
and q; and T; are body forces and surface tractions, respectively. For a small 
deformation analysis, we have
U; =  N" Uj (6.3)
6uj =  Njj (Suj) (6.4)
where Uj is the displacement of nodal points and Ny is the displacement inter­
polation function or the shape function.
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Substituting equations (6.2) and (6.4) into (6.1), one obtains the equilibrium 
equations as follows:
J v  °ii ^  d V  = | v  N i* dV  * f A ‘i N “  dA  (6 ' 5)
One finally obtains the incremental equilibrium equations by differentiating both 
sides of equation (6.5)
[K] {dU} =  {dP} (6 .6)
where {dU} is the unknown incremental displacement vector of the nodal points, 
and {dP} is the corresponding incremental nodal forces given by
dPa =  J v  dqj Nia dV + 1 dtj Nia dA (6.7)
where dqj is the incremental body force and dt; is the incremental surface traction.
In equation (6.7), [K] is the stiffness matrix which is given by
, dNia 3N kb
Kab =    Diikl    dV  (6 .8)
ab Jv 3Xj Ijkl d x t
The incremental equilibrium equation (6 .6) expresses the equilibrium between the 
internal forces {dF} (on the left-hand side) and the external force {dP} (on the 
right-hand side). The residual force vector {dR} is defined by
{dR} =  {dP} - {dF} (6.9)
In a damage elastic-plastic analysis, because of the nonlinear relationship 
between the stress and the strain, the equilibrium equation (6 .6 ) is a nonlinear 
equation of strains, and therefore, is a nonlinear function of the nodal displace­
ment. Iterative methods are usually employed to solve equation (6 .6) for displace­
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ments corresponding to a given set of external loads. Moreover, since a damage 
elasto-plastic constitutive relation depends on deformation history, an incremental 
analysis following an actual variation of external forces is used to trace the 
variation of displacement, strain, stress, and damage along with the external 
forces.
In an incremental analysis, the total load {P} acting on a structure is added 
in increments step by step. At the (m + l)th  step, the load can be expressed as
m+i{P} =  m{P} +  m+i{dP} (6.10)
where the left superscript m indicates the mth incremental step. Assuming that the
solution at the mth step, m{u}, m{o), m{e} and m{4>} is known, and at the (m + l)th
step, one obtains the following, corresponding to the load increment {dP},
m+1{u} =  m{u} +  {du} (6 .11)
m+l {a} = !"{<;} +  {da} (6 .12)
m+ i{e} =  +  (dej (6 13)
+ W  (6.14)
6.3 Solution
A full Newton-Raphson method is used in this work to solve the system of 
nonlinear equations that arise from the equilibrium equations. A brief description 
of the method is given by Voyiadjis (1973). The incremental analysis technique 
described in this chapter is successfully implemented into the finite element 
program DNA (Damage Nonlinear Analysis) using the above described iterative 
method. The steps involved in the process of solving are briefly described below.
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(1) INCREMENT: Loop for each load increment
(a) Calculate the load or applied displacement increment for the
current incremental step or input the load/applied displace­
ment increment.
(b) ITERATE: Loop for full Newton-Raphson iteration:
(1) Compute the residual load vector for this iteration 
subtracting the equilibrium load from the load com­
puted for the increment.
(2) Rotate the appropriate loads and applied displacements 
such that the degrees of freedom at the skew boundary 
(a boundary condition that is not along the global 
coordinate system) are normal and tangential to the 
skew boundary.
(3) Assemble the stiffness matrices and find the equivalent 
loads for the applied incremental displacements.
Since explicit integration is difficult, Gaussian points 
are used to evaluate the above integrals.
(4) Solve for the incremental displacements using a linear 
solver.
(5) Add the solved iterative incremental displacements to 
the applied incremental displacements to obtain the 
complete iterative incremental displacements.
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(6) Rotate back the complete iterative incremental dis­
placements at the skew boundaries to the global 
coordinate system.
(7) Cumulate the complete iterative incremental displace­
ments to the total incremental displacements.
(8) Find the stresses due to the iterative incremental dis­
placements. From the iterative deformation gradient 
and the stresses updated, compute the updated consti­
tutive matrix D. From the total incremental displace­
ments accumulated so far and the D matrix, calculate 
the equilibrium load vector.
(9) Check if the convergence of solution is met using a 
particular convergence criterion. If  convergence has 
not occurred, go back to the step ITERATE.
(c) If divergence occurs according to the convergence criterion, 
then reduce the load increment appropriately as specified by 
the user and start the iterative solution over again for that 
load increment.
(d) If divergence occurs for a load increment that has been 
reduced’m ’ times (specified by the user), then report 
’convergence not met’ and leave the solution phase.
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(e) If convergence has occurred, then perform the following 
operations before going for the next increment.
(1) Update the nodal positions by adding the currently 
obtained incremental displacements.
(2) Transform the quantities pertaining to the material 
property to the present configuration.
(3) Print out the appropriate quantities pertaining to the 
converged increment according to the user’s specifica­
tions.
(f) If the total load is not reached, go back to the step 
INCREMENT.
6.4 Stress and Damage Computations
1. Step 1. Retrieve o-jj,y11̂  ^ j ,  0 fy, ^ j ,  a ^ j ,  km, kf, and kb.
Retrieve also the information whether the previous loading was a 
damage loading or not (1DAMG) and plastic loading or not (IYILD).
(a) If IDAMG = 0 when retrieved, then evaluate the incremental 
elastic-predictor stress 6?y assuming that the loading is 
elastic. Use the undamaged elastic stiffness matrix for the 
calculation (du^  = Ejjkl dekl).
(b) If IDAMG 0 when retrieved, use (dtfPjj =  Ejjkl dekl).
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(c) Calculate the incremental elastic-predictor stress of matrix 
constituent do™1̂ .
(d) Check if the predicted stress state of matrix constituent is 
inside the yield surface or not.
(e) If  the stress state of matrix constituent is inside the yield 
surface then:
(1) Assign elastic stiffness to the constitutive stiffness and
the predictor stress increment to the actual computed 
stress increment.
(2) Set IYILD = 0 indicating the elastic loading has taken
place.
(3) Exit to Step 2. Otherwise, go to the next step.
(f) Set IYILD = 1, then:
(1) Calculate the elasto-plastic stiffness D (when 
IDAMG =  1) or D (when IDAMG = 0).
(2) Update the quantities o^, a"1-.
2. Step 2
(a) Check the damage criteria using the updated quantities ayj,
a1̂ ,  c/jj.
(b) If damage criteria gr <  0, then IDAMG = 0. Exit from the 
routines.
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(c) If damage criteria gr > 0, then IDAMG = 1. Calculate the 
damage increment d<£r and update damage quantities <j>m,
<j>d, km, kf, and kd.
(d) Store the updated quantities in a file.
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Chapter 7
APPLICATION TO THE CENTER-CRACKED LAMINATED PLATES
7.1 Description of Problems
The finite element method described in Chapter 6 is used for solving a 
center-cracked laminate plate shown in Figure 7.1 that is subjected to inplane 
tension. Due to symmetry in geometry and loading as shown in Figure 7.1, only 
one-quarter of the plate needs to be analyzed. Two-dimensional plane stress 
analysis rather than three-dimensional analysis is used here since the thickness of 
plate is much smaller than the other dimensions. Applying the appropriate 
boundary conditions for the symmetry, one-quarter of the plate is discretized using 
plane stress finite elements.
The mesh is chosen such that around the crack tip where the stress concen­
tration could be present, smaller elements and finer mesh is used to capture the 
distribution successfully. The finite element mesh chosen for analyzing the pro­
blem is shown in Figure 7.2.
The eight-noded quadrilateral isoparametric element is used in this finite 
element analysis. The use of a larger number of elements around the crack tip 
avoids the use of special elements to handle singularity. Consequently, a total of 
381 elements and 1228 nodes are used.
Two types of laminate layups (±  45)s and (0/90)s each consisting of four 
plies are used here. The thickness of each ply is equal to 0.254 mm. Since both
110




Thickness =  1.016 mm 
Dimensions in mm
Figure 7.1 Center-cracked laminate thin plate.
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Figure 7.2 Finite element mesh.
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layups are symmetric, no curvature is assumed. Hence, the strain through the 
plate thickness is assumed to be the same. The material properties and damage 
properties using the proposed constitutive model are listed in Table 5.1.
The problem is solved first by assuming elastic material behavior with no 
damage and then using the proposed damage elasto-plastic theories. Overall 
damage analysis is applied to the (+  45)s layup and local damage analysis for the 
(0/90)s layup.
The following convergence criterion is used in this analysis which is based 
on the incremental internal energy for each iteration in that incremental loading 
(Bathe, 1990). It represents the amount of work done by the out-of-balance loads 
on the displacement increments. Comparison is made with the initial internal 
energy increment to determine whether or not convergence has occurred. 
Convergence is assumed to occur if for an energy tolerance eE, the following 
condition is met:
AU(i) (m+lR . m+lpO-D) <  e£ (AU(i)(m+1R - mF)) (7.1)
where A U ^ is the incremental displacement residual at the (i)th iteration,
(m+1R - m+1F^'^) is the out-of-balance force vector at (i-1) iteration, and 
(AU®(m+1R - mF)) is the internal energy term for the (i)th iteration in the 
(m + l)th  increment. Divergence is assumed to occur if the out-of-balance internal 
energy for the (i-l)th iteration is greater than the out-of-balance internal energy for 
the (i)th iteration.
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The load is incremented with uniform load increments of 5 MPa until the 
principal maximum overall damage value $p reaches 1 .0  (</)p >  1.0 ) for overall 
damage analysis, and for local damage analysis one of the phase local principal 
damage values <£rp reaches 1.0 ($rp >  1.0, where r =  m, f, d). The principal 
maximum overall damage value </>p and the principal maximum local damage value 
</>rp are given by:
*P =
^11 + ^22 <j> n  -  <j>22
<t>n (7.2)
r ^11 + $22  
p = 2
^11 ^22 + <j>l2 , (r =  m, f, d) (7.3)
Consequently, material failure at integration point is assumed when </>p =  1 for 
overall damage analysis and one of the <£rp =  1 (whre r =  m, f, d) for the local 
damage analysis. The principal damage value of the integration point in all 
elements is monitored at each load increment since it is used to determine the onset 
of macro-crack initiation of the material.
The material failure occurs at the front of the crack tip when the final load 
of 105 MPa is reached for the (±  45)s layup plate and 155 MPa for the (0/90)s 
layup plate.
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7.2 Discussion of the Results
7.2.1 Overall Damage Analysis of (± 45)s Layup Plate
The damage and elasto-plastic behavior of the (±  45)s layup center-cracked 
plate is analyzed at the following loads of 100 MPa, 75 MPa, and 50 MPa. The 
contours of stresses axx, cryy, and <rxy, for a quarter plate at the total applied load 
of 100 MPa are shown in Figures 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5, respectively. By comparing 
them with the stress contours of the elastic analysis at the total applied load of 
100 MPa shown in Figure 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8, one notes that the shapes of both 
stress contours, the damage elasto-plastic analysis, and the elastic analysis, are not 
the same. Most bands away from crack tip for the case of damage with elasto- 
plastic analysis are bigger than those of the corresponding elastic analysis. For 
example, on careful observation of (+  45) ply in Figures 7.3 and 7.6, one notes 
that the band with stress values axx above -10 MPa and below 0 MPa of the 
damage elasto-plastic analysis is much bigger than that of the corresponding elastic 
analysis. Similarly, the band with stress values Oyy above 90 MPa and below 
100 MPa shown in (+  45) ply in Figure 7.4 is bigger than that of the corre­
sponding elastic analysis shown in Figure 7.7. With the reduction of the high 
stress around the crack tip due to damage, the stresses increase outside the crack 
tip. These stress redistributions are clearly observed by comparing the contours of 
stresses around the crack tip between the overall damage elasto-plastic analysis (in 
Figures 7.9, 7.10, and 7.11) and the elastic analysis in Figures 7.12, 7.13, and 
7.14.
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(+  45) (- 45)
Figure 7.3 axx stress contours for 100% loading of damage 
elasto-plastic analysis (units are in MPa).
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( +  45) (-  4 5 )
Figure 7.4 o stress contours for 100% loading of damage 
elasto-plastic analysis (units are in MPa).
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(+  45) (- 45)
Figure 7.5 axy stress contours for 100% loading of damage 
elasto-plastic analysis (units are in MPa).
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(+  45) (- 45)
Figure 7.6 crxx stress contours for 100% loading of 
elastic analysis of (±  45)s layup (units 
are in MPa).
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1 2 0
(+  45) (- 45)
Figure 7.7 <r„y stress contours for 100% loading of 
elastic analysis of (±  45)s layup (units 
are in MPa).
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(+  45) (- 45)
Figure 7.8 axy stress contours for 100% loading of 
elastic analysis of (±  45)s layup (units 
are in MPa).
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7 . 0  7 . 5  8 . 0  8 . 5  9 . 0  9 . 5  1 0 . 0  1 0 . 5  1 1 . 0
(-45)
Figure 7.9 stress contours around crack tip for 100% loading of 
damage elasto-plastic analysis (units are in MPa).
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7 . 0  7 . 5  8 . 0  8 . 5  9 . 0  9 . 5  1 0 . 0  1 0 . 5  1 1 . 0
(-45)
Figure 7.10 ayy stress contours around crack tip for 100% loading of 
damage elasto-plastic analysis (units are in MPa).
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7 . 0  7 . 5  8 . 0  8 . 5  9 . 0  9 . 5  1 0 .0  1 0 . 5  1 1 . 0
(-45)
Figure 7.11 axy stress contours around crack tip for 100% load of 
damage elasto-plastic analysis (units are in MPa).
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7 . 0 7 . 5  8 . 0  8 . 5  9 . 0  9 . 5  1 0 . 0  1 0 . 5  1 1 . 0
(-45)
Figure 7.12 axx stress contours around crack tip for 100% 
loading of elastic analysis (units are in MPa).
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7 . 0  7 . 5  8 . 0  8 . 5  9 . 0  9 . 5  1 0 . 0  1 0 . 5  1 1 . 0
(-45)
Figure 7.13 Oyy stress contours around crack tip for 100% 
loading of elastic analysis (units are in MPa).
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7 . 0  7 .5  8 . 0  8 . 5  9 . 0  9 . 5  1 0 . 0  1 0 . 5  1 1 . 0
(-45)
Figure 7.14 <rxy stress contours around crack tip for 100% 
loading of elastic analysis (units are in MPa).
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The high stress gradients and stress values far above the ultimate strength, 
nu =  280 MPa, of the material used for the elastic analysis are considerably 
reduced by the damaged elasto-plastic analysis. This is clearly seen when 
comparing the values and shapes of the contours in Figures 7.10 and 7.13.
The Oyy stress contours for the (+  45) ply and (- 45) ply are directed along 
the fiber direction respectively. This implies that the stresses are transferred in the 
fiber direction. The damage contours <t>n , d>22 , <t>n and 4>v around the crack tip 
are shown in Figures 7.15, 7,16, 7.17, and 7.18 for 100% loading. The maximum 
damage values obtained from the finite element analysis are the following: </>n  =  
0.25, <(>22 =  0.4, and <j>12 =  0.2 for 100% loading. These values are compared 
with those obtained from the uniaxial tension analysis as shown in Figure 5.9. The 
direction of damage increase is clearly perpendicular to the fiber direction which is 
the weak direction. The contours of stresses cryy, and damage <£p for both the 75% 
loading and 50% loading are shown in Figures 7.19, 7.20, 7.21, and 7.22, 
respectively.
The progression of the plasticity region with the increment of load is shown 
in Figure 7.23. These represent the results after 50%, 75% and 100% of the 
applied load. One notes that plastic zone increasees in size with the load increase.
7.2.2 Local and Interfacial Damage Analysis of (0/90)s Layup Plate
The local damage and elasto-plastic behavior of the (0/90)s layup center- 
cracked plate is analyzed at the following loads of 150 MPa and 75 MPa. The 
contours of stresses uxx, cr^, and <xxy, for a quarter plate at the total applied load
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7 . 0  7 . 5  8 . 0  8 . 5  9 . 0  9 . 5  1 0 .0  1 0 . 5  1 1 . 0
(-45)
Figure 7.15 <t>n  damage contours around crack tip for 100% loading.
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7 . 0  7 . 5  8 . 0  8 . 5  9 . 0  9 . 5  1 0 . 0  1 0 . 5  1 1 . 0
(-45)
Figure 7.16 </>22 damage contours around crack tip for 100% loading.
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7 . 0  7 . 5  8 . 0  8 . 5  9 . 0  9 . 5  1 0 . 0  1 0 . 5  1 1 . 0
(-45)
Figure 7.17 <f>l2 damage contours around crack tip for 100% loading.

















7 . 0  7 . 5  8 . 0  8 . 5  9 . 0  9 . 5  1 0 . 0  1 0 . 5  1 1 .0
(-45)
Figure 7.18 <£p maximum damage contours around crack tip for 100% loading.
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7 . 0  7 . 5 8.0 8 . 5  9 . 0  9 . 5  1 0 . 0  1 0 . 5  1 1 . 0
(-45)
Figure 7.19 stress contours around crack tip for 75% 
loading of (±  45) layup (units are in MPa).
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7 . 0  7 . 5 8 . 0  8 . 5  9 . 0  9 . 5  1 0 . 0  1 0 . 5  1 1 . 0
(- 45)
Figure 7.20 4>p maximum damage contours around crack tip
for 75% loading.
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7 .0  7 .5  8 .0  8 .5  9 .0 9 .5  1 0 .0  1 0 .5  1 1 .0
(-45)
Figure 7.21 stress contours around crack tip for 
50% loading (units are in MPa).
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7 .0  7 .5  8 .0  8 .5  9 .0  9 .5  1 0 .0  1 0 .5  1 1 .0
(-45)
Figure 7.22 <f>p maximum damage contours around crack tip 
for 50% loading.
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loo
(+  45) (-45)
Figure 7.23 Progress of plasticity zone of (±  45) layup.
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of 150 MPa are shown in Figures 7.24, 7.25, and 7.26, respectively. By com­
paring them with stress contours of the elastic analysis at the total applied load of 
150 MPa shown in Figures 7.27, 7.28, and 7.29, one notes that the shapes o f both 
stress contours, the local damage elasto-plastic analysis and the elastic analysis, are 
almost the same. However, on more careful observation of Figures 7.24 to 7.29, 
one notes that most bands far from the center crack of the local damage elasto- 
plastic analysis are bigger than those of the corresponding elastic analysis. For 
example, the band with stress values <rxx above -20 MPa and below -10 MPa of the 
local damage elasto-plastic analysis of 90° ply, as shown in Figure 7.24, is much 
bigger than that of the corresponding elastic analysis in Figure 7.27. Similarly, the 
band with stress values ayy above 20 MPa and below 220 MPa of the 0° ply and 
the band with stress values <xyy above 100 MPa and below 110 MPa of the 90° ply, 
shown in Figure 7.25, are bigger than that of the corresponding elastic analysis 
shown in Figure 7.28. On particular observations of Figures 7.26 and 7.29, the 
stress contours of axy for 0° ply and 90° ply are exactly the same.
With the reduction of the high stress around the crack tip due to damage, 
stresses increase outside the crack tip. These stress redistributions are clearly 
observed by comparing the contours of stresses around the crack tip between the 
local damage elasto-plastic analysis in Figures 7.30, 7.31, and 7.32, and the elastic 
analysis in Figures 7.33, 7.34, and 7.35.
The high stress gradients and stress values far above the ultimate strengthes, 
a111 = 1300 MPa and 0° ply and =  110 MPa for 90° ply, of the material used
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(0) (90)
Figure 7.24 <rxx stress contours for 100% loading of local
damage elasto-plastic analysis (units are in MPa).
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(0) (90)
Figure 7.25 oyy stress contours for 100% loading of local
damage elasto-plastic analysis (units are in MPa).
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(0) (90)
Figure 7.26 axy stress contours for 100% loading of local
damage elasto-plastic analysis (units are in MPa).
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(0) (90)
Figure 7.27 uxx stress contours for 100% loading of elastic 
analysis of (0/90)s layup (units are in MPa).




Figure 7.28 stress contours for 100% loading of elastic 
analysis of (0/90)s layup (units are in MPa).





Figure 7.29 axy stress contours for 100% loading of elastic 
analysis of (0/90)s layup (units are in MPa).
















7 .0  7 .5  8 .0  8 .5  9 .0  9 .5  1 0 .0  1 0 .5  1 1 .0
(90)
Figure 7.30 axx stress contours around crack tip for 100% loading of local
damage elasto-plastic analysis of (0/90)s layup (units are in MPa).

















7 .0  7 .5  8 .0  8 .5  9 .0  9 .5  1 0 .0  1 0 .5  1 1 .0
(90)
Figure 7.31 Oyy stress contours around crack tip for 100% loading of local
damage elasto-plastic analysis of (0/90)s layup (units are in MPa).
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(90)
Figure 7.32 axy stress contours around crack tip for 100% loading of local
damage elasto-plastic analysis of (0/90)s layup (units are in MPa).

















7 .0  7 .5  8 .0  8 . 5  9 .0  9 . 5  1 0 .0  1 0 .5  1 1 .0
(90)
Figure 7.33 oxx stress contours around crack tip for 100% loading of 
elastic analysis of (0/90)s layup (units are in MPa).














7 .0  7 .5  8 .0  8 .5  9 .0  9 .5  1 0 .0  1 0 .5  1 1 .0
(90)
Figure 7.34 a  stress contours around crack tip for 100% loading of 
elastic analysis of (0/90)s layup (units are in MPa).
















7 .0  7 .5  8 .0  8 .5  9 .0  9 .5  1 0 .0  1 0 .5  1 1 .0
(90)
Figure 7.35 axy stress contours around crack tip for 100% loading of 
elastic analysis of (0/90)s layup (units are in MPa).
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for the elastic analysis are considerably reduced to values close to the ultimate 
strength obtained by the local damage elasto-plastic analysis. The principle 
maximum local damage contours </>fp, and <£bp around the crack tip are shown 
in Figures 7.36, 7.37, and 7.38 for 100% loading. The contours for matrix 
damage and fiber damage of 0° ply and 90° ply are almost the same, while the 
interfacial damage contours between 0° ply and 90° ply differ.
The contours of stress ayy and the local damage contours for 50% loading 
are shown in Figures 7.39, 7.40, 7.41, and 7.42. The progression of the plasticity 
zone with the increment of load is shown in Figure 7.43. These represent the 
results after 50% and 100% of the applied load. Even though the plastic zone 
increases in size with the load increase, the overall size of plastic zone is quite 
smaller than that of the (±  45)s layup.















7 .0  7 .5  8 .0  8 .5  9 .0  9 .5  1 0 .0  1 0 .5  1 1 .0
(90)
Figure 7.36 <f>mp principal matrix damage contours around crack 
tip for 100% loading of (0/90)s layup.
















7 .0  7 .5  8 .0  8 .5  9 .0  9 .5  1 0 .0  1 0 .5  1 1 .0
(90)
Figure 7.37 <£fp principal fiber damage contours around crack 
tip for 100% loading of (0/90)s layup.














7 .0  7 .5  8 .0  8 .5  9 .0  9 .5  1 0 .0  1 0 .5  1 1 .0
(90)
Figure 7.38 <£bp principal interfacial damage contours around crack 
tip for 100% loading of (0/90)s layup.
















7 .0  7 .5  8 .0  8 .5  9 .0  9 .5  1 0 .0  1 0 .5  1 1 .0
(90)
Figure 7.39 ayy stress contours around crack tip for 
50% loading of (0/90)s layup.
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7 .0  7 .5  8 .0  8 .5  9 .0  9 .5  1 0 .0  1 0 .5  1 1 .0
(90)
Figure 7.40 <£mp principal matrix damage contours around crack 
tip for 50% loading of (0/90)s layup.















7 .0  7 .5  8 .0  8 .5  9 .0  9 .5  1 0 .0  1 0 .5  1 1 .0
(90)
Figure 7.41 </>fp principal fiber damage contours around crack
tip for 50% loading of (0/90)s layup.
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7 .0  7 .5  8 .0  8 .5  9 .0  9 .5  1 0 .0  1 0 .5  1 1 .0
(90)
Figure 7.42 </>bp principal interfacial damage contours around crack
tip for 50% loading of (0/90)s layup.

















7 .0  7 .5  8 .0  8 .5  9 .0  9 .5  1 0 .0  1 0 .5  1 1 .0
(90)
Figure 7.43 Progress of plasticity zone of (Q/90)s layup.
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Chapter 8
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Two damage elasto-plastic constitutive models are introduced here for metal 
matrix composites. Both models are restricted to small deformations with infinites­
imal strains. Overall damage is introduced in overall approach through an overall 
damage effect tensor M that characterizes the damage in the matrix, fiber and the 
interfacial debonding as a single variable. Overall damage is introduced in the 
local approach through three local damage effect tensors Mm, Mf, and Md that 
characterize separately the damage in the matrix, fiber, and the interfacial 
debonding, respectively. An overall damage effect tensor M is then obtained as a 
function of these three damage effect tensors. The damage here is confined to a 
single lamina with respect to principle material coordinate systems.
Anisotropic damage criteria are proposed in this work for the overall 
damages in overall approach and the three types of damages, namely, matrix 
damage, fiber damage, and interfacial damage in local approach. Along with these 
damage criteria, the corresponding damage evolution equations are introduced 
assuming that the energy dissipated due to plasticity and that due to damage are 
independent of each other.
The damage stress and strain concentrations are derived here for metal 
matrix composites with continuous fibers that undergo damage in both matrix and 
the fibers. These concentration tensors are based on the Mori-Tanaka method in
160
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the undamaged configuration of the material. As a consequence of damage, the 
volume fractions in the effective undamaged configuration differ from the initial 
volume fractions. Evolution expressions for the effective volume fractions are also 
derived in this work.
The elasto-plastic stiffness of the damaged material are obtained. Very 
good correlations are demonstrated between the numerical results obtained using 
the proposed theories and the experimental results for uniaxial tension.
Finally, the proposed constitutive models are implemented numerically 
using finite element method to analyze the center-cracked laminated plates sub­
jected to inplane tensile forces. The results for stresses and damage are shown and 
compared with that of an elastic analysis due to the lack of experimental data on 
damage mechanisms. The stress and damage contours show that stress redistribu­
tions and damage are qualitatively in line with the physics of deformation.
For future work, the damage due to delamination should be introduced into 
the proposed model. In order to capture delamination due to interlamina stresses, 
a three-dimensional, finite element analysis should also be performed.
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APPENDIX* 
FORTRAN CODING OF SUBROUTINES TO CALCULATE DAMAGE 
ELASTO-PLASTIC STIFFNESS Djjk,
The subroutines contained in this appendix can be easily incorporated in a general 
purpose finite element program that has the capabilities of modeling material.
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C A L L  A P C O N  ( P S M B ,  C M O ,  C F O  , E M ,  E M ,  G M , G M ,U M )  
C A L L  B P C O N ( P S M B , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y , P S M B , E S F B , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  T R N S T F ( E P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , E P L Y )
C A L L  C A L S T R S  ( D U M M Y 1 , A V G S T R , D D S , G R S , D D E )  
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T D D S , D D S , T H E T A )
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T S T R S , A V G S T R , T H E T A )
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D D S M , B M E , T D D S )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S M , D D S M )
E N D  I F  
1 3 0  C O N T I N U E
C A L L  G R S S T F ( D E P , G R S , N T P , K P , N P , T H K K , T H I C K )  
E N D  I F  
E N D  I F
C - - - - - - - - - -
E L S E
C - - - - - - - - - -
C
C A L L  D M A G E 2 ( D M , D M P , P H I )
I F  ( Y Y . G T . 0 . 9 )  T H E N
C A L L  A E C O N ( C M O , C F O , E M , G M , U M )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M O , C F O )
C A L L  E L P L D ( P S M B , E S M B , S T R S M , C E N T , B )
C A L L  A P C O N  ( P S M B ,  C M O ,  C F O ,  E M ,  E M ,  G M , G M , U M )
C A L L  B P C O N ( P S M B ,  C M O ,  C F O )
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y , P S M B , E S F B , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  E L D A M G ( D E F L Y , D M , E P L Y )
C A L L  D E L P L D  ( D P L Y ,  D E P L Y ,  E C B ,  D M ,  D M P ,  S T T R S )  
C A L L  T R N S T F ( D P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , D P L Y )
C A L L  C A L S T R S  ( D U M M Y , A V G S T R ,  D S ,  G R S ,  D E )
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T D S , D S , T H E T A )
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T S T R S , A V G S T R ,  T H E T A )
C A L L  E F E C T 3  ( B T D S ,  T D S ,  D M P ,  E M ,  D P H I ,  D U M M Y  1 )  
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D S M , B M E , B T D S )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S M , D S M )
C A L L  G R S S T F ( D E P , G R S , N T P , K P , H P , T H K X ,  T H I C K )  
E L S E
C A L L  Y I E L D ( F Y , T S T R S M , C E N T , S Y )
I F  ( F Y . L T . 0 . 0 )  T H E N
C A L L  A E C O N ( C M O , C F O , E M , G M , U H )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M O , C F O )
C A L L  P L Y S T F  ( E P L Y ,  E S M B ,  E S F B ,  C M O ,  C F O  )
C A L L  E L D A M G  ( D E P L Y ,  E M ,  E P L Y )
C A L L  T R N S T F ( D E P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , D E P L Y )
C A L L  C A L S T R S  ( D U M M Y , A V G S T R ,  D S ,  G R S ,  D E )
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T D S , D S , T H E T A )
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C A L L  T R N S T R ( T S T R S , A V G S T R , T H E T A )
C A L L  E F E C T 3 ( B T D S , T D S , D M P , D M , D P H I , D U M M Y 1 )  
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D S M , B M E , B T D S )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S M ,  D S M )
C A L L  G R S S T F ( D E P , 6 R S , N T P , X P , H P , T B X R , T H I C K )  
E L S E  
Y Y c l . D O
N S B I « = I N T  ( S C A L E + 0 . 1 )
D O  1 3 5  L = l , 6  
1 3 5  D D E ( L ) s D E ( L ) / S C A L E
C A L L  A E C O N ( C M O , C F O , E M ,G M , U M )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M O , C F O )
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y , E S M B , E S F B , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  E L D A H G  ( D E P L Y ,  D M ,  E P L Y )
C A L L  T R N S T F ( D E P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , D E P L Y )
C A L L  C A L S T R S ( D U H H Y 1 , A V G S T R , D D S , G R S , D D E )  
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T D D S , D D S , T H E T A )
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T S T R S , A V G S T R , T H E T A )
C A L L  E F E C T 3 ( B T D D S , T D D S ,  K I P , D M , D P H I , D U M M Y 1 )  
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D D S M , B M E , B T D D S )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S M ,  D D S M )
D O  1 4 0  I = 1 , N S B I - 1  
I F  ( I Y Y . E Q . 1 0 )  T H E N
F Y = 1 . 0
E L S E
C A L L  Y I E L D  ( F Y ,  S T R S M ,  C E N T ,  S Y )
E N D  I F
I F  ( F Y . L T . O . O )  T H E N
C A L L  A E C O N ( C M O , C F O , E M , G M , U M )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M O , C F O )
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y , E S M B , E S F B , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  E L D A H G  ( D E P L Y ,  D M , E P L Y )
C A L L  T R N S T F ( D E P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , D E P L Y )
C A L L  C A L S T R S ( D U M M Y , A V G S T R , D D S , G R S , D D E )
C A L L  T R N S T R  ( T D D S ,  D D S ,  T H E T A )
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T S T R S , A V G S T R , T H E T A )
C A L L  E F E C T 3 ( B T D D S , T D D S ,  D M P ,  D M , D P H I , D U M M Y 1 )  
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D D S M , B M E , B T D D S )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S M , D D S M )
E L S E
I Y Y = 1 0
C A L L  A E C O N  ( C M O  ,  C F O ,  E M ,  G M , U M )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M O , C F O )
C A L L  E L P L D ( P S M B , E S M B , S T R S M , C E N T , B )
C A L L  A P C O N ( P S M B , C M O , C F O , E M ,E M , G M , G M , U M )  
C A L L  B P C O N ( P S M B , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y , P S M B , E S F B , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  E L D A M G ( D E P L Y , D M ,E P L Y )
C A L L  D E L P L D ( D P L Y , D E P L Y , E C B , D M , D H P , T S T R S )  
C A L L  T R N S T F ( D P L Y ,  T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , D P L Y )
C A L L  C A L S T R S  ( D U M M Y 1 , A V G S T R , D D S , G R S , D D E )  
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T D D S , D D S ,  T H E T A )
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T S T R S , A V G S T R , T H E T A )
C A L L  E F E C T 3  ( B T D D S ,  T D D S , D M P , D M ,  D P H I , D U H M Y 1 )  
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D D S M , B M E , B T D D S )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S M , D D S M )
E N D  I F  
1 4 0  C O N T I N U E
C A L L  G R S S T F ( D E P , G R S , N T P , K P ,  H P , T H K K ,  T H I C K )  
E N D  I F
E N D  I F
C -- - - - - - - - -
E N D  I F





C  I U P D A T E  B A C K - S T R E S S
C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
I F  ( Y Y . G T . 0 . 9 )  T H E M
C A L L  F D E R ( F S , S T R S M , C E N T )
C A L L  Q S C A L A R ( Q  , E S M B , S T R S M , C E N T , B )
C A L L  L A M U D A ( A L A M , E S M B , P S , D S T R N M , Q )
C A L L  U S C A L A R ( U T , S T R S M , C E N T , A L A M , B )
C A L L  C E N T E R ( C E N T , S T R S M , U T )
E N D  I F
C
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C  |  U P D A T E  D H A 8 E  O N  E A C H  P L Y
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
I F ( C D M G . N E . ' F ' )  T H E N
C
C A L L  D M A G E 2 ( E M , B M P , P H I )
C A L L  D M G F R C ( Y , D M , D M P , T S T R S , E C B )
C
U 1 = E P L Y B ( 1 , 1 ) - 2 . D O * E P L Y B ( 4 , 4 )
U 2 = E P L Y B ( 2 , 2 ) - 2 . D 0 * E P L Y B ( 5 , 5 )
U 3 - E P L Y B ( 3 , 3 ) - 2 . D 0 * E P L Y B ( 6 , 6 )
C
C A L L  D M G H A R ( H I , A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , P H I , H K , R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3  
$ , U 1 , U 2 , U 3 , V 1 , V 2 , V 3 )
C
C A L L  D M G C R T ( G C R T , Y , H I )
C
I F  ( G C R T . G E . 1 . D 0 )  T H E N  
C D M G = ' Y '
C A L L  C A L D M G ( P H I , D P H I , T S T R S , T D S , E C B , H K ,  Y , H I , A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , B I , B 2 , B 3  
$ , C D M G , 1 )
E N D  I F  
E N D  I F
C
I F  ( C D M G . E Q . ' F ' )  T H E N  
D O  5 1 5  J = l , 3  
5 1 5  P H I ( J ) = 0 . 9 0
N C R A C K ( K P ) = 1
W R I T E ( 6 , 7 7 7 )  E L N U M , I N T G P N , K P , T H E T A  
7 7 7  F O R M A T ( 2 X , ' L A M I N A  C R A C K ' , 2 X , 1 5 , 2 X , 1 2 , 2 X , 1 2 , 2 X , ? 4 . 1 )
E N D  I F
C
W R I T E  ( L D E V 2 , 2 2  )  C A S T R S ,  C Y Y ,  C P B I ,  C D P H I ,  C S T R N ,  C C E N T ,  C B K ,  C D M G
C
1 0 0  C O N T I N U E
C
   ----------------
C  |  U P D A T E  A V E R A G E  S T R E S S E S  O F  L A M I N A T E
   ------------
C
I F  ( I N C R E M . G T . l )  T H E N  
R E A D ( L D E V 1 , 1 1 )  C S T R S  
E L S E
D O  2 0 0  K l - 1 , 6  
2 0 0  S T R E S S ( K 1 ) * 0 . D O
E N D  I F
C
C A L L  C A L S T R S ( S T R S , S T R E S S , D U M M Y , D E P , D E )
C
W R I T E ( L D E V 2 , 1 1 )  C S T R S
C
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CALL CHKCRK(NP,NCRACK, ICRK)
C
I F  ( X C R K . E Q . ' Y ' ) T H E N
W R I T E ( 6 , 8 7 8 )  E L N U M ,  I N T G P N  
8 7 8  F O R M A T ( 2 X ,  ' L A M I N A T E  C R A C K ' , 2 X , I 5 , 2 X , I 2 )
E N D  I F
C
R E T U R N
C  * 8 S B B B M B I B H B t B B 8 S 8 B S I l B B 8 B a B a i K 8 B 8 B 8 S S 8 8 S S 8 8 8 S S S B 8 I B 8 C S 8 I B B K B B B B t  
C  8 8 S 8 S B B 8 B S 8 B 8 B 8 B 8 S S B B  E N T R Y  O G A L S T F  S S S S B S S S S S B S B X B B S S E B S B B B B B B B B B  
C  B 3 B 8 8 B 8 B 8 S B B B 8 8 B S S 8 8 E 8 8 8 S 8 8 B 8 B B 8 B 8 B 8 B 8 B S M 8 B B 8 B B S B B B 8 B B B B 8 8 S 8 8 8 I 8 K B
E N T R Y  O C A L S T F  ( E L N U M ,  I N T G P N )
C
I F  ( I N C R E M . G T . l )  T H E N  
I F  ( N X T . E Q . l )  T H E N  
R E A D ( L D E V 1 , 1 1 )  C S T R N  
E L S E
R E A D ( L D E V 2 , 1 1 )  C S T R N  
E N D  I F  
E N D  I F
C
C  —  G E T  T H E  M A T E R I A L  P A R A M E T E R S  
C
C M O - K A T L ( l )
C F 0 = M A T L ( 2 )
E M * M A T L ( 3 )
E F s H A T L ( 4 )
U M s M A T L ( 5 )
U F o M A T L ( 6 )
G M = E M / ( 2 . D O * ( 1 . D O + U M ) )
G F * E F / ( 2 . D O * ( 1 . D O + O F ) )
C
C  —  G E T  T H E  Y I E L D  P A R A M E T E R S  
C
B * 9 0 . D 0
C
C  —  C O M P U T E  E L A S T I C  C O N S T A N T S  
C
C A L L  A D M A T ( E S M B , E M , U M ,G M )
C A L L  A D M A T ( E S F B , E F , U F , G F )
C
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C  T Y P E  O F  L A M I N A T E
C  N T P = 1  ;  S I N G L E  L A M I N A E
C  N T P = 2  ;  E V E N  N U M B E R  O F  L A M I N A E
C  N T P = 3  ;  O D D  N U M B E R  O F  L A M I N A E
C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
D O  3 0 0  L P e l . N P
C
I F  ( I N C R E M . G T . l )  T H E N  
I F  ( N X T . E Q . l )  T H E N  
R E A D ( L D E V 1 , 2 2  )  C A S T R S ,  C Y Y ,  C P H I ,  C D P H I ,  C S T R M ,  C C E N T ,  C H K , C D M S  
E L S E
R E A D  ( L D E V 2 , 2 2  )  C A S T R S ,  C Y Y ,  C P H I ,  C D P H I ,  C S T R M ,C C E N T , C H K , C D M G  
E N D  I F  
E L S E  
C D M G c '  '
Y Y b O . D O  
E N D  I F
C
C  G E T  T H E  F I B E R  D I R E C T I O N  O F  P L Y  A N D  T H I C K N E S S
C
T H E T A b D E G R E ( L P )
T H K X b P L Y T H K ( L P )
c
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c-
c-
C A L L  A E C O N ( C M O , C F O , E M , G M , U M )  
I F  ( C D M G . N E . ' Y ' )  T H E N
C -
c
I F  ( Y Y . G T . 0 . 9 )  T H E N
C A L L  E L P L D ( P S M B , E S M B , S T R S M , C E N T ,  B )
C A L L  A P C O N  ( P S M B ,  C M O ,  C F O ,  E M ,  E M ,  C M ,  G M , D M )  
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y , P S M B , E S F B , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  T R N S T F ( E P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , E P L Y )
C A L L  G R S S T F ( D E P , G R S , N T P , L P ,  N P , T H K K , T H I C K )  
E L S E
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y , E S M B , E S F B , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  T R N S T F ( E P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , E P L Y )
C A L L  G R S S T F ( D E P , G R S , N T P , L P , N P , T H K K , T H I C K )  
E N D  I F
E L S E
C A L L  D K A G E 1 ( D M , P H I )
I F  ( Y Y . G T . 0 . 9 )  T H E N
C A L L  E L P L D ( P S M B , E S M B , S T R S M ,  C E N T ,  B )
C A L L  A P C O N  ( P S M B ,  C M O ,  C F O ,  E M ,  E M ,  G M , G M , D M )  
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y , E S M B , E S F B , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  E L D A M G  ( D E P L Y ,  D M , E P L Y )
C A L L  T R N S T F ( D E P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , D E P L Y )
C A L L  G R S S T F ( D E P , G R S , N T P , L P , N P , T H K K , T H I C K )  
E L S E
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y , E S M B , E S F B , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  E L D A M G ( D E P L Y , D M ,E P L Y )
C A L L  T R N S T F ( D E P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , D E P L Y )
C A L L  G R S S T F ( D E P , G R S , N T P , L P , N P , T H K K , T H I C K )  
E N D  I F
E N D  I F
C -- - - - - - - - -
C
3 0 0  C O N T I N U E
C
I F  ( I N C R E M . G T . l )  T H E N  
I F  ( N I T . E Q . l )  T H E N  
R E A D ( L D E V 1 , 1 1 )  C S T R S  
E L S E
R E A D ( L D E V 2 , 1 1 )  C S T R S  
E N D  I F
B A C K S P A C E ( U N I T = L D E V )
B A C K S P A C E ( U N I T b L D E V )
B A C K S P A C E ( U N I T b L D E V )
B A C K S P A C E ( U N I T b L D E V )
E N D  I F
C
R E T U R N
C
1 1  F O R M A T  ( A 4 8 )
2 2  F O R M A T ( A 4 8 , A 8 , 4 A 4 8 , A 8 , A l )
E N D
C
C  B S C B S C 8 S l s n i S I E S : D S S B S C 8 n u 2 E i e S U S 8 S m » n B S = 8 B n B n B H n a i 8 1 I D « C  
c e b s b b b b b e b b  S T ART OF b b b b b b b b b
C  B E B B S B B B S E B  E L A S T O ~ P L A S T I C  M O D E L  B B B B B I B B B
c  8 B B B B E B E 8 E S  W I T H  D A M A G E  M E C H A N I C S  B B B B B B B B E
C  E B B E B B B B B B E  F O R  T H E  O R T H O  T R O P I C  B B B S B B B B B
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c  s s s s r s s s s r s  C O P O S I T E  L A M I N A T E  b&ssbs&bs
c =*===»===== U S I N G  L O C A L L  A P P R O A C H  =====*»==
C SSSESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS8BBSBSBSSSSSBSB&SSB&B88SB8SS8B8BSSBSSSBeB8SB88CS 
C SSSSSSSSSSSSESS8B&BS88BS L D C 0  M BSBSSSB&S3BB8B8&S8BSB88BBBB8B8 
C SBSS8SS8SSSSSS88S88eS8B88888S8B8aSS8Sa&BS88ie88BSSBS86ZB8S888888Bg:888




I F  (ICODE.EQ.O) THEN
CALL LCALSTF (ELNOM, INTGPN)
ELSE





C  S*BBBBasa»SBIB8SBBB3BISBEBS8nUBEB8BIBUBaHBaiBSnnBBBBBU8BIR8nB 




C l  I
C l  P R O G R A M :  I
C l  I
C I  PROGRAM 'MEDAM' IS THE CONTROL UNIT FOR CALCULATION OF THE I
C I  ELASTIC STRESS-STRAIN STIFFNESS MATRIX INCLUDING THE I
C I  EFFECT OF DAMAGE. I
C l  I
C EBBSSBBSBSEESSSSSBESBBSESSSSBEESSBS&SSSSSBS&BSSSBBBBBBSEEBSSEBSESBB&E
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A -S ,0 -Z )
INTEGER ELNUM 
CHARACTER*288 CUM
C H A R A C T E R * ^  C S T R N , C S T R S , C A S T , C S T M , C P M , C P F , C P B , C S T F , C C E N T  
C H A R A C T E R * 8  C H K M , C H E F , C H K B ,C Y Y  
C H A R A C T E R * 1  C D M G ,I C R K
C O M M O N / D E V I C E / L D E V 1 ,  L D E V 2 ,  L D E V 3 ,  L D E V 4  ,  L D E V ,  L D E V S T  
C O M M O N / L A Y T P 1 / N P , N T P  
C O M M O N / E L S T R 2 /SIRS( 6 )
C O M M O N / M A T E R 1 / D E P ( 6 , 6 )
C O M M O N / I N P U T 1 / T H I C K ,  S P L Y  
C O M M O N / I N P U T 2 / M A T L ( 1 0 )  , D M G P R M ( 2 7 )
C O M M O N / I N P U T 3 / D E G R E ( 1 0 ) ,  P L Y T H K ( I O )
C O M M O N  /  C O N T R 1  /  I N C R E M ,  N I T
C
C O M M O N /M E D A M 1 / E S M B  ( 6 , 6 ) , E S F B ( 6 , 6 )
C O M M O N /M E D A M 2 / E C M B  ( 6 , 6 ) , E C F B ( 6 , 6 )
C O M M O N  /  A F E C O N 1  / A F E  ( 6 , 6  )
C O M M O N / A M E C O N 1 / A M E ( 6 , 6 )
C O M M O N / B F E C O N 1 / B F E ( 6 , 6 )
C O M M O N /B H E C O N 1  / B M E  ( 6 , 6 )
C
D I M E N S I O N  E S M ( 6 , 6 ) , E S P ( 6 , 6 ) , P S H B ( 6 , 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  E P L Y B ( 6 , 6 ) , E P L V ( 6 , 6 ) , D E P L Y ( 6 , 6 ) , E C B ( 6 , 6 ) , G R S ( 6 , 6 )
C
D I M E N S I O N  S T R A I N ( 6 ) , S E ( 6 ) , T D E ( 6 ) , D D E ( 6 ) , T D D E ( 6 )
C
D I M E N S I O N  S T R E S S ( 6 ) , T S T R S ( 6 ) , D S ( 6 ) , T D S ( 6 ) , D D S ( 6 ) , T D D S ( 6 )  
D I M E N S I O N  A V G S T R ( 6 )
C
D I M E N S I O N  D U M M Y ( 6 ) „ D U M M Y 1 ( 6 ) , D U M M Y 2 ( 6 )
C
D I M E N S I O N  F S ( 6 ) , C E N T ( 6 )
C
D I M E N S I O N  V K ( 6 ) , V F ( 6 ) , T B ( 6 ) , H M I ( 6 ) , H F I ( 6 ) , H B I ( 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  P H I M ( 6 ) , P H I F ( 6 ) , P H I B ( 6 )
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D I M E N S I O N  D M ( 6 , 6 ) , D M M ( 6 , 6 ) , D M F ( 6 , 6 ) , D M B ( 6 , 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  D M P M ( 6 , 6 , 6 ) , D M P F ( 6 , 6 , 6 ) , D M P B ( 6 , 6 , 6 )
C
D I M E N S I O N  S T R S M ( 6 ) , S T R S F ( 6 ) , D S M ( 6 ) , D S F ( 6 )  , D D S M ( 6 ) , D D S F ( 6 )  
D I M E N S I O N  D S T R N M ( 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  B S T R S M ( 6 ) , B D S T R N M ( 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  T S T R S M (  6 ) ,  B T S T R S M ( 6 )
C
D I M E N S I O N  N C R A C K ( 5 )
C
E Q U I V A L E N C E  ( C S T R N ,  S T R A I N ) ,  ( C A S T ,  A V G S T R ) ,  ( C S T M ,  S T R S M )  ,
$  ( C S T F ,  S T R S F ) , ( C P M , S H I M ) , ( C P F . P H I F ) , ( C P B , P H I B ) ,
$ ( C H K M ,  H K M ) ,  ( C E K F . H K F ) ,  ( C E K B , H K B ) ,  ( C Y Y , Y Y ) ,  ( C D M , D M ) ,
$ ( C S T R S , S T R E S S )
C
c
C  s » i i u » n c u > a s » i E S T R Y  L S T R D A M  » « i n » i u » i u « » n i a n i
C
E N T R Y  L S T R D A M  ( E L N U M ,  I N T G P N ,  I C R K )
C
I F  ( I N C R E M . G T . l )  T H E N  
R E A D ( L D E V 1 , 1 1 )  C S T R N  
E L S E
D O  1 0  1 = 1 ,  6  
1 0  S T R A I N ( I ) = 0 . D 0  
E N D  I F
C
C  —  C A L C U L A T I O N  O F  T H E  S T R A I N  I N C R E M E N T  F O R  L A M I N A T E  
C
C A L L  C A L S T R N f D E ,  S T R A I N )
C
W R I T E ( L D E V 2 , 1 1 )  C S T R N
C
C  G E T  T H E  M A T E R I A L  P A R A M E T E R S
C
C M O x M A T L ( l )
C F 0 = M A T L ( 2 )
E M = M A T L ( 3 )
EF=MATL(4)
U M s M A T L ( 5 )
U F = M A T L ( 6 )
G M = E M / ( 2 . D 0 * ( 1 . D 0 + U M ) )
G F = E F / ( 2 . D O * ( 1 . D O + U F ) )
C
C  G E T  T H E  Y I E L D  P A R A M E T E R S
C
SY=MATL(7 )
B = M A T L ( 8 )
C
C  G E T  T H E  D A M A G E  P A R A M E T E R S
C
R M l s D M G P R M  ( 1 )
R M 2  = D M G P R M ( 2 )
R M 3 = D M G P R M ( 3 )
Q H I b D M G P R M  ( 4  )
Q M 2 = D M G P R M ( 5  )
Q M 3 = D M G P R M ( 6 )
V M 1 = D M G P R M ( 7  )
V M 2 = D M G P R M ( 8 )
V M 3  = D M G P R M ( 9 )
C
R F 1 « = D M G P R M ( 1 0 )
R F 2 = D M G P R M ( 1 1 )
R F 3  = D M G P R K ( 1 2 )
Q F 1 = D M G P R M ( 1 3 )
Q F 2  s D M G P R M  ( 1 4 )
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Q F 3 = D M G P R M ( 1 5 )
V F 1 = D M G P R M ( 1 6 )
V F 2 = D M G P R M ( 1 7 )
V F 3 = D M G P R M ( 1 8 )
C
R B 1 = D H G P R H ( 1 9 )
R B 2 = D M G P R M ( 2 0 )
R B 3 = B M G P R M ( 2 1 )
Q B 1 = D M G P R M ( 2 2 )
Q B 2  b D H G P R M ( 2 3 )
Q B 3  = D M G P R M ( 2 4 )
V B 1 = D M G P R M ( 2 5 )
V B 2  = B M G P R M  ( 2 6 )
V B 3 = D M G P R M ( 2 7 )
C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C  I C A L C U L A T I O N  G F  T H E  S T R E S S  I N C R E M E N T  £  T O T A L  S T R E S S  O N  E A C H  P L Y
C  T Y P E  O F  L A M I N A T E
C  N T P = 1  ;  S I N G L E  L A M I N A E
C  N T P = 2  ;  E V E N  N U M B E R  O F  L A M I N A E
C  N T P = 3  ;  O D D  N U M B E R  O F  L A M I N A E
  . . .
C
S O  1 0 0  K P = 1 , N P
C
I F  ( I N C R E M . G T . l )  T H E N
R E A D  ( L O E V 1 ,  2 2 )  C A S T ,  C Y Y ,  C P M ,  C P F ,  C P B ,  C S T K ,  C S T F ,  C C E N T ,  C H K M , C B K F  
$  , C E K B , C D M G ,C O M
E L S E
D O  1 1 0  1=1,6  
A V G S T R { I ) = 0 . D O  
P H I M ( I ) = 0 . D 0  
P H I F ( I ) = 0 . D 0  
P H I B ( I ) = 0 . D 0  
S T R S M ( I ) = 0 . D 0  
S T R S F ( I ) = 0 . D 0  
1 1 0  C E N T ( I ) = O . D O  
H K M = 0 . D O  
H K F = 0 . D 0  
H K B = 0 . D 0  
Y Y = 0 . D O  
C D M G = '  '
D O  1 1 5  1 = 1 , 6  
D O  1 1 5  J = l , 6  
I F  ( I . E Q . J )  T H E N  
D M ( I , J ) = 1 . D 0  
E L S E
D M ( I , J ) * O . D O  
E N D  I F  
1 1 5  C O N T I N U E  
E N D  I F
C
D O  1 2 0  1 = 1 , 6  
1 2 0  T S T R 5 M ( I ) = S T R S M ( I )
C
C  G E T  T H E  F I B E R  D I R E C T I O N  O F  P L Y  A N D  T H I C K N E S S
C
T H E T A = D E G R E ( K P )
T H K K = P L Y T H X ( K P )
S C A L E s l O . D O
C
C    C O M P U T E  E L A S T I C  C O N S T A N T S
C
C A L L  V O L F R C ( C M , C F ,  P H I M , P H I F , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  A D M A T ( E S M B , E M , U M ,G M )
C A L L  A B M A T ( E S F B , E F , U F , G F )
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C A L L  A S M A T ( E C M B , E M , U M )
CALL ASMAT(ECFB,EF, UF)
I F  ( C D M G . H E . ' Y ' )  T H E N  
C A L L  A E C O N ( C M O , C F O , E M , G M , U K )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M O , C F O )
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y B , E S M B , E S F B , C M O , C F O )
ELSE
C A L L  A E C O N  ( C M ,  C F ,  E M ,  G M , U M )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M , C F )
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y B , E S M B , E S F B ,  C M ,  C F )
E N D  I F
C A L L  C O H P L K E C B , E P L Y B )
C O M P U T A T I O N  A  T R I A L  E L A S T I C  S T R E S S  O F  M A T R I X
I F  ( C D M G . H E . '  ' )  T H E N  
C A L L  D M A G E 1 ( D M M , P H I M )
C A L L  D M A G E I ( E M F , P H I F )
C A L L  D M A G E 1 ( S M B ,  P B I B )
C A L L  V O L F R C  ( C M ,  C F ,  P H I M ,  P E I F ,  C M O , C F O  )
C A L L  A E C O N ( C M , C F , E M , G M , U M )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M , C F )
C A L L  A D C O N ( D M ,D M M , D H F )
C A L L  B D C O N ( D M ,D M M , D M F )
C A L L  E L D A M G ( E S M , D M M , E S M B )
C A L L  E L D A M G ( E S F , D M F , E S F B )
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y , E S M , E S F , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  E L D A M G ( D E P L Y , D M B ,  E P L Y )
C A L L  T R N S T F ( D E P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , D E P L Y )
E L S E
C A L L  A E C O N ( C M O , C F O , E M ,G M , U M )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M O , C F O )
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y , E S M B , E S F B , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  T R N S T F ( E P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , E P L Y )
E N D  I F
C A L L  C A L S T R S ( D U M M Y 1 , D D M M Y 2 , D S , G R S , D E )
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T D S , D S , T H E T A )
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D S M , B M E , T D S )
C A L L  T R N S T N ( T D E , D E , T H E T A )
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D S T R N M , A M E , T D E )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( T S T R S M ,  D S M )
I F  ( C D H G . E Q . '  ' )  T H E N
I F  ( Y Y . G T . 0 . 9 )  T H E N
C A L L  A E C O N ( C M O , C F O , E M , G M , U M )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M O , C F O )
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y B , E S M B , E S F B , C M O ,  C F O )  
C A L L  C O M P L K E C B ,  E P L Y B )
C A L L  E L P L D ( P S M B , E S M B , S T R S M , C E N T ,  B )
C A L L  A P C O N ( P S M B , C M O , C F O , E M , E M , G M , G M , D M )  
C A L L  B F C O N ( P S M B , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y , P S M B , E S F B , C M O , C F O )  
C A L L  T R N S T F ( E P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , E P L Y )
C A L L  C A L S T R S ( D U M M Y , A V G S T R ,  D S , G R S , D E )  
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T D S , D S , T H E T A )
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T S T R S , A V G S T R ,  T H E T A )
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D S M , B M E , T D S )
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D S F , B F E , T D S )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S M , D S M )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S F , D S F )




C A L L  Y I E L D  ( F Y ,  TSTRSM, C E N T ,  SY)
I F  ( F Y . L T . O . O )  T E E N
C A L L  A E C O N  ( C M O ,  C F O , E M , G M , U M )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M O , C F O )
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y B , E S M B , E S F B , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  C O M P L I ( E C B , E P L Y B )
C A L L  P L Y S T F  ( E P L Y ,  E S M B ,  E S F B ,  C M O , C F O )
CALL TRNSTF (EPLY, THETA)
C A L L  C O N V E R  ( G R S , E P L Y )
C A L L  C A L S T R S  ( D U M M Y , A V G S T R ,  D S ,  G R S ,  D E )
C A L L  T R N S T R  ( T D S ,  D S ,  T H E T A )
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T S T R S  ,  A V G S T R ,  T H E T A )
C A L L  L O S T R S  ( D S M ,  B M E ,  T D S )
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D S F , B P E , T D S )
C A L L  U P D A T E  ( S T R S M ,  D S M )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S F , D S F )
C A L L  G R S S T F  ( D E P ,  G R S , NTP, K P ,  H P ,  T H K K ,  T H I C K )  
E L S E  
Y Y = 1 . D 0
N S B I = I N T ( S C A L E + 0 . 1 )
D O  1 2 5  L n l , 6  
1 2 5  D D E ( L ) s D E ( L ) / S C A L E
C A L L  A E C O N  ( C M O ,  C F O ,  E M ,  G H ,U M )
C A L L  B E C O N  ( C M O ,C F O )
C A L L  P L Y S T F  ( E P L Y B ,  E S M B , E S F B ,  C M O , C F O )
C A L L  C O M P L I ( E C B , E P L Y B )
C A L L  P L Y S T F  ( E P L Y , E S M B , E S F B ,  C M O , C F O )
C A L L  T R N S T F ( E P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , E P L Y )
C A L L  C A L S T R S  ( D U H M Y 1 , A V G S T R , D D S , G R S , D D E )  
C A L L  T R N S T R  ( T D D S ,  D D S ,  T H E T A )
CALL TRNSTR (TSTRS, AVGSTR, THETA)
C A L L  L O S T R S  ( D D S M , B M E ,  T D D S )
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D D S F , B F E , T D D S )
C A L L  U P D A T E  ( S T R S M ,  D D S M )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S F , D D S F )
D O  1 3 0  I d , N S B I - l  
I F  ( I Y Y . E Q . 1 0 )  T H E N  
F Y = 1 . 0  
E L S E
CALL YIELD (FY, STRSM, CENT, SY)
END IF
I F  (FY .LT.O .O ) THEN
C A L L  A E C O N  ( C M O ,  C F O ,  E M ,  G H , U M )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M O , C F O )
C A L L  P L Y S T F  { E P L Y ,  E S M B ,  E S F B ,  C H O  ,  C F O )
C A L L  T R N S T F  ( E P L Y ,  T H E T A )
CALL CONVER(GRS,EPLY)
C A L L  C A L S T R S  (D U M M Y , A V G S T R ,  D D S ,  G R S ,  D D E )  
C A L L  T R N S T R  ( T D D S ,  D D S ,  T H E T A )
C A L L  T R N S T R  (  T S T R S ,  A V G S T R ,  T H E T A )
C A L L  L O S T R S  ( D D S M ,  B M E ,  T D D S )
C A L L  L O S T R S  ( D D S F ,  B F E ,  T D D S )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S M , D D S M )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S F , D D S F )
E L S E
I Y Y * 1 0
C A L L  A E C O N  ( C M O ,  C F O ,  E M ,  G H .U M )
C A L L  B E C O N  ( C H O , C F O )
C A L L  E L P L D  ( P S M B ,  E S M B ,  S T R S M ,  C E N T ,  B )
C A L L  A P C O N  ( P S M B ,  C M O , C F O ,  E M , E M ,  G M , G M ,U M )  
C A L L  B P C O N ( P S M B , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  P L Y S T F  ( E P L Y ,  P S M B ,  E S F B ,  C H O ,  C F O )
C A L L  T R N S T F ( E P L Y , T H E T A )
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C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , E P L Y )
C A L L  C A L S T R S ( D U M K Y 1 , A V G S T R ,  D D S , G R S , D O E )  
C A L L  T R N S T R  ( T D D S ,  D D S ,  T H E T A )
C A L L  T R N S T R  ( T S T R S ,  A V G S T R /  T H E T A )
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D D S M , B M E , T D D S )
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D D S F , B F E , T D D S )
C A L L  U P D A T E  (  S T R S M ,  D D S M )
C A L L  U P D A T E  ( S T R S F ,  D D S ? )
E N D  I F  
1 3 0  C O N T I N U E
C A L L  G R S S T F  { D E P ,  G R S ,  N T P ,  K P , N P ,  T H K K ,  T H I C K )  
E N D  I F  
E N D  I F
C -- - - - - - - - -
E L S E
C-----------
C
C A L L  D M A G E K S M M ,  P H I M )
C A L L  D M A G E 1 ( U H F , P H I F )
C A L L  D M A G E 1 ( D M B ,  F B I B )
C A L L  E F E C T 1  ( B S T R S M ,  D M M , S T R S M )
C A L L  E F E C T 1  ( B T S T R S M ,  D M M , T S T R S M )
I F  ( Y Y . G T . 0 . 9 )  T H E N
C A L L  V O L F R C ( C M , C F , P H I M , P H I F , C H O , C F O )
C A L L  A E C O N  ( C M ,  C F ,  E H ,  G M ,  U M )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M , C F )
C A L L  P L Y S T F  ( E P L Y B , E S M B , E S F B , C M , C F )
C A L L  C O M P L I ( E C B , E P L Y B )
C A L L  E L P L D  ( P S M B ,  E S M B ,  B S T R S M ,  C E N T ,  B )
C A L L  A P C O N ( P S M B , C M ,  C F ,  E M ,K M , G M , G M , U M )
C A L L  B P C O N ( P S M B , C M , C F )
C A L L  A D C O N ( B M ,D M M , D M F )
C A L L  B D C O N ( D M ,D M M ,D M F )
C A L L  E L D A M G  ( E S M ,  D M M , P S M B )
C A L L  E L D A M G ( E S F , D M F , E S F B )
C A L L  P L Y S T F  ( E P L Y ,  E S M , E S F ,  C M O , C F O )
C A L L  E L D A M G ( D E P L Y , D M B , E P L Y )
C A L L  T R N S T F ( D E P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , D E P L Y )
C A L L  C A L S T R S  ( D U M M Y ,  A V G S T R ,  D S ,  G R S ,  D E )
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T D S , D S , T H E T A )
CALL TRNSTR( TSTRS, AVGSTR,THETA)
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D S M , B M E , T D S )
CALL LOSTRS( DSF, BFE, TDS)
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S M , D S M )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S F , D S F )
C A L L  G R S S T F  ( D E P ,  G R S , N T P , K P , N P , T H K K , T H I C K )  
E L S E
C A L L  Y I E L D  ( F Y ,  B T S T R S M ,  C E N T ,  S Y )
I F  ( F Y . L T . O . O )  T H E N
C A L L  V O L F R C  ( C M ,  C F ,  P H I M ,  P H I F ,  C M O ,  C F O )
C A L L  A E C O N  ( C M ,  C F ,  E M , G M ,  U M )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M , C F )
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y B , E S M B , E S F B , C H , C F )
C A L L  C O M P L I ( E C B , E P L Y B )
C A L L  A D C O N ( D M ,D M M ,D M F )
C A L L  B D C O N ( D M ,D M M ,  D M F )
C A L L  E L D A M G  ( E S M ,  D M M , E S M B )
C A L L  E L D A M G  ( E S F ,  D M F ,  E S F B )
C A L L  P L Y S T F  ( E P L Y ,  E S M ,  E S F ,  C H O ,  C F O )
C A L L  E L D A M G  ( D E P L Y ,  D M B , E P L Y )
C A L L  T R N S T F  ( D E P L Y ,  T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , D E P L Y )
C A L L  C A L S T R S  ( D U M M Y , A V G S T R ,  D S ,  G R S ,  D E )
C A L L  T R N S T R  ( T D S ,  D S ,  T H E T A )
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T S T R S , A V G S T R , T H E T A )
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C A L L  L O S T R S ( D S M , B M E , T D S )
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D S F , B F E , T D S )
CALL UPDATE(STRSM,DSM)
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S F , D S F )
C A L L  G R S S T F ( D E P , G R S , N T P , K P , N P , T O K K , T H I C K )  
E L S E  
Y Y = 1 . D 0
N S B I = I N T ( S C A L E + 0 . 1 )
D O  1 3 5  L = l , 6  
1 3 5  D D E ( L ) = D E ( L ) / S C A L E
C A L L  V O L F R C ( C M , C F , P H I M ,  P H I F , C H O , C F O )
C A L L  A E C O N  ( C M ,  C F ,  E H ,  G M , U M )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M , C F )
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y B , E S M B , E S F B , C M , C F )
C A L L  C O M P L I ( E C B , E P L Y B )
C A L L  A D C O N ( D M ,D M M , D M F )
C A L L  B D C O N ( D M ,D M M , D M F )
C A L L  E L D A M G  ( E S M ,  D M M , E S M B )
CALL ELDAMG(ESF,DMF,ESFB)
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y , E S M , E S F , C H O , C F O )
C A L L  E L D A M G ( D E P L Y , D M B , E P L Y )
C A L L  T R N S T F ( D E P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , D E P L Y )
C A L L  C A L S T R S  ( D U M M Y 1 , A V G S T R , D D S , G R S , D D E )  
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T D D S , D D S , T H E T A )
C A L L  T R N S T R  ( T S T R S ,  A V G S T R , T H E T A )
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D D S M , B M E , T D D S )
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D D S F , B F E , T D D S )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S M , D D S M )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S F , D D S F )
D O  1 4 0  I = 1 , N S B I - 1  
I F  ( I Y Y . E Q . 1 0 )  T H E N  
F Y = 1 . 0  
E L S E
C A L L  E F E C T 1 ( B S T R S M , D M M , S T R S M )
C A L L  Y I E L D ( F Y , B S T R S M , C E N T , S Y )
E N D  I F
I F  ( F Y . L T . O . O )  T H E N
C A L L  V O L F R C ( C M , C F , P H I M , P H I F , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  A E C O N ( C M , C F , E M , G M , U M )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M , C F )
C A L L  A D C O N ( D M ,D M M ,D M F )
C A L L  B D C O N ( D M ,D M M ,D M F )
C A L L  E L D A M G ( E S M , D M M , E S M B )
C A L L  E L D A M G ( E S F , D M F , E S F B )
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y , E S M , E S F , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  E L D A M G ( D E P L Y , D M B , E P L Y )
C A L L  T R N S T F ( D E P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N V E R ( G R S , D E P L Y )
C A L L  C A L S T R S ( D U M M Y , A V G S T R , D D S , G R S , D D E )
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T D D S , D D S , T H E T A )
C A L L  T R N S T R ( T S T R S , A V G S T R , T H E T A )
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D D S M , B M E , T D D S )
C A L L  L O S T R S ( D D S F , B F E , T D D S )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S M , D D S M )
C A L L  U P D A T E ( S T R S F , D D S F )
E L S E
I Y Y = 1 0
C A L L  V O L F R C ( C M , C F , P H I M , P H I F , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  A E C O N ( C M , C F , E H , G M , U M )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M , C F )
C A L L  E L P L D ( P S M B , E S M B , B S T R S M , C E N T , B )
C A L L  A P C O N  ( P S M B ,  C M ,  C F ,  E M ,  E M ,G M , G M , U M )
C A L L  B P C O N ( P S M B , C M ,  C F )
C A L L  A D C O N ( D M ,D M M ,D M F )
C A L L  B D C O N ( D M ,D M M ,D M F )
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CALL ELDAMG(ESM,DMM,PSMB)





CALL CALSTRS(DUMMY 1 ,AVGSTR,DDS, GRS, DDE) 
CALL TRNSTR(TDDS,DDS,THETA)





END IF  
140 CONTINUE
CALL GRSSTF(DEP, GRS, NTP,XP,HP,THKK,THICK) 
END IF  
END I F




C  I U P D A T E  B A C K - S T R E S S
C -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
I F  ( Y Y . G T . 0 . 9 )  T H E N  
I F  ( C D M G . N E . ' Y ' )  T H E N  
C A L L  F D E R ( F S , S T R S M , C E N T )
C A L L  Q S C A L A R ( Q , E S M B , S T R S M , C E N T , B )
C A L L  I A M U D A  ( A L A M ,  E S M B ,  F S , D S T R N M , Q )
C A L L  U S C A L A R ( U T , S T R S M , C E N T , A L A M , B )
C A L L  C E N T E R ( C E N T , S T R S M , U T )
E L S E
C A L L  E F E C T 1 ( B S T R S M ,  D M M ,S T R S M )
C A L L  E F E C T 2 ( B D S T R N M , D M M , D S T R N M )
C A L L  F D E R ( F S , B S T R S M , C E N T )
C A L L  Q S C A L A R ( Q , E S M B , B S T R S M , C E N T , B )
C A L L  L A M U D A ( A L A M , E S M B , F S , B D S T R N M , Q )
C A L L  U S C A L A R ( U T , B S T R S M , C E N T , A L A M , B )
C A L L  C E N T E R ( C E N T , B S T R S M , U T )
E N D  I F  
E N D  I F
C
C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C  I U P D A T E  D M A G E  O N  E A C H  P L Y
C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c
C A L L  D M A G E 2 ( D M M ,D M P M ,P H I M )
C A L L  D M A G E 2 ( D M F , D M P F , P H I F )
C A L L  D M A G E 2 ( D M S , D M P B , P H I B )
C
C A L L  D M G F R C  ( Y M , D M M , D M P M , S T R S M ,  E C H B )
C A L L  D M G F R C ( Y F , D M F , D M P F , S T R S F , E C F B )
C A L L  D M G F R C ( Y B , D M B , D M P B , T S T R S , E C B )
C
U l a E S M B ( 1 , 1 ) - 2 . D 0 * E S M B ( 4 , 4 )
U 2 * E S M B ( 2 , 2 ) - 2 . D 0 * E S M B ( 5 , 5 )
U 3 > E S M B ( 3 , 3 ) - 2 . D 0 * E S H B ( 6 , 6 )
C
CALL DMGHAR(HMI,AMI,AM2,AM3,BM1,BN2,BH3,PHIM,HKH,RH1,RM2,RM3 
$ ,  QM1, QM2, QM3 ,  U1, U2, U3, VH1, VM2 ,  VM3)
C
U l v E S F B ( 1 , 1 ) - 2 . D 0 * E S F B ( 4 , 4 )
U 2 = E S F B ( 2 , 2 ) - 2 . D 0 * E S F B ( 5 , 5 )
U 3 » E S F B ( 3 , 3 ) - 2 . D 0 * E S F B ( 6 , 6 )







C A L L  D M G H A R ( H F I , A F 1 , A F 2 , A F 3 , B F I , B F 2 , B F 3 , P H I F ,  H K F ,  R F 1 , R F 2 , R F 3  
$ , Q F 1 , Q F 2 , Q F 3 , U 1 , U 2 , U 3 , V F 1 , V F 2 , V F 3 )
C
U 1 = E P L Y E ( 1 , 1 ) - 2 . D 0 * E P L Y B ( 4 , 4 )
U 2 = E P L Y B ( 2 , 2 ) - 2 . D 0 * E P L Y B ( 5 , 5 )
0 3 * E P L Y B ( 3 , 3 ) - 2 . D O * E P L Y B ( 6 , 6 )
C
C A L L  D M G H A R ( H B I , A B 1 , A B 2 , A B 3 , B E 1 , E E 2 , 3 B 3 , P H I B , H K B ,  R B 1 , R B 2 , R B 3  
$ , Q B 1 , Q B 2 , Q B 3 , U 1 , 0 2 , 0 3 , V B 1 , V B 2 , V B 3 )
C
C A L L  D M G C R T  (  G C R T M , Y M ,  B K I )
C A L L  D H G C R T ( G C R T F , Y F , H F Z )
C A L L  D M S C R T ( G C R T B , Y B , H B X )
C
I F  ( G C R T M . G E . 1 . 0 )  T H E N
C A L L  C A L D M G  ( P H I M ,  D M M , D M P M , S T R S M ,  D S M ,  E C H B , H K M , Y K , H M I  
$  , A M I , A M 2 , A M 3 , B M 1 , B M 2 , B M 3 , C D M G , 1 )
C D M G = ' Y '
E N D  I F
C
I F  ( G C R T F . G E . 1 . 0 )  T H E N
C A L L  C A L D M G ( P H I F ,  D M F ,  D M P F ,  S T R S F ,  D S F ,  E C F B ,  H K F ,  Y F ,  H F X  
$  ,  A 7 1 ,  A F 2 , A F 3 , B F I , B F 2 ,  E F 3 , C D M G , 2 )
C D M G = ' Y '
E N D  I F
C
I F  ( G C R T B . G E . 1 . 0 )  T H E N
C A L L  C A L D M G  ( P H I B ,  D M B ,  D M P B ,  T S T R S ,  T D S ,  E C B ,  H K B ,  Y B ,  H B I  
$  , A B 1 , A B 2 , A B 3 , B B 1 , B B 2 , B B 3 , C D M G , 3 )
C D M G = ' Y '
E N D  I F
C
I F  ( C D M G . N E . '  ' )  T H E N  
C A L L  D M A G E 1 ( D M M ,P H I M )
C A L L  D M A G E 1  ( I M F ,  P H I F )
C A L L  V O L F R C ( C M , C F , P H I M , P H I F , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  O V D M G ( D M , D M M , D M F , B M E , B F E , C M , C F )
C A L L  A E C O N ( C M ,  C F , E M ,  G M ,D M )
C A L L  B E C O N ( C M ,  C F )
C A L L  B D C O N ( D M ,D M M ,D M F )
C A L L  O V D M G ( D M , D M M , D H F , B M E , B F E , C M , C F )
END IF
C
W R I T E ( L D E V 2 , 2 2 )  C A S T ,  C Y Y ,  C P M , C P F , C P B , C S T M , C S T F ,  C C E N T ,  C H K M , C H K F  
$ , C H K B ,C D M G ,C D M
C
100  CONTINUE
| UPDATE AVERAGE STRESSES OF LAMINATE
I F  (INCREM .GT.l) THEN 
READ(LDEV1,11) CSTRS 
ELSE
DO 200 K 1 > 1 ,6 
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I F  ( I C R K . E Q . ' Y ' )  T H E N  
W R X T E { 6 , 8 7 8 )  E L N U M , I N T G P N  
8 7 8  F O R M A T  ( 2 X ,  ' L A M I N A T E  C R A C K ' ,  2 X ,  1 5 ,  2 X ,  1 2 )
E N D  I F
C
R E T U R N
C
c
C  B B B 8 8 8 8 S B B 8 a & 8 B B 8 S B B S 8 B B S B B C 8 B 8 B S B S E 8 S S S 8 C B 8 B B 8 S 3 B S S B B 8 8 B 8 S S S B B S S 8 E  
C  B 8 S B S B B B B S 8 B B S B B S 8 B S &  E N T R Y  L C A L S T F  S B S 8 B 8 8 8 8 B S B B S 8 8 B B B B 6 8 B 8 8 B B 8 B &  
C  8 B S B 8 B B B & B 8 B B S B S S B S B B 8 S B B 8 8 B B S B S S B 8 S 8 8 B 8 8 8 8 B 8 B B 8 B B S 8 8 B 8 B 8 B 8 8 8 8 B B 8 8 8
E N T R Y  L C A L S T F ( E L N U M ,  I N T G P N )
C
I F  ( X N C R E M . G T . l )  T H E N  
I F  ( N I T . E Q . l )  T H E N  
R E A D ( L B E V 1 , 1 1 )  C S T R N  
E L S E
R E A D ( L D E V 2 , 1 1 )  C S T R N  
E N D  I F  
E N D  I F
C
C  G E T  T H E  M A T E R I A L  P A R A M E T E R S
C
C M 0 = 0 . 6 5 D 0
C F 0 = 0 . 3 5 D 0
E M = 8 0 0 0 0 - D 0
E F = 4 1 O O 0 O . D O
U M = 0 . 3 D O
U F = 0 . 2 2 D 0
G M = E M / ( 2 . D 0 4 ( 1 . D 0 + U M ) )
G F = E F / ( 2 . D O * ( 1 . D 0 + U F ) )
C
C  —  G E T  T H E  Y I E L D  P A R A M E T E R S  
C
B = 9 0 . D 0
C
C  —  C O M P U T E  E L A S T I C  C O N S T A N T S  
C
C A L L  A D M A T ( E S M B , E M , U M ,G M )
C A L L  A B M A T ( E S F B , E F , U F , G F )
C
c  -
C T Y P E  O F L A M I N A T E
c N T P = 1 ;  S I N G L E  L A M I N A E
c N T P = 2 ;  E V E N  N U M B E R  O F  L A M I N A E
c N T P = 3 ;  O D D  N U M B E R  OF L A M I N A E
c  -
c
D O  3 0 0  L P = 1 , N P
C
I F  ( X N C R E M . G T . l )  T H E N  
I F  ( N I T . E Q . l )  T H E N  
R E A D ( L D E V 1 , 2 2 )  C A S T ,  C Y Y ,  C P M ,  C P F ,  C P B ,  C S T M ,  C S T F ,  C C E N T ,  C H K M , C H K F  
S ,C H K B , C D M G , C D M  
E L S E
R E A D  ( L D E V 2 , 2 2 )  C A S T ,  C Y Y ,  C P M ,  C P F , C P B , C S T M , C S T F ,  C C E N T ,  C H K M , C H K F  
$ , C H K B , C D H G , C D M  
E N D  I F  
E L S E  
C D M G = '  '
Y Y = O . D O  
E N D  I F
C
C  —  G E T  T H E  F I B E R  D I R E C T I O N  O F  P L Y  A M D  T H I C K N E S S  
C
T H E T A e D E G R E ( L P )







IF  (CDM G.HE.'Y ') THEN
C---------
IF  (Y Y .G T .0 .9 ) THEN
CALL AECON(CMO,CFO,EM,GM,OM)
CALL ELPLD(PSMB,ESMB,STRSM, CENT,B)
CALL AFCON(PSMB,CMO, CFO, EM,EM,GM,GM,DM) 
CALL PLYSTF(EPLY, PSMB/ ESFB,CHO, CFO)
CALL TRNSTF(EPLY,THETA)
CALL CONVEK(GRSf EPLY)
CALL GRSSTF(DEP,GRS, NTP,LP, H P ,THKK,THICK) 
ELSE
CALL AECON(CMO, CFO, EM,GM, DM)
CALL PLYSTF(EPLY, ESMB,ESFB, CHO, CFO)
CALL TRNSTF(EPLY,THETA)
CALL CONFER(GRS, EPLY)





C A L L  D M A G E 1 ( D M M , P H I M )
C A L L  B M A G E 1 ( D M F , P H I F )
C A L L  D H A G E 1 ( D M B , P H I B )
C A L L  E F E C T 1 ( B S T R S M , D M M , S T R S M )
I F  ( Y Y . G T . 0 . 9 )  T H E N
C A L L  V O L F R C ( C M , C F , P H I M , P H I F ,  C M O , C F O )
C A L L  A E C O N  ( C M , C F , E M , G M ,  D M )
C A L L  E L P L D ( P S M B , E S M B , B S T R S M , C E N T , B )
C A L L  A F C O N ( P S M B , C M , C F , E M , E M , G M , G M , U M )  
C A L L  A D C O N ( D M ,D M M ,D M F )
C A L L  E L D A M G ( E S M , D M M , P S M B )
C A L L  E L D A M G  ( E S F , D M F , E S F B )
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y , E S M , E S F , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  E L D A M G  ( D E P L Y , D M B , E P L Y )
C A L L  T R N S T F ( D E P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N F E R ( G R S , D E P L Y )
C A L L  G R S S T F ( D E P , G R S , N T P , L ? , N P , T H K K , T H I C K )  
E L S E
C A L L  F O L F R C ( C M , C F , P H I M , P H I F , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  A E C O N ( C M ,  C F , E M ,  G M ,D M )
C A L L  A D C O N ( D M ,D M M ,D M F )
C A L L  E L D A M G ( E S M , D M M , E S M B )
C A L L  E L D A M G  ( E S F , D M F , E S F B )
C A L L  P L Y S T F ( E P L Y , E S M , E S F , C M O , C F O )
C A L L  E L D A M G  ( D E P L Y , D M B , E P L Y )
C A L L  T R N S T F ( D E P L Y , T H E T A )
C A L L  C O N F E R ( G R S , D E P L Y )
C A L L  G R S S T F ( D E P , G R S , N T P , L P , N P , T H K K , T H I C K )  
E N D  I F
E N D  I F
C - - - - - - - - - -
C
3 0 0  C O N T I N U E
C
I F  ( I N C R E M . G T . l )  T H E N  
I F  ( N I T . E Q . l )  T H E N  
R E A D ( L D E F 1 , 1 1 )  C S T R S  
E L S E
R E A D ( L D E F 2 , 1 1 )  C S T R S  
E N D  I F




B A C K S P A C E  ( U N I T = L D E V )
END IF
C





C  ESS=SBBS3B«EBSnBBESBSaSZSBniEBUBBSSB8imS8B8B8»»niBBaBmSBBSBSE 




C  CALCULATION OF THE STRAIN INCREMENT
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,0-Z )
COMKON/ELSTR1/STRN(6)
DIMENSION DE( 6 ) ,  STRAIN(6 )





C  BBB33BSB8BSSEBB8BE8SSB8BSEBBSBBBB8&BS8B88BBSI8EBBBSBBB8BBE8BBBB8BBBSB8 
C EE8BEESBEEBE88333ESE88ES C A L S T R S 38SS8BB3S38B88888BB8BBS88B8B883 
C ES8S3ES8Z33E838E8333EES8BB83388SSBaaE8ESSS888SBBBB8BBB888BEB888B8S8B83
SUBROUTINE CALSTRS(STRS,STRESS,DS,DEP,DE)
C THIS SUBPROGRAM CALCULATES THE STRESS INCREMENT AND 
C THE TOTAL STRESS
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
DIMENSION STRS( 6 ) r STRESS( 6 ) ,D S (6 ) ,D E P (6 ,6) ,D E (6)
C
DO 10 K l= l ,3  
CST=0.D0 















DIMENSION A (6 ) ,B (6 )
DO 10 I bs1 ( 6 
10 A ( I ) bA ( I ) 4 B ( I )
RETURN
END
C  88B8B8SBBBBBB8BB88BBB8B8B8MB88B8B888Sa8BB8BB8BBB8BBBBBB888B8BBB8BB8B8E 
C BBB888B8SB3BBBBS8B8BS SUBROUTINE CBKCRX BBBB8BB888BBBB8BBBB8BBB8BBB8BS 
C 8388388888BBB8B8888BB88888BBBI88BB8B888B88BB8888BB8BB88888B88B88B88B8B
SUBROUTINE CHKCRK(NP.NCRACK.ICRK)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,0-Z )
DIMENSION NCRACK(5)
CHARACTER*1 ICRK
IF((N C R A C K (l).E Q .l).A N D .(N C R A C K (2).E Q .l)) THEN 
ICRKsj'Y '
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E L S E
I C R K = '  '
E N D  I F  
R E T U R N  
E N D
C  B S B S B B S 8 C S B S S B S S B S B S 8 S 2 S 8 S 8 3 8 S S B S S B & S 8 Z 8 S 3 8 S B 8 S & S 8 S B B B E B B 8 8 S I I 6 8 8 8 8 S 8 S  
C  B S B S 8 B S I E 8 S S 8 B B 8 S 8 S 8 8 8 S 8 B S  A  D  M  A  T  8 S S B 8 S S B 8 8 B B S 8 ! B B B B B B 8 8 8 8 B 8 B B B 8 S B 8  
C  B B B S 8 8 8 S B S S 8 8 8 S B S 3 B 8 B 8 B B B a B 8 S B B B B 8 * 8 I B 8 B 8 8 8 B 8 B B a B 8 E S B B « 8 8 « 8 B * B B 8 B B B B a i e 8 B a
S U B R O U T I N E  A D M A T  ( A D ,  Y O U N G ,  P O I S S ,  A H U E )
C  B 8B B 8B 8eB B B B 8B 8B B B B B B B 8B 88B B B B 8B B B 88B B B B B B B B 8B B B SSB 88SB 8B 8B B 8B B 8B B B 88B B
C l  I
C l  P R O G R A M :  I
C  I  ' A D K A T '  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  E L A S T I C  S T I F F N E S S  M A T R I X .  I
C l  A R G U M E N T  L I S T :  I
C  I  Y O U N G  =  Y O U G S  M O D U L U S  I
C  I  P O I S S  *  P O I S S O N S  R A T I O  I
C  B B B B B B S S 8 I E H S B B M n E B B B S B S C E R B S » B B a B 8 H B B e & = & S S B n & 8 H a B E M » B I M
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  A D ( 6 , 6 )
C
C  A L A M  =  T H E  L A M D A  L A M E  C O N S T A N T
C  — -  A M U E  =  T H E  M U  L A M E  C O N S T A N T  ( T H E  S H E A R  M O D U L U S  G )
C
A L A M = P O X S S * Y O U N G /  ( l . D O + P O I S S ) /  ( l . D O - 2 . D O * P O I S S )
C
A D ( 1 , 1 ) b A L A M + 2 . D 0 * A M U E
A D ( 1 , 2 ) b : A L A M
A D ( 1 , 3 ) » A L A H
A D ( 2 , 1 ) » A L A M
A D  ( 2 , 2  )  b: A L A M + 2  .  D O  * A M U E
A D ( 2 , 3 ) “ A L A M
A D ( 3 , 1 ) “ A L A M
A D ( 3 , 2 ) = A L A M
A D  ( 3 , 3  )  b : A L A M + 2  .  D O  * A M U E
A D ( 4 , 4 ) biA M U E
A D ( 5 ,  5 ) “ A M U E
A D ( 6 , 6 ) » A M U E
C
R E T U R N
E N D
C  B B B S S S B E B B B B E B S B B B E S B E S B B B B B B B B B B B S B S B B S S B f l B B S B B B S S E S E B l B B B B E S B B B B B B E  
C  B S B S B S E S S S S S B E B B E B B S B B B E S  A  S  M  A  T  B B B B B B B B B B B B S B B B & B B B B B S B B B B B B B B S E  
C  S S S B S B S E B E B B S B S S S B S S E S S E B B B E E B S B B B & B B B B & B E S S B B E S S S B B B E S E B B S B B B B B B B S S E
S U B R O U T I N E  A S M A T ( A S . Y O U N G ,  P O I S S )
C  E S S S B B E B E E S S E S S S S B S E B S B E 3 B S 3 B S S S 3 B 3 B 8 B & S & S 3 E B Z E B S S B B S & S B B & S B S B B B B B 8 B
C I P R O G R A M :  I
C  I  ' A D M A T '  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  E L A S T I C  C O M P L I A N C E  M A T R I X .  I
C l  A R G U M E N T  L I S T :  X
C  I  Y O U N G  be Y O U G S  M O D U L U S  X
C  I  P O I S S  ■= P O I S S O N S  R A T I O  X
C  b s b & s s b b b b b b s b e b s b b & b b s r b b b b b b s b b s e b b b b b b b b b b b b b s b b b b b b b b b b b b s b b b s b b  
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  A S ( 6 , 6 )
A S ( 1 , 1 ) = 1 . D O / Y O U N G  
A S ( 1 , 2 ) “ - P O I S S / Y O U N G  
A S ( I f  3 ) “ A S ( 1 , 2 )
A S  ( 2 , 1 ) “ A S ( 1 , 2 )
A S  ( 2 , 2 )  “ A S  ( 1 , 1 )
A S  ( 2 , 3 ) “ A S ( 1 , 2 )
A S ( 3 , 1 ) “ A S ( 1 , 2 )
A S  ( 3 , 2 ) “ A S ( 1 , 2 )
A S  ( 3 , 3 )  “ A S  ( 1 , 1 )
A S  ( 4 , 4 )  “  ( 2 .  D O •  ( 1 .  D O - f P O I S S ) )  / Y O U N G  
A S ( 5 , 5 ) “ A S ( 4 , 4 )
A S ( 6 , 6 ) “ A S  ( 4 , 4 )
R E T U R N
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E N D
C  SS&SB8SSSB8S88ESSS8SSSB&SSSSr3&SS8SSS&SSeCB8aaS8B8BB8BBB8BB88BBBS3BBS 
C  S8SSSSSSSS8SBBSSS8SB&8SSS C  O  M P  L  X  SSSSS&SBSaBBSBS&BSBBBBaBBBSBSBS 
C  S&SSBSBS8S8SB3BSSSBB8S88BSSB8BBSSBB8SSBSS:B888BS8CBB8BBBSBS88t88BBS8tBBB
SUBROUTINE COMPLY(ECB,EPLY)
C  SBSBSX SB8BSB=EBB8BBBaB3ZBSBaSSS»n3tSHraBBU E& IU 88niM IUBH flU S
C l  P R O G R A M :  I
C X 'COMPLI CALCULATES THE ELASTIC COMPLIANCE MATRIX OF COMPOSITE I
C 888E8888BEB88B8&tS8BS88SBS88B88B8S8B8BSB8S8888B88BB8B88BII88888B8BB88B
IM PLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,0 -Z )
DIMENSION E C B (6 ,6 ),E P L Y { 6 ,6 )
DO 10 I s l , 6  
DO 10 J d ,  6 
10 E C B ( I ,J ) biE P L Y (I ,J )
C A L L  A I I N V ( E C B )
RETURN
END
C  BBBBBBBBSBBBBKBBBBBBBBBBBBBSSBBBBBBBBBBBBSBBBBBSSBBflBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
C SBSS8B8BEBBBBBBBBBBBBEB L 0  S T R N BBBEZSBS88B8BB8BBBBSBBBB8BSBBB8 
C EE3EBBB&BESSB8SB8B8ZBBBBBSEB8&38BBEBBSBBSB8EBBBSB8BBS8BBSBBBBBEEBS&BB
SUBROUTINE LOSTRN(TLE,AE,TDE)
IM PLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,0 -Z )




C  SSSSBBBEBBE3EBEBBBEBBBSBSBB88E8EBBEEBB8BB8SBBBBBSEB8BBBBBS8BBBE88BB8B 
C BEBB8EESBBEEEBBSBBB3S3S L 0  S T R S S&BBSBBEEBSSBBBBSBBBSBBBB8BBS8IE 
C BBBEBSBBSBBBSEaBBEEBBBZBSBBBBBSSBSBBBBBEBSBBBZEBBBBEBBBBBBBBBEBBBSBBB
SUBROUTINE LOSTRS(S,BE,STRESS)
IM PLICIT REAL*8 (A -H .O -Z)




C  SBBBSSSBB3BZBSBESSBB8EEBBEBBBBEBESBBEBEB3SSBBBEB3BBBBSBBBBSBBBBEBSB8S 
C EEEB3EBBSBBBESEBBSSBS&S E L D A M G  BESBS3SBBBBS8EEBEBIBBEBE3BBIBBBE 
C BBB3EBZBE8B8SBSEBBBBSBS&B&BEBEEBSEBBBSB8BBB&8EBB3&838E8BBBEBBBBBBSB8E
S U B R O U T I N E  E L D A M G ( E D , D M , E )
C
C THIS SUBPROGRAM CALCULATES THE DAMAGED ELASTIC STIFFNESS FOR 
C MATRIX OR FIBERS 
C
IM PLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,0 -Z )
DIMENSION E D (6 ,6 ) ,D M (6 ,6 ) ,E (6 ,6 )










C B8S8B8S8S8B888888S8B88S P L Y S T F  8S888BSIBS8BBBB88S88BBBB88B888 
C 88888BB88S8B8BBB8888BB8BB888888I8B8BB888B8B88BBS88B88BB8BB8B8BBB8B8:BB
SUBROUTINE PLYSTF (EPLY, ESM, ESF, CM, CF)
C
C THIS SUBPROGRAM CALCULATES THE LAMINAE ELASTIC STIFFNESS 
C MATRIX IN  THE MATERIAL DIRECTION 
C
IM PLICIT REAL*8 (A -E ,0 -Z )
COMMON/ AMECON1/AME( 6 ,6 )
COMMON/AFECON1/AFE( 6 ,6 )
DIMENSION ADEM(6,6 ) ,A D E F (6 ,6 ) , EPLY( 6 ,6 )  , ESM( 6 ,6 )  , E SF( 6 ,  6 )
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CALL ATIMB(ADEM,ESM,AME) 
CALL ATIMB(ADEF, ESF, AFE)
C
DO 1 0  1 = 1 , 6  
DO 1 0  J s l , 6  





C  6 B 3 B Q m C tB S S B 8 8 M l l& B E M S I I B S B B 8 B M I M B I B B B C U I S B C I E 8 B M R 8 8 B B n S S I B S B B  
C  B S S S 8 B B 8 B B B B B B S B 8 8 B B 8 B S  G K  S  S  T  F  B 8C B B 8B B C 8B 38B B B B B B B B 8B B B SB B B B E  
C  B 8 B S B 8 B B B S B S B 8 8 B 8 B 8 B B B 6 B S 8 8 B 8 B B B B S 8 8 B B B 8 8 B B B B B B & 5 8 S B B 8 8 8 S B B 8 B S 8 8 B B B B B
SU B R O U T IN E  G R S S T F ( G R S ,Q ,N T P ,K P .N P ,T H IC K ,T H IC K )
C
C  T H I S  SUBPROGRAM  C A LC U LA TES T H E G R O SS E L A S T IC  S T I F F N E S S  
C  M A T R IX  IN C L U D IN G  T H E  E F F E C T  O F DAMAGE FO R LA M IN A TE
C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D IM E N S IO N  G R S (  6 ,  6 ) ,  Q (  6 , 6 ) ,  A  ( 6 ,  6 )
C
I F  ( N T P . E Q . l )  TH EN  
DO 1 0  1 = 1 , 3  
DO 1 0  J = l , 3  
G R S ( I , J ) = Q ( I ,  J )
1 0  C O N T IN U E
GO TO  1 0 0  
END I F
C
I F  ( K P . E Q . l )  T E E N  
DO 2 0  1 = 1 , 3  
DO 2 0  J = l , 3  
A ( I ,  J ) = 0 . D 0  
2 0  C O N T IN U E
END I F
C
DO 3 0  1 = 1 , 3  
DO 3 0  J = l ,  3
I F  ( ( K P . E Q . N P ) . A N D . ( N T P . E Q . 3 ) ) TE EN  
A ( I , J ) = A ( I , J ) + Q ( I , J ) * T H K K / 2 . D 0  
E L S E
A ( I , J ) = A ( I , J ) + Q ( I , J )  *THKK 
END I F  
3 0  C O N T IN U E
C
I F  ( K P .E Q .N P )  TH EN  
DO < 0  1 = 1 , 3  
DO 4 0  J = l , 3
G R S ( I , J ) = 2 . D 0 * A ( I , J ) / T H I C K  
4 0  C O N T IN U E 
END I F
C
1 0 0  RETU RN  
END
C  B I I B I B B B B B C B S H H I B C I l l l t m i B I I S n a m t B B O Z B n S B B U I B B B I M I H n v a n a  
C « = = = ■ = ■ = = = = ■ = = = = • = = = = = = = =  T  R  N  S  T  R  B aB B B S B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B aaB B
C B SB 88B B B B S8B 8B B B EB B SB B B B B B 8B SB B B B B 8B B B B B 8B B & B B B B B 8B B 8B B B B B B B 8B B B B B B B B
SU B R O U T IN E  T R N S T R (T E ,E ,T H E T A )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H .O - Z )
D IM E N S IO N  T E ( 6 ) , E ( 6 )
C
P I - 4 . 0 D 0  * DAT A N ( 1 . 0 D 0 )
R A D IA N = T H E T A * P I/ 1 8  0 . ODO 
C -D C O S ( 2 .D 0 * R A D IA N )
S = D S I N ( 2 .D 0 * R A D IA N )
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E A D D =0.5D 0*(E (1)+E {2))
E S U B = 0 .5 D 0 * (E (1 )-E (2 ))
C
TE ( 1 ) =EADD+ESUB*C+E( 3) *S
T E { 2 )»EADD-ESUB*C-E( 3) *S
T E ( 4 ) «-ESDB*S+E(3)*C
T E ( 3 ) = 0 . D 0
T E (5 )= 0 .D 0
T E (6 )= 0 .D 0
C
R E T U R N
END
C
C  ■ B S t tB B H B n im i l lE B B R I t H B B S B B H B in iU H H I B i n i lU l i m n n M I I I I I  
C B8B8BBBBSBBBSBBBHBBB8B&E T R JJ S T N BBBBBBBBBSBBSBBBSBBBBBBBBBBtBB 
C BBB&BBBBSBBSBBBBSBBBB&BBBaSBSBSBBBB&Ba&BSBSBBBBSBBBSBBBBBBBBSBBBSBBSB
SUBROUTINE TRNSTN(TE,E,THETA)
IM PLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,0-Z )
DIMENSION T E (6 ) ,E (6 )
C
P I = 4 . 0D0*DATAN( 1 . 0D0)
RADIAN=THETA*PI/180.0D0 
C=DCOS( 2 .D0*RADIAN)
S=DSIN( 2 . D0*RADIAN)
C
T =0 .5D 0*E (3)
C
E A D D = 0 .5 D 0 * (E (l)+ E (2 ))
E S U B = 0 .5 D 0 * (E (1 )-E (2 ))
C
TE( 1 ) =EADD+ESUB*C+T*S
T E ( 2 ) =EADD-ESUB*C-T*S
TE(4)=-ESUB*S+T*C
TE( 4 ) =TE(4 )* 2 •  DO
T E (3 )= 0 .D 0
TE (5 )  = 0 . DO




C BBBBBBBSBSBSBBBBSBBBBBBBBBB Y I E L D  BBSBBSBSB38BBB8B8BBBIBBBSBB8B8S 
C BSBBSSSSSSBSBBBSBBSBSBBBBSBBEBBBWBBSEBSBBBB&BSSBBBBSSBSBB&SBBBBSBBBB
S U B R O U T I N E  Y I E L D ( F Y , S , A L P H A ,  S Y )
C  SSBSBBBSBSBSSBBSBSSSBSSSBSBSSBB&ESBSEBBSBSBSBBBBSB&BSBSBBBSSSBBBSBBBS
C I
C I  THIS SUBPROGRAM CALCULATES THE VALUE OF THE YIELD FUNCTION.
C I  THE PROGRAMED YIED FUNCTION I S  AN EXTENDS FORM OF THE
C I  VON MISES YIELD CRITERION. THIS YIELD FUNCTION IS  THE
C I  EQUIVALANT LAGRANGIAN FORMULATION OF THE EULER IAN VON MISES
C I  TYPE YIELD CRITERIA.
C I
C I  THE YIELD FUNCTION HAS THE FOLLOWING FORM.
C I
C I  SY IS  THE YIELD STRESS IN  SIMPLE TENSION TEST
C I
C  BBEBBBBBBSBBBBBBBBBBBSBBBBBBBBBBIBBBSBBBBBSBBBBBBBBBBBBSRBSBBBBBt
IM PLICIT REAL*8 (A-H .O-Z)
DIMENSION S(6),A LPH A (6),TA U (6)
DO 10 1 = 1 ,6  
10 TAU( I ) =S ( I ) -ALPHA(I )
CALL SCLW (FY. TAU.TAU)





















C I  THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE DERIVATIVE OF “F* WRT I
C I  <STRESS> I
C l  FS = DERIVATIVE OF F WRT <STRESS> I
C  nB B IS H B S aE B S B E B »B a8a8E nH *aiE B B aU B B E B m iU M a> S B IB U tB B inH E B
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
DIMENSION F S (6 ),S (6 ),A L P H A (6 )
DO 10 1 = 1 ,6  
10 F S (I )= 3 .D 0 * (S (I ) -A L P H A (I) )
R E T U R N
END
C EBBBBBBEBBBBBBSE&BSBBBBB8SBB888BBBBBBB8BBBBBBB8BBB8BBBBBBBB8BBBBB8BB8




C l  I
C I  THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE ELASTOPLASTIC MATRIX I
C I  THAT CORRESPONDS TO THE HELD FUNCTION F I
C l  I
C  8BSBSBBSSSSB8SBBSS8BBESSBBSBBBEBB8BBBB8SBBEEBBBSBBBBSBBBBBS8
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H .O-Z)
DIMENSION E P ( 6 ,6 ) ,E ( 6 ,6 ) ,F S ( 6 ) ,S ( 6 ) ,A L P H A ( 6 )
DIMENSION TEMPI( 6 ) , TEMP2( 6 ) ,  P ( 6 ,6 )
C
DO 10 1 = 1 ,6  






DO 20 1 = 1 ,6  
DO 20 J = l , 6 







C BBEBESBBSEESEEBBBESS3BSS Q S C A L A R  8BBSBBSBEBBB8B8BB8B8BBBB8BBBS 
C BSSSESBSSESSSSBSBSBBBBBSSBE88BBBBBB8B8&BBB8BSBBBB8BBBB8B8BBS8BB&BBBBB
SUBROUTINE QSCALAR(Q,E,S,ALPHA,B)
IM PLICIT REAL*8 (A-H .O-Z)
DIMENSION F S ( 6 ) ,F A ( 6 ) ,E ( 6 ,  6 ) , S (6 ) ,ALPHA(6) ,T A U (6 ), TEMP(6 )
DO 10 1 = 1 ,6
F S (I)= 3 .D O * (S (X ) -A LPH A (I))
F A ( I )= -F S ( I )
10 T A U (I)= S(I)-A L PH A (I)
CALL MULV2(TEMP,FS,E)
CALL SCLW (Ql,TEM P, FS)
CALL SCLW (Q2,FA,TAU)
CALL S C L W (Q 3,F S ,FS )
CALL SCLW(Q4,TAU, FS)
C





C ======================== U S C A L A R BBB8BBB8B8I888B8BS8BBBBBBBII8
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C  r E r S S S r S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S & S S S S S S S S S S S & & S S E S S S S B S S S a B 8 B S B S 8 f iS S S S C 8 S S S 8 S S
S U B R O U T I N E  U S C A L A R f U T ,  S , A L P H A , A L A M . B )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  F S ( 6 ) , S ( 6 ) , A L P H A ( 6 ) . T A U ( 6 )
D O  1 0  1 = 1 , 6
F S ( I ) = 3 . D O 1 ( S ( I ) - A L P H A ( I ) )
1 0  T A U ( I ) = S ( I ) - A L P H A ( I )
C A L L  S C L W ( U T l . F S . F S )
C A L L  S C L W  ( U T 2 ,  T A U ,  F S )
U T = A L A M * B * U T 1 / U T 2
R E T U R N
E N D
C  B 8 8 8 5 B B 8 S B 3 3 B 8 8 B 3 S 8 B 8 B C 8 B S 8 B B S E 8 B I B K I B n C B C I I R B B R N I B S B 8 B M n B S U 8 I U  
C  8 8 B B 8 8 B S S S B B 8 E B S S B B B 8 B E 8  L  A  M  U  D A  BBBBBBBBBBBBB BBSBBBBSBBaBBBBBB BB  
C B 8B K B B B B S & 8B S B B 8 E 8 S B B B 8 B B S B B 8 S 8 8 B B 8 B B B B B B E S 8 B 8 8 B 8 S 8 B B B B IB B B 8 B B B B 8 B B B B
S U B R O U T I N E  L A M U D A ( A L A M , E , F S , D E , Q )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  E ( 6 , 6 ) , F S ( 6 ) , D E ( 6 ) , T E M P ( 6 )
C A L L  M U L V 2 ( T E M P , F S , E )
C A L L  S C L W ( A L A M ,  T E M P , D E )
A L A M = A L A M / Q
R E T U R N
E N D
C  S S = C = S S S S S e = S : S : S B = B S : S m E S E 3 S 3 S S e S K S a S B S K i n E a m n B C H 8 U B E 8 E B B E 8 S  
C  E S S E S E S S E E E S E S S S S S B 3 B B 8 E E  C E N T E R  B B 3B B B B E B B B B B B B B B 3SB B B B B B 88B B B B  
C  B S B B S E E S S S B S S S S S S S S B S S S S B & B S B S S E S B S B S S S S B B S B B B E E E S B B B E E B B B E B B B B B B B B B E
S U B R O U T I N E  C E N T E R ( A L P H A , S , U T )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  A L P H A  ( 6 ) , D A L P H A ( 6 ) , S ( 6 ) , T E M P ( 6 )
D O  1 0  1 = 1 , 6  
1 0  T E M P ( I ) = S ( I )  - A L P H A ( I )
D O  2 0  1 = 1 , 6  
2 0  D A L P H A ( I ) = T E M P ( I ) * U T
D O  3 0  1 = 1 , 6  
3 0  A L P H A ( I ) = A L P H A ( I ) + D A L P H A ( I )
R E T U R N
E N D
C  BBBBSSSBESSBSESSBBBBBBBSSSSBESSESSB3SEEBEBBBBBBBB8BBBB8BSBBBBB8BBBBBB 
C  = = =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  = = =  =  =  =  = = = = = =  E L D A M G  BSEEBBBBBSBBBBBBBBBBBEBBBBBBBBBB
C ===BC= = = E = S8EBBS=SE=BEESBE = = EB8SEBSBE3BSB8B8BB8B88B38S8888SB88BB88B8S
S U B R O U T I N E  E L D A M G  ( E D ,  D M , E )
C
C  T H I S  S U B P R O G R A M  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  D A M A G E D  E L A S T I C  S T I F F N E S S  F O R  
C  M A T R I X  O R  F I B E R S  
C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L *  8  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  E D ( 6 , 6 ) , D M ( 6 , 6 ) , E ( 6 , 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  D M I ( 6 , 6 ) , O M I T ( 6 , 6 ) , D H I E ( 6 , 6 )
C A L L  D M I N V ( D M I ,  D M )
C A L L  T R A N R ( D M I T , D M I )
C A L L  A T I M B  ( D H I E , D M I , E )
C A L L  A T I M B ( E D ,  D M I E , D M I T )
R E T U R N
END
C  EBBEBEEE=SESS==B5=3S3BS8B8BS8BKSB888a88B8BB8B8SB88BBBBB88B88BB88B8888 
C == = = = ======= = ========== E I  D A M G BBBEIBBBBBBBEIBBBEBBBBSBBBBIBflBB
C  BSEBSBBSEE===SSSBBSaSBBEE8EBEBB8BBE88BBBBB8ESB8BB8EBBB8BBB8B8BBBflBBBB
SUBROUTINE EIDAMG (EID,D M ,EIB)
C
C THIS SUBPROGRAM CALCULATES THE DAMAGED ELASTIC COMPLIANCE 
C
IM PLICIT REAL*8 (A-H .O-Z)
DIMENSION E ID ( 6 , 6 ) , DM(6,6 ) , E IB ( 6 ,6 )
DIMENSION DMT( 6 , 6 ) ,DM TE(6,6 )
CALL TRANR(DMT,DM)
CALL ATIMB(DMTE,DMT,EIB)
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CALL ATIMB (EID , DMTE, DM)
R E T U R N
END
C BSSSSS:BS3SrssSSBSSSSSSSSSS&SS88SSSSSSSSSBSSS&S6SSS»BSSS08ESS8e8B8BS 
C BSBBB5&SSSSBSSS&SSSSSBSSS A E C O N  SS&CQ5SS&SSSS&ZSBBBS&SSCCC5 
C BS&&SS&5SSSSSSS&SSBS6SSBBBSBSS8&S8SBSSB2BBBSR8IC8B888I88BBBBBIUSHB2
SUBROUTINE AECON(CM, CF,EA,GA,UA)
IM PLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,0 -Z )
CALL CKLMP(EA,GA,UA,PK,PH»PP)
CALL PCONCEN(PR ,PM ,PP)
CALL TFCON
CALL AMECON (CM, CF)
CALL AFECON
R E T U R N
END
C  & E E S E B 8 B S 8 S B B S S 8 H E S B f l B S S 8 B S B S e i M B B i a B « M S B B B & n a B n t M n n m H B i n B  
C E B S B B S S & 8 S B S B S 8 B B B S B S E 8 B B  C K L M P B 8 B B S B B 8 & B B B S S B 8 B B 8 B 8 B 8 8 B B 8 8 B B B  
C 8 & S S B S S & B S B B B B S S & S S E B B & B S B 8 B B B 3 S S 8 8 B E 8 B B B 8 S B B B B 8 B B B 8 B B B B B B B 8 B B B B B 8 B B B
SUBROUTINE CKLMP (EA,GA,UA,XK,XM,XP)
IM PLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,0 -Z )
XK=EA/( 3 .DO*( 1 .0 0 - 2 .DO*UA)) +GA/3.DO 




C  BSSBSEBBBSSSBSESE&SE3BBESB8B3S8&BSBSBB8BSBEB8888BB8BBBE8B8BBBB8BBBBBB 
C E3SSS3333SSSSBSSS3EE3SBS3 P C O N C E N  EEB38&SSB3SBBBB8BEBBB3BBSBSB 
C 333B333333B333BB33B3S3BB33S3E33E3BB33B33BBB3B3S8BBEEBBBBBBBEBB8B88B&E
S U B R O U T I N E  P C O N C E N ( P K , P M , P P )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
C 0 M M 0 N / P C 0 N 1 / P ( 6 , 6 )
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S U B R O U T I N E  O V S M G  ( D M ,  D M M , D M F , B M E , B F E , C M , C F )
T H I S  S U B P R O G R A M  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  O V E R A L L  D A M A G E  E F F E C T  T E N S O R  M ( I ,  J )  
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  D M ( 6 , 6 ) , D M M ( 6 , 6 ) , D M F ( 6 , 6 ) , B M E ( 6 , 6 ) , B F E { 6 , 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  T E M P I ( 6 , 6 ) , T E M P 2 ( 6 , 6 )
C A L L  A T I M B  ( T E M P I ,  D M M ,  B M E )
C A L L  A T I M B ( T E M P 2 , D M F , B F E )
D O  1 0  1 = 1 , 6  
D O  1 0  J = l , 6  
1 0  D M ( I ,  J ) = C M * T E M P 1 ( I ,  J ) + C F * T Z K P 2 ( I ,  J )
R E T U R N
E N D
C  BBBESSSBSBXBSSS&B&SEBBSB&BCSBBBBSBBBBBBBBBBBSBBBBBBBSflSBBBIBBSBBBBBBB
C  ESSBESBBSBBBSBSBBSBaBBB V  O  L  F  R  C  B88BBBBS8BSB8BSBBB8BBBBBBBBBBBB 
C  BSSEBSSBS8BBB—BBBSBSEBSBBBBlSBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBSBBBVBBBBBBBBBBBSBflBBBBBB
S U B R O U T I N E  V O L F R C ( C M ,  C F , P H I M , P H I F , C M O , C F O )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  P H I M ( 6 ) ,  P H I F ( 6 )
C
C M 1 = ( 1 . D 0 - P H I M { 1 ) ) /  {  ( l . D O - P H I M ( l ) )  +  ( l . D 0 - P H I F ( l ) ) * C F 0 / C M 0 )  
C F 1 = ( 1 . D O - P H I F ( 1 ) ) / ( ( 1 . D O - P H I M ( 1 ) ) * C M O / C F O + ( 1 . D O - P H I F ( 1 ) ) )  
C M 2 = ( 1 . D O - P H I M ( 2 ) ) / ( ( 1 . D O - P H I M ( 2 ) ) + ( 1 . D O - P H I F ( 2 ) ) * C F O / C M O )  
C F 2 = ( 1 . D 0 - P H I F  ( 2 ) ) / ( ( l . D 0 - P H I M ( 2 ) ) * C M 0 / C F 0 + ( 1 . D 0 - P H I F ( 2 ) ) )
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2 0 0
C M 3 = ( 1 . D O - P H I M ( 4 ) ) / ( ( 1 . D O - P H I M ( 4 ) ) + ( 1 . D O - P H I F ( 4 ) ) * C F O / C M O )
C F 3  = ( 1 . D O - P H I F ( 4 ) ) / { ( 1 . D O - P H I M  < 4 ) ) * C M O / C F O + ( 1 . D O - P H I F ( 4 ) ) )
C
C M = ( C M 1 + C M 2 + C M 3 ) / 3 . D O  
C F = ( C F 1 + C F 2 + C F 3 ) / 3 . D O  
R E T U R N  
E N D
C B S & B S S S e S S & S S S S S S S S S S & I B B S & « a 8 & S B S e B B B S 8 a 8 B M > 8 8 B S B 8 e B B a S B S B & 8 t B 8 8 S 8 S B  
C  8 B 8 & 8 S S S S S S S S S S S B B & S C S S  T R N S T F  8 S 8 8 B 8 B B B B B 8 B B 8 8 B « 8 8 B 8 B 8 8 8 B 8 8 8 8  
C  B 8 B 8 & & B 8 S S S S S S S S S S S S S S B B 8 3 S B B S 8 S B S 8 8 8 B 8 S 8 B 8 8 B 8 8 B 8 8 8 B R 8 8 8 8 B B 8 B 8 8 B 8 8 8 8 B
S U B R O U T I N E  T R N S T F ( D , T H E T A )
C
C  T H I S  S U B P R O G R A M  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  L A M I N A E  E L A S T I C  S T I F F N E S S  
C  M A T R I X  I N  T H E  L O A D I N G  D I R E C T I O N  
C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  D ( 6 , 6 ) , T P ( 6 , 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  T ( 6 , 6 ) , T T { 6 , 6 )
C
P I = 4 . O D O * D A T A N ( 1 . O D O )
R A D I A N = T H E T A * P I / 1 8 0 . O D O  
C = D C O S ( R A D I A N )
S = D S I N ( R A D I A N )
C
T { 1 , 1 ) = C * C
T ( 1 , 2 ) = S * S
T ( 1 , 4 ) = - 2 . D 0 * C * S
T ( 2 , 1 ) = S * S
T ( 2 , 2 ) = C * C
T ( 2 , 4 ) = 2 . D 0 * C * S
T ( 3 , 3 ) = 1 . D 0
T ( 4 , 1 ) = C * S
T ( 4 , 2 ) = - C » S
T ( 4 , 4 ) = C * C - S * S
T ( S , 5 ) = C
T  ( 5 ,  6 ) = S
T ( 6 , 5 ) = - S
T  ( 6 , 6 ) = C
C
T T ( 1 , 1 ) = C * C
T T ( 1 , 2 ) = S * S
T T ( 1 , 4 ) = C * S
T T ( 2 , 1 ) = S * S
T T ( 2 , 2 ) = C * C
T T ( 2 , 4 ) = - C * S
T T ( 3 , 3 ) = 1 . D 0
T T ( 4 , 1 ) = - 2 . D 0 * C * S
T T ( 4 / 2 ) = 2 . D 0 * C * S
T T ( 4 , 4 ) = C * C - S * S
T T ( 5 , 5 ) = C
T T ( 5 , 6 ) = - S
T T ( 6 , 5 ) = S
T T ( 6 , 6 ) = C
C
C A L L  A T I M B ( T P ,  T , D )
C A L L  A T I M B  ( D , T P ,  T T )
C
R E T U R N
E N D
C  B B B E S = S S S = r S S S r s C E S : E & B B S B S B S t B R 8 B M B U B a > H 8 8 B B 8 I K I « n B B B B n B m B * M
C  E B B B B B B E S E S B S S B B E S B B B S B  E  F  E  C  T  I  B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B E B B B B B B B B B B B B B B  
C  E B B B S B S B E S S E B S S B E B S B S B S B a S S B B B E E B B S B B S B B B B B B S B E B B B B S B E B B B B B B B B S B B E B B B
S U B R O U T I N E  E F E C T 1 ( S B , D M , S )
C  E B E B E B S B S S S S B S B B S E B B S S E B S E B S B S E B B a E B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B a S S B S B B B B B B S B B B B B B
C  I  C O M P U T E  E F F E C T I V E  S T R E S S  I
C l  I








C BSSKSesaSSSEBBSISCBSSE E F E C T 2 BBBaiESnESBBaMBEBBaBinBaBBIE 
C BESEBESBSBEBB8ESBBBaEB38B88BESBBBEBEBBBBB8B8BBESSBBSBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBE
SUBROUTINE EFECT2(DEB, DM, DE)
C 8SSSSBSEE8SSEEES3E8S8EBBESB8ESBBBB8BBB8BBflBBBBBaBBBSBBBB3BSEEB8BBBBBS
C I COMPUTE EFFECTIVE STRAIN I
C B8BBEE8SSBESS3EEBEEEEB8BE8&8B8BB8B8BBBBBBBBB88B8BB8BBBB8BBBBB8BBBBB8E
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)










DIMENSION BTDS(6),TDS(6),DMP(6,6,6),DM(6,6),DPHI(6) .TSTRS(6) 
DIMENSION X M (6,6),TEMPI(6),TEMP2(6)
DO 10 1=1,6 
DO 10 J=l,6 
XM(I,J)=O.DO 

























C BS = C === = = = = = = = S==SB = = SBaC8SBBBa8BS==B==BB8====B = ====B=88====BBBB==B=8










D O  1 0  1 = 1 , 6
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2 0 2
D O  1 0  J = l , 6  
X O ( I , J ) = 0 . D 0  
D O  1 0  K = l , 6  
1 0  X O ( I ,  J ) = X O ( I , J ) + X ( I , J , K ) * S ( K )
c
C A L L  M U L V 1 ( T E M P , E I , S )
C
D O  2 0  1 = 1 , 6  
D O  2 0  J = l , 6  
X A 1 ( X , J ) = 0 . D 0  
D O  2 0  K = l ,  6  
2 0  X A l ( I , J ) = X A l ( I ,  J ) + Z ( I , J , X ) * T E M P ( K )
C
C A L L  A T I M B ( X A 2 , D B A R , X A 1 )
C A L L  S U B M T ( X A 1 , X A , X A 2 )
D O  3 0  1 = 1 , 6  
D O  3 0  J = l , 6  
3 0  X A 1 ( I , J ) = X A 1 ( I , J )
C A L L  A D M T X ( X 0 , X A 1 , D K )
C A L L  T R A N P ( X O )
C
R E T O R N
E N D
C  B 3 S  =  =  S = S S r s E = : = C S S E = S = C S S 8 S S 2 B 3 S E E B K B a B S B U > S B S S H n t l B S E E B B C B I U K U S  
C  B = S = = = S = S S = 5 S = = S S a = S 2 S S S S  X  Z  D  M  G  S E E S S C S S B B 8 3 E S B S S E B a B 8 K S B C 8 B S S  
C  =  =  E E = S = = S E = E S S S = 8 S S = S S S = S S S E S S E S S S 8 B E B E E E S 8 E E B 8 8 E E S E E S B E E E E E 8 S B S B B E E S
S U B R O U T I N E  X Z D M G ( X ,  Z ,  T ,  D M ,  D M P )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 6 , 6 , 6 ) , Z ( 6 , 6 , 6 ) , T ( 6 , 6 ) , D M ( 6 , 6 ) , E H P ( 6 , 6 , 6 >
D I M E N S I O N  D M X P ( 6 ,  6 , 6 )
C
D O  1 0  1 = 1 , 6  
D O  1 0  J = l , 6  
D O  1 0  K = l , 6  
X ( I ,  J , K ) = 0 . D 0  
D O  1 0  L = l , 6  
1 0  X ( I , J ,  K ) = X ( I , J , K ) + D M P ( I ,  J , L ) * T ( L , K )
C
C A L L  D M I P E I ( D M I P , D M P , D M )
C
D O  2 0  1 = 1 , 6  
D O  2 0  < 7 = 1 , 6  
D O  2 0  K = l , 6  
Z  ( X ,  J ,  K )  = 0  . D O  
D O  2 0  L = l ,  6  
2 0  Z  ( I ,  J ,  K )  = Z  ( I ,  J ,  K )  + D M I P  ( I ,  J ,  L )  * T  < L ,  K )
R E T U R N
E N D
C  E B B 3 S S S S S S S S S B S S B B f i B S B S S B S S B S = S S E 8 B B 8 B E 8 S B B B B 8 B B B B E S B S E B E E B E E E E 8 B 8 B B E  
C  8 B E S B S S B S E E E S B B E B S E B B 8 B B E  D  M  X  P  H  I  E E S E 8 8 B B 8 8 8 B B E E 8 E B B M 8 B B 8 B E I 8 E E  
C  E E B 3 E B B 3 E S E E S E E E S 8 B S E S E B B B E 3 E B B E 8 E B 8 B B 8 8 B 8 8 B 8 B B B B B B B 8 B 8 8 B S E B B B B B S B E B E
S U B R O U T I N E  D M X P B I ( D M X P , D M P , D H )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  D M I P ( 6 , 6 , 6 ) , D M P ( 6 , 6 , 6 ) , S M ( 6 , 6 ) , D M I ( 6 , 6 ) , T E M P ( 6 , 6 , 6 )
C
C A L L  D M I N V ( D M I , D M )
C
D O  1 0  M = l ,  6  
D O  1 0  J = l ,  6  
D O  1 0  K = l , 6  
T E M P ( M , J , K ) = 0 . D 0  
D O  1 0  L = l ,  6
1 0  T E M P  ( M ,  J ,  K )  = T E M P  ( M ,  J ,  K )  + D M P  ( M ,  L ,  K )  * D M X  ( L ,  J )
C
D O  2 0  1 = 1 , 6  
D O  2 0  J = l ,  6











D O  2 0  K = l , 6  
D M I P ( I , J , K ) = O . D O  
D O  2 0  M = l , 6
2 0  D M I P ( I ,  J , K )  = D M I P ( I , J ,  K ) + D M I  ( M ,  I ) * T E M P  ( M , J , K )
C
D O  3 0  1 = 1 , 6  
D O  3 0  J = l , 6  
D O  3 0  K = l , 6  
3 0  D M I P ( I ,  J , K ) = - D M I P ( I , J , K )
C
R E T U R N
END
C  ■ C S S S B 8 S S B S S & C 8 B B 8 I B S B 8 B S £ B f l8 B a B I * B B B a S « S 8 a S I 8 B S « B 8 m m B B I I B B B M I B B  
C B C B & S C S S S S S e sS S S B S B S a B S  E I l D A H G  S B S B B S B B K S n a B B S B IB a iE S K B B B B a B S B B  
C B B B B 8 S S S B S S S e S E S S B a B B S 8 S S B B S 8 S B n S B 8 8 8 l8 a 8 8 8 B 8 B 8 « S H B I S t B B B 8 S U S a * U S
S U B R O U T I N E  E L D A M G  ( E D ,  D M ,  E )
T H I S  S U B P R O G R A M  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  D A M A G E D  E L A S T I C  S T I F F N E S S  F O R  
M A T R I X  O R  F I B E R S
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  E D ( 6 , 6 ) , D M ( 6 , 6 ) , E ( 6 ,  6 )
D I M E N S I O N  D M I ( 6 , 6 ) , D M I T ( 6 , 6 ) , D M I E ( 6 , 6 )
C A L L  D M I N V ( D M I , D M )
C A L L  T R A N R ( D M I T , D M I )
C A L L  A T I M B ( D M I E , D M I , E )
C A L L  A T I M B  ( E D ,  D M I E ,  D M I T )
R E T O R N  
E N D
B B 8 S S S B S & S S B B S S S 8 S B 8 S B S S B S S S S S 8 B 3 8 8 B 8 B B 8 8 B B B B B B S B B B 8 8 8 B B B 8 B B B 8 8 B 8 B 8 & S  
S B S 8 S 8 S S 8 S B S S S S S B B 8 S S S S  £  I  D  A  M  G  B S B 8 B 8 8 I B & S S 8 B B 8 S S S 8 B 8 S 8 B 3 B B 8 B 8 S B  
B S E 8 S 8 S S S S S S S 8 B S E & S S S S S Z S 8 S B B 8 S B S B B B B 8 8 S S & 8 8 S 8 8 B 8 B S 8 B 8 S B & 8 B 8 S B 8 B 8 B B B B
S U B R O U T I N E  E I D A M G ( E I D ,  D M , E I B )
T H I S  S U B P R O G R A M  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  D A M A G E D  E L A S T I C  C O M P L I A N C E
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  E I D ( 6 , 6 ) , D M ( 6 , 6 ) , E I B ( 6 , 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  D M T ( 6 , 6 ) , D M T E ( 6 , 6 )
C
C A L L  T R A N R  ( D M T ,  D M )
C A L L  A T I M B ( D M T E , D M T , E I B )
C A L L  A T I M B ( E I D , D M T E . D M )
C
R E T U R N
E N D
C  B = S S = S : E = C E S S : = S S £ 5 S = S S = S : B S 5 E X C S C S B B S I E n B B B K I U * 2 n l t n H I B 8 t E m B S  
C B = S S S E B S S E = S S C B = = S S C S S S S  D M G C R T B B B S N B C a B B B B B B B K B B U S B S E S S S E a B  
C B S B S S B S S B S S S S S B S B & B B S B S S B B S E S C B B B E 8 B 8 B B B B S B B B S B B B B B E B S B B & B B B B B B B B B B B B
S U B R O U T I N E  D M G C R T ( G , Y ,  H I )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - B , 0 - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  Y ( 6 ) , H I ( 6 )
C A L L  S C L W ( G , H I , Y )
G = G * G
R E T U R N
E N D
C  B B B B S E S SE B B SB S E SSSB E SE B B B B SB B B B E flB B B B B B E E E SB B E B SE B SE B SB B B B B B B B E B B SB B B  
C  BSSESBBBB3BE S& SSSEE B& BSB&  G  D  E  R  BBEEBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBSEBEEBBBBBEBBBBB  
C E E SE SSE E SE E B B SE E EEEEBSSSEBBBBSE BSBBBBBB BBBBBBBESBBBBEBBBBBBBBflBBBB BBB
S U B R O U T I N E  G D E R ( G Y , G P , Y P , P H I , Y , H I , A l , A 2 , A 3 , B 1 , B 2 , B 3 )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  G Y ( 6 )  , G P ( 6 ) ,  Y P  ( 6 , 6 ) ,  P H I ( 6 ) ,  Y ( 6 )  , H I ( 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  G H ( 6 ) , B D ( 6 , 6 ) , G P 1 ( 6 ) , G P 2 ( 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  X D ( 6 , 6 )  , H 1 D ( 6 )  , H 2 D ( 6 )  , H 3 D ( 6 )  , H 4 D ( 6 )  , H 5 D ( 6 )  , H 6 D ( 6 )  
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 6 ) , D D T ( 6 ) , H H ( 6 , 6 )
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C A L L  S C L W  ( A ,  H I ,  Y )
D O  1 0  1 = 1 , 6  
G Y ( I ) = 2 . D 0 * A * H I ( I )
1 0  G H ( I ) = 2 . D O  * A * Y ( I )
H l = ( A 1 * A 1 * P H I ( 1 ) + B 1 )
H 2 = ( A 2 * A 2  * P H I ( 2 ) + B 2 )
H 3  = ( A 3  * A 3 * P H I ( 3 ) + B 3 )
H 4 = ( A 1 * A 2 * P H I ( 4 ) )
H 5 = ( A 2 * A 3 * P H I ( 5 ) )
H 6 = ( A 1 * A 3 * P H I ( 6 ) )
H 1 D ( 1 ) = A 1 * A 1 + B 1
H 2 D ( 2 ) = A 2 * A 2 - B 2
H 3 D ( 3 ) = A 3 * A 3 - B 3
H 4 D { 4 ) = A 1 * A 2 + ( ( B l * B 2 ) *  *  0 . 5 D 0 )
H S D ( 5 ) = A 2 * A 3 + ( ( B 2 * B 3 ) * * 0 . 5 D O )
H 6 D ( 6 ) = A 1 * A 3 + ( ( B 1 * B 3 ) * * 0 . 5 D 0 )
D T = H 1 * H 2 * H 3 + 2 . D 0 * H 4 * H 5 * H 6 - H 1 * H 5 * H 5 - H 2 * H 6 * H 6 - H 3 * H 4 * H 4  
D D T ( 1 ) = H 1 D ( 1 ) * H 2  * H 3 + H 1 * H 2 D ( 1 ) * H 3 + H 1 * H 2 * H 3 D ( 1 )  +
$ 2 . D O * ( H 4 D ( 1 ) * H 5  * H 6 ) - ( H I D ( 1 ) * H 5  * H 5 + 2 . D O  * H 1 * H 5  * H 5 D ( 1 ) ) -  
$ ( E 2 D ( 1 ) * H 6 * H 6 + 2 . D O  * H 2  * H 6 * H 6 D ( 1 ) ) -  
$ ( H 3 D { 1 ) * H 4 * H 4 + 2 . D 0 * H 3 * H 4  * H 4 D ( 1 ) )
D D T ( 2 ) = H 1 D ( 2 ) * H 2 * H 3 + H 1 * H 2 D ( 2 ) * H 3 + H 1 * H 2 * H 3 D ( 2 ) +
$ 2 . D O * ( H 4 D ( 2 ) * H 5 * H 6 ) - ( H I D ( 2 ) * H 5  * H 5 + 2 . D 0 * H 1 * H 5 * H 5 D ( 2 ) ) -  
$ ( H 2 D ( 2 ) * H 6 * H 6 + 2 . D 0 * H 2 * H 6 * H 6 D ( 2 ) ) -  
$ ( H 3 D ( 2 ) * H 4  * H 4 + 2 . D O  * H 3  * H 4  * H 4 D ( 2 ) )
D D T  ( 3 ) = H 1 D ( 3 ) * H 2 * H 3 + H 1 * H 2 D ( 3 ) * H 3 + H 1 * H 2 * H 3 D ( 3 )  +
$ 2 .  D O * ( H 4 D ( 3 ) * H 5 * H 6 ) - ( H 1 D ( 3 ) * H 5 * H 5 + 2 . D 0 * H 1 * H 5 * H 5 D ( 3 ) ) -  
$ ( H 2 D ( 3 ) * H 6 * H 6 + 2 . D O  * H 2  * H 6 * H 6 D ( 3 ) ) -  
$ ( H 3 D ( 3 ) * H 4  * H 4 + 2 . D O  * H 3  * H 4  * H 4 D ( 3 ) )
D D T  ( 4 ) = H 1 D ( 4 ) * H 2  * H 3  + H 1 * H 2 D ( 4 ) * H 3  + H 1 * H 2  * H 3 D { 4 )  +
$ 2 . D O * ( H 4 D ( 4 ) * H 5 * H 6 ) - ( H 1 D ( 4 ) * H 5 * H 5 + 2 . D 0 * H 1 * H 5 * H 5 D ( 4 ) ) -  
$ ( H 2 D ( 4 ) * H 6  * H 6 + 2 . D O  * H 2  * H 6 * H 6 D ( 4 ) ) -  
$ ( H 3 D ( 4 ) * H 4 * H 4 + 2 . D 0 * H 3 * H 4 * H 4 D ( 4 ) )
D D T ( 5 ) = H 1 D ( 5 ) * H 2  * H 3  + H 1 * H 2 D ( 5 ) * H 3  + H 1 * H 2 * H 3 D ( 5 )  +
$ 2 . D O * ( H 4 D ( S ) * H 5 * H 6 ) - ( H 1 D ( 5 ) * H 5 * H 5 + 2 . D 0 * H 1 * H 5 * H 5 D ( 5 ) ) -  
$ ( H 2 D ( 5 ) * H 6 * H 6 + 2 . D 0 * H 2 * H 6 * H 6 D ( 5 ) ) -  
$ ( H 3 D ( 5 ) * H 4 * H 4 + 2 . D 0 * H 3 * H 4 * H 4 D ( S ) )
D D T ( 6 ) = H 1 D ( 6 ) * H 2 * H 3  + H 1 * H 2 D ( 6 ) * H 3 + H 1 * H 2  * H 3 D ( 6 )  +
$ 2 . D O * ( H 4 D ( 6 ) * H 5 * H 6 ) - ( H 1 D ( 6 ) * H 5 * H 5 + 2 . D 0 * H 1 * H 5 * H 5 D ( 6 ) ) -  
$ ( H 2 D ( 6 ) * H 6 * H 6 + 2 . D 0 * H 2 * H 6 * H 6 D ( 6 ) ) -  
$ ( H 3 D ( 6 ) * H 4 * H 4 + 2 . D 0 * H 3 * H 4 * H 4 D ( 6 ) )
X D ( 1 , 1 ) = H 2 D ( 1 ) » H 3  + H 2  * H 3  D ( 1 ) - 2 . D O  * H 5  * H 5 D { 1 )
X D ( 1 , 2 ) = H 2 D ( 2 ) * H 3 + H 2 * H 3 D ( 2 ) - 2 . D 0 * H 5 * H 5 D ( 2 )
X D ( 1 , 3 ) = H 2 D ( 3 ) * H 3 + H 2 * H 3 D ( 3 ) - 2 . D 0 * H 5 * H 5 D ( 3 )
X D ( 1 , 4 ) = H 2 D ( 4 ) * H 3 + H 2 * H 3 D ( 4 ) - 2 . D O * H 5 * H 5 D ( 4 )  
X D ( 1 , 5 ) = H 2 D ( S ) * H 3 + H 2 * H 3 D ( 5 ) - 2 . D 0 * E 5 * H 5 D ( 5 )  
X D ( 1 , 6 ) = H 2 D ( S ) * H 3 + H 2 * H 3 D ( 6 ) - 2 . D 0 * H 5 * H 5 D ( 6 )
X D ( 2 , 1 ) = H 1 D ( 1 ) * H 3 + H 1 * H 3 D ( 1 ) - 2 . D 0 * H 6 * H 6 D ( 1 )
X D ( 2 , 2 ) = H 1 D ( 2 ) * H 3 + H 1 * H 3 D ( 2 ) - 2 . D 0 * H 6 * H 5 D ( 2 )
X D ( 2 , 3 ) = K 1 D ( 3 ) * H 3 + H 1 * H 3 D ( 3 ) - 2 . D O  * H 6 * H S D ( 3 )  
X D ( 2 , 4 ) = H 1 D ( 4 ) * H 3 + H 1 * H 3 D ( 4 ) - 2 . D 0 * H 6 * H 5 D ( 4 )
X D ( 2 , 5 ) = H 1 D ( 5 ) * H 3 + H 1 * H 3 D { 5 ) - 2 . D O * H 6 * H 5 D ( 5 )
X D ( 2 ,  6 ) = H 1 D ( 6 ) * H 3 + H 1 * H 3 D ( 6 ) - 2 . D O * H 6 * H 5 D ( 6 )
X D ( 3 , 1 ) = H 1 D ( 1 ) * H 2 + H 1 * H 2 D ( 1 ) - 2 . D 0 » H 4 * H 6 D ( 1 )
X D ( 3 , 2 ) = H 1 D ( 2 ) * H 2 + H 1 * H 2 D ( 2 ) - 2 . D O  * H 4  * H 5 D ( 2 )
X D { 3 , 3 ) = H 1 D ( 3 ) * H 2 + H 1 * H 2 D ( 3 ) - 2 . D 0 * H 4 * E 5 D ( 3 )
X D ( 3 , 4 ) = H 1 D ( 4 ) * H 2 + H 1 * H 2 D ( 4 ) - 2 . D 0 * H 4 * H 5 D ( 4 )
X D ( 3 , 5 ) * H 1 D ( S ) * H 2  + H 1 * H 2 D { 5 ) - 2 . D O  * H 4  * H 5 D ( 5 )
X D ( 3 , 6 ) = H 1 D ( 6 ) * H 2 + H 1 * H 2 D ( 6 ) - 2 . D 0 * H 4 * H 5 D ( 6 )
X D ( 4 , 1 ) = H 5 D ( 1 ) * H 6 + H 5  * H 6 D ( 1 ) - H 3 D ( 1 ) * H 4 - H 3  * H 4 D ( 1 )
X D ( 4 , 2 ) = H S D ( 2 ) * H 6 + H 5 * H 6 D { 2 ) - H 3 D ( 2 ) * H 4 - H 3 » H 4 D ( 2 )
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X D ( 4 , 3 ) = H 5 D ( 3 ) * H 6 + H 5  * H 6 D ( 3 ) - H 3 D ( 3 ) * H 4 - H 3  * H 4 D ( 3 )
X D ( 4 , 4 ) = H 5 D ( 4 ) * H 6 + H 5 * H 6 D ( 4 ) - E 3 D ( 4 ) * H 4 - B 3  * H 4 D ( 4 )
X D ( 4 , 5 ) = H S D ( 5 ) * H 6 + H 5 * H 6 D ( 5 ) - H 3 D ( 5 ) * H 4 - H 3  * H 4 D ( 5 )
X D ( 4 , 6 ) = H 5 D ( 6 ) * H 6 + H 5 * H 6 D ( 6 ) - H 3 D ( 6 ) * H 4 - H 3  * H 4 D ( 6 )
X D ( 5 , 1 ) = H 4 D ( 1 ) * H 6 + H 4 * H 6 D ( 1 ) - H I D ( 1 ) * H 5 - H 1 * H 5 D ( 1 )
X D ( 5 , 2 ) = H 4 D ( 2 ) * H 6 + H 4  * H 6 D { 2 ) - H I D ( 2 ) * H 5 - H 1 * H 5 D { 2 )
X D ( 5 , 3 ) = H 4 D ( 3 ) * H 6 + H 4 * H 6 D { 3 ) - H I D { 3 ) * H 5 - B 1 * E 5 D ( 3 )
X D ( 5 , 4 ) = H 4 D ( 4 ) ‘ H 6 + H 4 * H 6 D ( 4 ) - B I D ( 4 ) » H 5 - H 1 * H 5 D ( 4 )
X D ( 5 , 5 ) = H 4 D ( 5 ) * H 6 + H 4  * H 6 D ( 5 ) - H I D ( 5 ) * H 5 - H I * H 5 D ( 5 )
X D ( 5 ,  6 ) = H 4 D  < 6 ) * H 6 + H 4 * H 6 D ( 6 ) - H I D ( 6 ) * H 5 - H 1 * H 5 D ( 6 )
X D ( 6 , 1 ) = H 4 D { 1 ) * H 5 + H 4  * B 5 D ( 1 ) - H 2 D ( 1 ) » H 6 - H 2 * H 6 D ( X )  
X D ( 6 , 2 ) = H 4 D ( 2 ) * H 5 + H 4 * H 5 D ( 2 ) - H 2 D ( 2 ) * H 6 - B 2 * H 6 D ( 2 )
X D ( 6 , 3  ) = H 4 D ( 3 )  * H 5 + H 4 * H 5 D ( 3 )  - H 2 D ( 3 )  * H 6 - H 2 * H 6 D ( 3 )
X D ( 6 , 4 ) = H 4 D ( 4 ) * H 5 + H 4 * H 5 D ( 4 ) - H 2 D ( 4 ) * H 6 - H 2 * H 6 D ( 4 )
X D ( 6 , 5 ) = H 4 D ( 5 ) * H 5 + H 4 * H 5 D ( 5 ) - H 2 D ( 5 ) * H 6 - H 2 * H S D ( 5 )
X D ( 6 , 6 ) = H 4 D ( 6 ) * H 5 + H 4 * H 5 D ( 6 ) - H 2 D ( 6 ) * H 6 - H 2 * H 6 D ( 6 )
C
X ( l ) c H 2 * H 3 - H 5 * H 5  
X ( 2 ) = H 1 * H 3 - H 6 * H 6  
X ( 3 ) = H 1 * H 2 - H 4  * H 4  
X ( 4 ) = H 5 * H 6 - H 3 * H 4  
X { 5 ) = H 4 * H 6 - H 1 * H 5  
X ( 6 ) = H 4  * H 5 - H 2  * H S
C
D O  2 0  1 = 1 , 6  
D O  2 0  J = l ,  6
2 0  H D ( I , J ) = ( X D ( I , J ) * D T - X ( X > * D D T ( J ) ) / ( D T * D T )
C
C A L L  M D L V 1 ( G P 1 , H D , G H )
C A L L  M U L V 1  ( G P 2 , Y P , G Y )
D O  3 0  1 = 1 , 6  
3 0  G P ( I ) = ( G P 1 { I ) + G P 2 ( 1 ) )
C
R E T U R N
E N D
C  B S S S = S = = C e S = S = : S S = = » S B S S E S « S 8 S S B E U B C B B 8 » K B B S H B M B & B B E U B B B n B H B S  
C  B E = B S S = E = = S S S E S S S B B S S B B S £  Y  D  E  R  b b b b b s b s b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b e b b c e b b b x b s  
C  S S S S S S S S B S S B S B S S S S S S S B S B S B B S S S S S B B B S S S B S E B & B B S S B B B S S B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B S S
S U B R O U T I N E  Y D E R ( Y S I G , Y P H I , P H I , D M , D M P , S , E l )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - 2 )
D I M E N S I O N  Y S I G ( 6 , 6 ) , Y P H I ( 6 , 6 ) . P H I ( 6 ) , D M ( 6 , 6 ) , D M P ( 6 , 6 , 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  S ( 6 ) , E I ( 6 ,  6 ) ,  D M T  ( 6 ,  6 )
D I M E N S I O N  Y S 1 ( 6 ) , Y S 2 ( 6 ) . Y S 3 ( 6 ) , Y S 4 ( 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 6 , 6 ) , X T ( 6 , 6 ) , T E M P ( 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  D M P 2 ( 6 , 6 , 6 , 6 ) , X I ( 6 , 6 )  , Y P 1 ( 6 ,  6 ) , Y P 2 ( 6 , 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  T l ( 6 , 6 ) , T T 1 ( 6 , 6 )  , T 2 ( 6 , 6 )  , T T 2 ( 6 , 6 )
C
C A L L  A T I M B ( T l , E l , D M )
C A L L  T R A N R  ( T T 1 , T 1 )
C A L L  T R A N R ( D M T . D M )
C A L L  A T I M B  ( T 2 , D M T , E l )
C A L L  T R A N R ( T T 2 , T 2 )
C
D O  1 0  I J = 1 , 6
C
D O  1 5  1 = 1 , 6  
D O  1 5  J = l , 6  
1 5  X ( I , J ) = D M P ( I , J , I J )
C A L L  T R A N R ( X T . X )
C
C A L L  M U L V 1  ( T E M P , T l , S )
C A L L  M U L V 1 ( Y S 1 , X T , T E M P )
C
C A L L  M U L V 1 ( T E M P , X , S )
C A L L  M U L V 1 ( Y S 2 , T T 1 , T E M P )
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C A L L  M U L V i  ( T E M P , X , S )
C A L L  M U L V I  ( Y S 3 , T 2 , T E M P )
C
C A L L  M U L V I  ( T E M P , T T 2 , S )
C A L L  M U L V I  ( Y S 4 , X T ,  T E M P )
C
D O  2 0  K = l , 6
2 0  Y S I G ( K ,  X J )  = 0 . 5 D 0 *  ( Y S 1  ( K )  + Y S 2  ( K )  + Y S 3  ( K )  + Y S 4  ( K )  )
C
1 0  C O N T I N U E
C
C A L L  M D P H 2 ( D M P 2 , P B I )
C
DO 4 0  1 = 1 , 6  
D O  5 0  J = l , 6
C
D O  6 0  K = l , 6  
D O  6 0  L = l , 6  
6 0  X ( K , L ) = D M P 2 ( K , L , I , J )
C
C A L L  M U L V I  ( Y S 1 , X , S )
C A L L  M U L V I ( Y S 2 , Y S 1 , E l )
C A L L  M U L V I  ( Y S 1 ,  D M ,  S )
C A L L  S C L W ( A 1 , Y S 2 , Y S 1 )
C
C A L L  M U L V I  ( Y S 1 , D M , S )
C A L L  M U L V I  ( Y S 2 , Y S 1 , E l )
C A L L  M U L V I  ( Y S 3 , X , S )
C A L L  S C L W ( B 1 , Y S 2 , Y S 3 )
C
Y P l ( I , J ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * ( A l + B l )
5 0  C O N T I N U E  
4 0  C O N T I N U E
C
D O  7 0  1 = 1 , 6
C
D O  7 5  K l = l , 6  
D O  7 5  L l = l , 6  
7 5  X  ( K l ,  L I )  = D M P  ( K l ,  L I ,  I )
C
D O  8 0  J = l ,  5
C
D O  8 5  K 2 = l , 6  
D O  8 5  L 2 = l , 6  
8 5  X 1 ( K 2 , L 2 ) = D M P ( K 2 , L 2 , J )
C
C A L L  M U L V I ( Y S 1 , X , S )
C A L L  M U L V I  ( Y S 2 , X I , S )
C A L L  M U L V I ( Y S 3 , E l , Y S 2 )
C A L L  S C L W  ( A 2 ,  Y S 1 ,  Y S 3  )
C
C A L L  M U L V I  ( Y S 1 , X 1 , S )
C A L L  M U L V I < Y S 2 , Y S 1 , E l )
C A L L  M U L V I ( Y S 3 , X , S )
C A L L  S C L W ( B 2 , Y S 2 , Y S 3 )
C
Y P 2 ( I , J ) = 0 . 5 D O * ( A 2 + B 2 )
8 0  C O N T I N U E  
7 0  C O N T I N U E
C
C A L L  A D M T X ( Y P H I , Y P l , Y P 2 )
C
R E T U R N
E N D
C  B l S C S S S S S Z S S & S S S 5 & S 3 & S S B 8 B 8 8 8 8 B C I M I C U B 8 B U U S M S S I M B S M m i g | B g B g B  
C  BSBBBaaSBSBSSSSaBBBBMSMB D  M  G  E  A  R  IBBBBSBBmgBUBBiBBBUBIBBSUB
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S U B R O U T I N E  D M G H A R  ( H I ,  A 1 , A 2 ,  A 3 ,  B l ,  B 2 ,  B 3 ,  P E I ,  H K ,  R l ,  R 2 ,  R 3  ,  Q l ,  Q 2  f  Q 3  
$ , U 1 , U 2 , U 3 , V 1 , V 2 , V 3 )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  E l ( 6 ) , P E I ( 6 )
C
A 1 = D S Q R T ( U 1 * Q 1 * ( ( E K / U 1 ) * * R 1 ) )
A 2 = D S Q R T ( U 2 * Q 2 * ( ( H K / U 2 ) * * R 2 ) )
A 3 = D S Q R T ( U 3 * Q 3 * ( ( H K / U 3 ) * * R 3 ) )
C
B 1 = U 1 * V 1 * V 1  
B 2 = U 2 * V 2 * V 2  
B 3 = U 3 * V 3  * V 3
C
H l = ( A 1 * A 1 * P H I { 1 ) * B 1 )
H 2 = ( A 2 * A 2  * P H I ( 2 ) + B 2 )
H 3 = ( A 3  * A 3 * P H I ( 3 ) + B 3 )
H 4 = ( A 1 * A 2 * P H I ( 4 ) )
H 5 = ( A 2 * A 3 * P H I ( 5 ) )
H 6 = ( A 1 * A 3 * P H I ( 6 ) )
C
D T = H 1 * H 2 * H 3 + 2 . D 0 * H 4 * H 5 * H 6 - H 1 * H 5 * H 5 - H 2 * H 6 * H 6 - H 3 * H 4 * H 4
H I ( 1 ) = ( H 2 * H 3 - H 5 * H 5 ) / D T
H I ( 2 ) = ( H 1 * H 3 - H 6 * H 6 ) / D T
H I ( 3 ) = ( H 1 * H 2 - H 4 * H 4 ) / D T
H I ( 4 ) = ( H 5 * H 6 - H 3 * H 4 ) / D T
H I ( 5 ) = ( H 4 * H 6 - H 1 * H 5 ) / D T
H I ( 6 ) = ( H 4  * H 5 - B 2  * H 6 ) / D T
R E T U R N
E N D
C SS:==ZS=SS= = = S = S S S C S S : S B S » S B B X s n B S U B m B 8 8 S S I H B a n & B S S U | t a n S » U e  
C  B S B B S E E S S B B S B S S S B S B S S S S S B  D  M  6  F  R  C  B B S B B E B B B B B B B 8 E B B 8 B B B S B B B B B B B S B  
C  B B B S E B S B E B S S S S S B S B B B S B S S S B B S B B S B E B S S B B B B B B E B B B B B E B B E B & B B B B B B E E B B B B B B S
S U B R O U T I N E  D M G F R C ( Y , D M , D M P ,  S ,  E l )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  Y { 6 ) , D M ( 6 , 6 ) ,  S M P ( 6 , 6 , 6 ) , S ( 6 ) , E I ( 6 , 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 6 , 6 ) , T E M P 1 ( 6 ) , T E M P 2 < 6 )
D O  1 0  K = l , 6  
D O  2 0  1 = 1 , 6  
D O  2 0  J = l , 6  
2 0  X ( I , J ) = D M P ( I , J , K )
C A L L  M U L V I ( T E M P I , D M , S )
C A L L  M U L V I ( T E M P 2 , E l , T E M P I )
C A L L  M U L V I ( T E M P I , X , S )
C A L L  S C L W ( A , T E M P 1 , T E M P 2 )
C A L L  M U L V I ( T E M P I , X , S )
C A L L  M U L V I ( T E M P 2 , E l , T E M P I )
C A L L  M U L V I ( T E M P I , D M , S )
C A L L  S C L W ( B , T E M P I , T E M P 2 )
Y ( K ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * ( A + B )
1 0  C O N T I N U E  
R E T U R N  
E N D
C  C B B B S E B E S E B S E B B B B B B B B B B S B B E S B B B I S B B B B B B B I B B B B B B B S B B B B B S B B I B B B B B B B B B B B
C  ===ss===bs=s:===b:sb=k=s=s5==== D  M  G  H  K  bbbbsbsbbsbbexbsbbb ibbbbbbbbbbrb  
C  bsbbbssbbssssssbbse& bebsbbbebsibbsbbbebbbbbbsbbbbrbbbbbrbbbbbbbbbbbbe 
S U B R O U T I N E  D M G H K ( H K ,  Y , D P H I )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  Y ( 6 ) , D P H I ( 6 )
C A L L  S C L W ( D H K . Y , D P H I )
H K = H K + D H K
R E T U R N
E N D
C BBBSSSSBSSSSSSBB&SSSSBBBEBBBSBBBBBBSBSBaBBSBBBBBBBBBBBBSBBBBBBBBBB 
C  BBBSESBBBSBBBBSEBS C  A  L  D  M G  BSBBSBBBBBBBBBBBBBBSBBBBBBBB
C bbbesebbbesssbbbsbbebbbsbbzbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbrbbsbebbbbrbbe
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S U B R O U T I N E  C A L D M G ( P H I , D M , X M P , S , D S , E I , H K , Y , H I , A 1 , A 2 , A 3  
$ , B l , B 2 , B 3 , C F A I L )
C
C  T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  D A M A G E  V A R I A B L E S  
C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
C H A R A C T E R * 1  C F A I L
D I M E N S I O N  P H I ( 6 ) , D ( 6 , 6 ) , D M ( 6 , 6 ) , X K P ( 6 , 6 , 6 )
d i m e n s i o n  s ( 6 ) , d s ( 6 ) , e i ( 6 , 6 ) , y ( 6 ) , h i (6)
D I M E N S I O N  G Y ( 6 ) , G P ( 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  A ( 6 , 6 ) , B ( 6 , 6 ) , C ( 6 , 6 ) , A C ( 6 , 6 )  . T E M P ( 6 . 6 )
C
C A L L  Y D E R ( B , C , P H I , D M , A M P ,  S , E l )
C A L L  G D E R ( G Y , G P , C , P H I , Y , B I , A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , B 1 , B 2 , B 3 )
C A L L  S C L W ( G P Y , G P , G Y )
D O  2 0  1 = 1 , 6  
D O  2 0  J = l , 6  
2 0  A ( I , J ) = G Y ( I ) * G Y ( J ) / G P Y  
C A L L  A T I M B ( A C , A ,  C )
D O  3 0  1 = 1 , 6  
D O  3 0  J = l , 6  
I F  ( I . E Q . J )  T H E N  
D ( I , J ) = 1 . D 0 - A C ( I , J )
E L S E
D ( I , J ) = - A C ( I , J )
E N D  I F  
3 0  C O N T I N U E
C A L L  A I I N V ( D )
C A L L  A T I M B ( T E M P , D , A )
C A L L  A T I M B ( D , T E M P , B )
C A L L  T R A N P ( D )
C A L L  M U L V I ( D P B I , D , D S )
D O  4 0  1 = 1 , 6  
4 0  P H I ( I ) = P H I ( I ) + D P B I ( I )
C
C A L L  D M G H K ( H K , Y , D P B I )
C A L L  R U P T R ( P E I , C F A I L )
R E T U R N  
E N D
C  = = = = = = = =
C  = = = = = = = =
c ======== 
c
S U B R O U T I N E  R U P T R ( P H I , I R U P )
C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
C H A R A C T E R * 1  I R U P  
D I M E N S I O N  P H I ( 6 )
C
PH IM A X 1=0.5D 0*(PH I(1)+PH I(2))
P H I M A X 2 = P H I ( 1 ) - P H I ( 2 )
P H I M A X 3 = P H I ( 4 ) * P H I ( 4 )
P H I M A X = P H I M A X 1 +  ( P H I M A X 2  *  P H I M A X 2  *  0 . 2 5 D 0 + P H I M A X 3 )  * * 0 .  5 D 0
C
I F ( P H I M A X . G T . 0 . 9 9 )  T E E N  
P H I ( 1 ) = 0 . 9  
P H I ( 2 ) = 0 . 9  
P H I ( 3 ) = 0 . 9  
P H I ( 4 ) = 0 . 9  
P H I ( 5 ) = 0 . 9  
P H I ( 6 ) = 0 . 9  
E N D  I F
C
R E T U R N
E N D
C  = B = = =  =  = = =  =  =  =  =  = = =  =  =  S = = =  =  B = B B = B S B B = B B  =  B B n B B n B = S B S B 8  =  B = = = B B = = = B « B B = B B = = =
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SSSSSSSSSCSSBeecBBBBSBBBSSSSBSSSBSSBCBBaSBSBS 
== R U P T R sbssbbbsbsbbbbsbsbssbbbbbbbbbsbb  
5SBBBSCSBSBBBBS8BBSBSBBBS8BS8BB8BBB8&88B8BBBS
209
C  SSSSSSSSSSSSSrSSSSSSSSS T R A N R  SSSSESSSSSSSBESaSSSBSSSSSSSBESBSSSS 
C  SSSSSS:SSSSSSSSSas:SSSSSSSSSS8SSSSSS8SSSBC88&SBBB85tSBK8&BBSSSSSSSBeS
S U B R O U T I N E  T R A N R  ( B , A )
c
C  T H I S  S U B P R O G R A M  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  T R A N S P O S E  O F  A  M A T R I X  " A ”
C  S T O R I N G  I T  I N  T H E  A R R A Y  * B *
C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  A ( 6 , 6 )  , B ( 6 , 6 )
C
D O  1 0  1 * 1 , 6  
D O  1 0  J = l , 6  
1 0  B ( J , I ) = A ( I , J )
C
R E T U R N
E N D
C  B B & e s : s = s s s = & s e s s = s s s & s s » : s s B B B S B s s s > B B » H E B B s a » i B B n K n i n a i i n s B  
C  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  T  R  A  N  P  BB*B*B*BB**B****B****BBB**B****B**E
C  **B**B***===S*SSSSBBBSSBBBSSSES*S&SBBBBBBBB*BBSBB*BBB*SBBBBBBBBBBBBSB
S U B R O U T I N E  T R A N P ( A )
C
C  T H I S  S U B P R O G R A M  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  T R A N S P O S E  O F  A  S Q U A R E  M A T R I X  
C  * A "  S T O R I N G  I T  I N  I T S E L F  
C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  A ( 6 , 6 )
N = 6
C
N 1 = N - 1  
D O  1 0  1 = 1 , N 1  
11= 1+1
D O  1 0  J = I 1 , N  
S = A ( I ,  J )
A ( I , J ) = A ( J , I )
1 0  A ( J , I ) = S
C
R E T U R N
END
C
C  BS*S = = = = = = * = = *=* = ==3*** ==*=*S=* = S ==*SBeBB&BBBB*BES*BSBBBBBSB*BBSBBBK* 
C  SS=S= = =  = = =  =  * = = = =  =  =  =  ===S A  D  M  T  X  EEBBEBBSBSBBBEBBBBBBSBBBBSSBBBBBB** 
C  BS=== =  =  = =  = = = = =  =  ==============B=SBSB=EB=BXSBSEBXBSBSBBBSBB=BBSBBSKBBB=
S U B R O U T I N E  A D M T X ( C . A . B )
C
C  T H I S  S U B P R O G R A M  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  M A T R I X  O P E R A T I O N  
C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  A ( 6 , 6 ) , B ( 6 , 6 ) , C ( 6 , 6 )
D O  1 0  1 = 1 , 6  
D O  1 0  J = l , 6  
1 0  C ( I ,  J ) = A ( I , J ) + B ( I ,  J )
C O N T I N U E
R E T U R N
E N D
C  B**B=*====*=*====BS==SS==BS=SS*SBSBBBBBB8BBBBBB«BBB*8BBBBBBBBBKSBBBBB 
C  BS*** —* — — ***** —E E * * * * * — S  U  B  M  T  BBBBB8BK88S88B8B8BBS88BB8BBB8BB8BB8 
C  B88* = S ==* = *==SBSBBS8SS = SSBBSBSSBS88BBBBBBBBBBBBB8BX*BBBB8BB88BB88BBB8
S U B R O U T I N E  S U B M T ( C . A . B )
C
C  T H I S  S U B P R O G R A M  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  M A T R I X  O P E R A T I O N  
C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  A ( 6 , 6 ) , B ( 6 , 6 ) , C ( 6 , 6 )
D O  1 0  1 * 1 , 6  
D O  1 0  J = l , 6  
C ( I , J ) = A ( J , I ) - B ( I , J )
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C  
C
F I ( 2 , 2 , 1 ) = 2 . D O * ( - P 3 )
F I ( 2 , 2 , 3 ) = 2 . D O  * ( - P I )  
F l ( 2 , 2 , 6 ) = - 4 . D 0 * P H I ( 6 )




F l ( 2 , 4 , 3 ) = F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 3 )
F I ( 2 , 4 , 4 ) = F 1 ( 1 , 4 ( 4 )  
F 1 { 2 , 4 , 5 ) = F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 5 )
F I { 2 , 4 , 6 ) = F 1 { 1 , 4 /  6 )
C
F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 1 ) = 2 . D 0 * ( - P H Z ( 5 ) ) 
F l ( 2 , 5 , 4 ) = 2 . D O * P H I ( 6 )
F l  ( 2 , 5 , 5 )  = 2 .  D O  * P 1  
F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 6 ) = 2 . D 0 * P H I ( 4 )
C
c
F 1 ( 3 , 3 , 1 ) = 2 . D 0 * ( - P 2 )
F 1 ( 3 , 3 , 2 ) = 2 . D 0 * ( - P 1 )
F 1 ( 3 , 3 , 4 ) = - 4 . D 0 * P H I ( 4 )
C
F 1 ( 3 , 5 / 1 ) = F 1 ( 2 , 5 / 1 )
F l ( 3 , 5 , 4 ) = F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 4 )  
F 1 { 3 , 5 , 5 ) = F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 5 )
F l ( 3 , 5 , 6 ) = F 1 { 2 , 5 , 6 )
C
F 1 ( 3 , 6 , 2 ) = F 1 ( 1 , 6 , 2 )
F l  ( 3 ,  6 , 4 ) = F 1 ( 1 , 6 , 4 )
F l ( 3 , 6 , 5 ) = F 1 ( 1 , 6 , 5 )
F l ( 3 , 6 , 6 ) = F 1 ( 1 , 6 , 6 )
C
C
F l ( 4 , 1 , 3 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 3 )  
F 1 ( 4 , 1 . 4 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 < 1 , 4 , 4 )  
F l  ( 4 , 1 , 5 ) = 0 . S D 0 * F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 5 )  
F l ( 4 , 1 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 6 )
C
F l ( 4 , 2 , 3 ) = F 1 ( 4 , 1 , 3 )
F l ( 4 , 2 , 4 ) = F 1 ( 4 , 1 , 4 )
F l  ( 4 , 2 , 5 ) = F 1 ( 4 , 1 , 5 )  
F 1 ( 4 , 2 , 6 ) = F 1 ( 4 , 1 , 6 )
C
F l ( 4 , 4 , l ) = - P 3
F l ( 4 , 4 , 2 ) = - P 3
F l  ( 4 , 4 , 3 ) = - P 2 - P l
F l  ( 4 , 4 , 5 ) = - 2 . D O * P H I ( 5 )
F 1 < 4 , 4 , 6 ) = - 2 . D 0 * P H I ( 6 )
F l ( 4 , 5 , 2 ) = O . S D O * F 1 ( 1 , 6 , 2 )  
F 1 ( 4 , 5 , 4 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 < 1 , 6 , 4 )  
F 1 ( 4 , 5 , 5 ) = 0 . 5 D O * F 1 ( 1 , 6 ; 5 )  
F 1 ( 4 , 5 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 1 , 6 , 6 )
*
F l ( 4 , 6 , 1 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 1 )  
F 1 < 4 , 6 / 4 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 4 )  
F l ( 4 , 6 f 5 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F l ( 2 , 5 , 5 )  
F 1 ( 4 , 6 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 6 )
F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 1 )
F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 4 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 4 )
F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 5 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 { 2 » 5 , 5 )
F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D O * F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 6 )
F 1 ( 5 , 3 , 1 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 1 )
F 1 ( 5 , 3 , 4 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 2 „ 4 )
F l ( 5 , 3 , 5 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 5 )  
F 1 ( 5 , 3 , 6 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 6 )
F l ( 5 , 4 „ 2 ) = 0 . S D 0 * F l ( l / 6 , 2 )
F l ( 5 , 4 , 4 ) = 0 . 5 D Q * F l ( l / 6 , 4 )
F 1 ( 5 , 4 , 5 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 1 , 6 , 5 >




F l ( 5 , 4 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D O * F 1 ( 1 , 6 , 6 )
C
F l ( 5 , 5 , 1 ) = - P 3 - P 2  
F 1 ( 5 , 5 , 2 ) = - P 1  
F 1 ( 5 , 5 , 3 ) = - P 1  
F 1 ( 5 , 5 , 4 ) = - 2 . D 0 * P H I ( 4 )
F l ( 5 , 5 , 6 ) = - 2 . D O * P H I ( 6 )
C
F l ( 5 , 6 , 3 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 3 )
F l ( 5 , 6 , 4 ) = 0 . 5 D O * F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 4 )
F 1 ( 5 , 6 , 5 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 5 )
F 1 ( 5 , 6 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 6 )
C
C
F 1 ( 6 , 1 , 2 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 4 , 2 )
F 1 ( 6 , 1 , 4 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 4 , 4 )
F 1 ( 6 , 1 , 5 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 4 , 5 )
F l { 6 , 1 , 6 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 4 , 6 )
C
F l ( 6 , 3 , 2 ) = F 1 ( 6 , 1 , 2 )
F 1 ( 6 , 3 , 4 ) = F 1 ( 6 , 1 , 4 )
F l  ( 6 , 3 , 5  )  = F 1  ( 6 , 1 , 5 )
F 1 ( 6 , 3 , 6 ) = F 1 ( 6 , 1 , 6 )
C
F 1 ( 6 , 4 , 1 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 1 )
F l ( 6 , 4 , 4 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 4 )
F l ( 6 , 4 , 5 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 5 )
F l  ( 6 , 4 ,  S ) = F 1  (  5 , 2 , 6 )
C
F 1 ( 6 „ 5 , 3 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 6 , 3 )
F 1 ( 6 , 5 , 4 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 6 , 4 )
F l ( 6 , 5 , 5 ) = F l ( 5 , 6 , 5 )
F l ( 6 , 5 , 6 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 6 , 6 )
C
F l ( 6 , 6 , l ) = - P 2  
F l ( 6 , 6 , 2 ) = - P 3 - P l  
F l ( 6 , 6 , 3 ) = - P 2  
F 1 ( 6 , 6 , 4 ) = - 2 . D 0 » P H I { 4 )
F 1 ( 6 , 6 , 5 ) = - 2 . D 0 * P H I < 5 )
C
DO 2 0  1 = 1 , 6
DO 2 0  J = l , 6
DO 2 0  K = l ,  6




C  B S B B S S E S S S S S & S S S S S B B S C B S B S n a n n m B B n n B a B M M f e , B M I > M H B S H n U K  
C  B S S B B S S E S 3 S 3 B B B S E B S 8 E B E  D M I  N  V  BEBBBBEBBBBBBBBBBBaaBBBBBIBBBBBBaiSBB 
C  BBEESESESSBBSSSBSE&ESB BBEEEEB SB SB BBB BBB SB BBIEB BBB EBBB flB BB BBB BBB B B BBB BS
S U B R O U T IN E  D M I N V ( D H I ,D H )
T H I S  SUBPROGRAM CALCULATES THE INV ER SE OF DAMAGE EFFECT TENSOR H  I
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )  
DIM E N S IO N  D M I ( 6 , 6 ) , D H ( 6 , 6 )
C
DO 1 0  1 = 1 , 6  
DO 1 0  J = l ,  6  
1 0  D M 1 ( I , J ) = D M { I , J )
C










C  C a S = = = S S : " 3 B H E S : = E S S E  =  S S S r S i : S S S E S C Z Z S E & G S H B U 3 f t B 2 t 8 B S G S E B K I U U S  
C  S S S E E S S S S E S S E E S E S E E E E S  M  D  P  H  2  E S E E S B & E E E S B B S B B E S B E E E B B E E E B E E I B E E E S  
C  E B S S S B S S E E B S S S S S B S B & B B E S B B B B S B B B B & B B S B B B B B B B B B S B B B B B B B B B & B a B B f B S B B B B B S
S U B R O U T I N E  M D P H 2  ( X M P H 2 , P H I )
I  T H I S  S U B P R O G R A M  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  D E R I V A T I V E  O F  D A M A G E  E F F E C T  T E N S O R  I
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D IM E N S I O N  X M F H 2 ( 6 , 6 , 6 , 6 ) , P H I ( 6 ) , G 1 ( 6 ) , F ( 6 / 6 ) , F 1 ( 6 , 6 > 6 )  
D IM E N S IO N  F 2 ( 6 , 6 , 6 , 6 ) , G 2 ( 6 , 6 )
C
P 1 = 1 . D 0 - P H I ( 1 )
P 2 = 1 . D 0 - P H I ( 2 )
P 3 ee1 . D 0 - P H I ( 3 )
P 4 b=PHI( 5 ) * P H I ( 5 ) * P 1  
P 5 = P H I ( 6  ) * P H I ( 6 ) * P 2  
P S = P H I ( 4 ) * P H I ( 4 ) * P 3  
P 7 e= 2 . D 0 * P H I ( 4 ) * P H I ( 5 ) * P H I ( 6 )




G 1  ( 1 )  e! - 2  .D O *  ( P 2 * P 3 - P H I  ( 5 )  * * 2 )  
G 1 ( 2 ) = - 2 . D 0 * ( P 1 * P 3 - P H I ( 6 ) * * 2 )  
G 1 ( 3 ) = - 2 . D 0 * ( P 1 * P 2 - P H I ( 4 ) * * 2 )
G 1 ( 4 ) b - 4 . D O * ( P H I ( 4 ) * P 3 + P H I { 5 ) * P H I ( 6 ) )
G 1 ( 5 ) = - 4 . D O * ( P H I ( 5 ) * P 1 + P H I { 4 ) * P H I ( 6 ) )
G 1  ( 6 ) = - 4 . D O * ( P H I ( 6 ) * P 2 + P H I ( 4 ) * P H I ( 5  >)
C
G 2 ( 1 , 2 ) = 2 . D 0 * P 3  
G 2 ( 1 ,  3 ) b=2 . D 0 * P 2  
G 2 ( l , 5 ) x 4 . D 0 * P H I ( 5 )
C
G 2 ( 2 , 1 ) = 2 . D 0 * P 3  
G 2 ( 2 , 3 ) = 2 . D 0 * P 1  
G 2 ( 2 , 6 ) = 4 . D 0 * P H I ( 6 )
C
G 2 ( 3 , 1 ) = 2 . D 0 * P 2  
G 2 ( 3 , 2 ) = 2 . D 0 * P 1  
G 2 ( 3 , 4 ) = 4 . D O * P H I ( 4 )
C
G 2 ( 4 , 3 ) = 4 . D 0 * P H I ( 4 )
G 2 ( 4 , 4 ) = - 4 . D 0 * P 3
G 2 ( 4 , 5 ) = - 4 . D 0 * P H I ( 6 )
G 2 { 4 / 6 ) = - 4 . D 0 * P H I ( 5 )
C
G 2 ( 5 , 1 ) b= 4 . D 0 * P H I ( 5 )
G 2 ( 5 , 4 ) = - 4 . D 0 * ? H I ( 6 )
G 2  ( 5 ,  5 )  s=-4 ■D 0 * P 1  
G 2 ( 5 , 6 ) = - 4 . D 0 * P H I ( 4 )
C
G 2 ( 6 , 2 ) « 4 . D 0 * P H I ( 6 )
G 2 ( 6 , 4 ) < e- 4 . D 0 * P H I ( 5 )
G 2 ( 6 , 5 ) = - 4 . D 0 * P H I ( 4 )
G 2 ( 6 , 6 ) » - 4 . D 0 * P 2
C
F (  1 , 1 )  = 2 . D O * ( P 2 * P 3 - P H I ( 5 )  * P H I ( 5 )  ) 
F { 1 , 4 ) * 2 . D 0 * ( P B I ( 6 ) « P H I ( 5 ) + P H I ( 4 ) * P 3 )
F ( 1 , 6 ) = 2 . D O * ( P H I ( 4 ) * P H I ( 5 ) + P H I ( 6 ) * P 2 )
C
F ( 2 , 2 ) = 2 . D 0 * ( P 1 * P 3 - P H I ( 6 ) * P H I ( 6 ) )
F ( 2 , 4 ) « F ( 1 , 4 )
F < 2 , 5 ) = 2 . D O * ( P H I ( 4 ) * P H I ( 6 ) + P H I ( 5 ) * P 1 )
C
F ( 3 , 3 ) = 2 . D O * ( P 1 * P 2 - P H I ( 4 ) * P H I ( 4 ) )
F ( 3 , 5 ) = F ( 2 , 5 )
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F ( 3 , 6 ) = F ( 1 , 6 )
C
F ( 4 , 1 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F { 1 ,  4 )
F ( 4 , 2 ) = F ( 4 , 1 )
F  { 4 , 4 )  = P 2  * P 3  + P 1 * P 3 - P H I { 5 ) * P H I ( 5 ) - P H I ( 6 )  * P H I ( 6 )  
F ( 4 , 5 ) = 0 . 5 D 0  * F ( 1 , 6 )
F ( 4 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D O * F ( 2 , 5 )
C
F ( 5 , 2 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F ( 2 , 5 )
F ( S , 3 ) = F ( 5 , 2 )
F ( 5 , 4 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F ( 1 , 6 )
F  ( 5 . 5 ) = P 1 * P 3 + P 1 * P 2 - P H I ( 6 ) * P B I ( 6 ) - P H I ( 4 ) * P H I ( 4 )  
F ( 5 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F ( 1 , 4 )
C
F ( 6 , 1 ) = F ( 5 , 4 )
F ( 6 , 3 ) = F { 6 , 1 )
F ( 6 , 4 ) = F ( 5 , 2 )
F ( 6 , 5 ) * F ( 5 , 6 )
F { 6 , 6 ) = P 2 * P 3 + P 1 * P 2 - P H I ( 5 > * P H I ( 5 ) - P H I  ( 4 ) * P H I ( 4 )
C
C
F l ( l , 1 , 2 ) = 2 . D 0 * ( - P 3 )
F 1 ( 1 , 1 , 3 ) = 2 . D 0 * ( - P 2 )
F l ( l , 1 , 5 ) = - 4 . S 0 * P B I ( 5 )
C
F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 3 ) = 2 . D 0 * ( - P H I ( 4 ) )
F l ( 1 / 4 , 4 ) = 2 . D 0 * P 3  
F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 5 ) = 2 . D 0 * P H I ( 6 )
F l ( 1 , 4 , 6 ) = 2 .  D O * P H I  (  5 )
C
F l (  1 , 6 , 2 )  = 2 . D O M - P H I ( 6 ) )
F l ( l , 6 , 4 ) = 2 . D O * P H I ( 5 )
F l ( 1 , 6 , 5 ) = 2 . D O * P H I ( 4 )
F l ( l , 6 , 6 ) = 2 . D 0 * P 2
C
C
F 1 ( 2 , 2 , 1 ) = 2 . D 0 * ( - P 3 )
F 1 ( 2 , 2 , 3 ) = 2 . D 0 * ( - P 1 )
F 1 ( 2 , 2 , 6 ) = - 4 . D 0 * P H I ( 6 )
C
F 1 ( 2 , 4 , 3 ) = F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 3 )
F 1 ( 2 , 4 , 4 ) = F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 4 )
F 1 ( 2 , 4 , 5 ) = F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 5 )
F 1 ( 2 , 4 , 6 ) = F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 6 )
C
F l ( 2 , 5 , 1 )  = 2 . D O M - P H I ( 5 ) )
F l ( 2 , 5 , 4 ) = 2 . D O * P H I ( 6 )
F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 5 ) = 2 . D 0 * P 1
F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 6 ) = 2 . D 0 * P H I ( 4 )
C
C
F l ( 3 , 3 , l ) = 2 . D O * ( - P 2 )
F l ( 3 , 3 , 2 ) = 2 . D O * ( - P l )
F l ( 3 , 3 , 4 ) = - 4 . D O * P H I ( 4 )
C
F 1 ( 3 , 5 , 1 ) « F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 1 )
F l ( 3 , 5 , 4 ) = F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 4 )
F 1 ( 3 , 5 , 5 ) = F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 5 )
F 1 ( 3 , 5 , 6 ) = F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 6 )
C
F l ( 3 , 6 , 2 ) = F 1 ( 1 , 6 , 2 )
F l ( 3 , 6 , 4 ) = F 1 ( 1 , 6 , 4 )
F 1 ( 3 , 6 , 5 ) > : F 1 ( 1 , 6 , 5 )
F l  ( 3 ,  6 , 6 )  < = F 1  ( 1 , 6 , 6 )
C
C




F l ( 4 , 1 , 3 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F l ( 1 , 4 , 3 )  
F l ( 4 , 1 , 4 ) = 0 . 5 S 0 * F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 4 )  
F l  ( 4 , 1 , 5 ) = 0 . 5 S O * F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 5 )  
F l ( 4 , 1 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 6 )
F 1 ( 4 , 2 , 3 ) = F 1 ( 4 , 1 , 3 )
F 1 ( 4 , 2 , 4 ) = F 1 ( 4 , 1 , 4 )
F l ( 4 , 2 , 5 ) = F l ( 4 , l , 5 )
F l ( 4 , 2 , 6 ) = F l ( 4 , l , 6 )
F l ( 4 , 4 , 1 ) = - P 3
F l ( 4 , 4 , 2 ) = - P 3
F 1 ( 4 , 4 , 3 ) « = - P 2 - P 1
F 1 ( 4 , 4 , 5 ) = - 2 . D 0 * P H I ( 5 )
F 1 ( 4 , 4 , 6 ) = - 2 . D 0 * P H I ( 6 )
F 1 ( 4 , 5 , 2 ) * 0 . 5 D O * F 1 { 1 , 6 , 2 )  
F l ( 4 , 5 , 4 ) = O . 5 D 0 * F l ( l , 6 , 4 )  
F 1 ( 4 , 5 , 5 ) = 0 . 5 D O * F 1 ( 1 , 6 , 5 )  
F 1 ( 4 , 5 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D O * F 1 ( 1 , 6 ,  6 )
F l ( 4 , 6 , 1 ) = 0 . 5 D O * F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 1 )  
F l ( 4 , 6 , 4 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 2 , 5  ,  4 )  
F l ( 4 , 6 , 5 ) = 0 . 5 D O * F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 5 )  
F l ( 4 , 6 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D O * F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 6 )
F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 1 )  
F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 4 ) = 0 . 5 D O * F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 4 )  
F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 5 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 2 , 5 , 5 )  
F l ( 5 , 2 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 2 , 5 ,  6 )
C
F 1 ( 5 , 3 , 1 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 1 )  
F 1 ( 5 , 3 , 4 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 4 )  
F 1 ( 5 , 3 , 5 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 5 )  
F 1 { 5 , 3 , 6 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 6 )
C
F 1 ( 5 , 4 , 2 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 { 1 , 6 , 2 )  
F l ( 5 , 4 , 4 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 1 , 6 , 4 )  
F l ( 5 , 4 , 5 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 1 ,  6 , 5 )  
F 1 ( 5 , 4 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 1 , 6 , 6 )
C
F l ( 5 , 5 , 1 ) = - P 3 - P 2
F 1 ( 5 , 5 , 2 ) = - P 1
F 1 ( 5 , 5 , 3 ) = - P 1
F l ( 5 , 5 , 4 ) = - 2 . D 0 * P H X ( 4 )
F l ( 5 , 5 , 6 ) = - 2 . D 0 * P H I ( 6 )
C
F 1 ( 5 , 6 , 3 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 3 )  
F 1 ( 5 , 6 , 4 ) * 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 { 1 , 4 , 4 )  
F l ( 5 , 6 , 5 ) c 0 . 5 D 0 * F l ( l , 4 , 5 )  
F l ( 5 , 6 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 1 ( 1 , 4 , 6 )
C
C
F 1 ( 6 . 1 , 2 ) = F 1 { 5 , 4 , 2 )
F 1 ( 6 , 1 , 4 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 4 , 4 )
F 1 ( 6 , 1 , 5 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 4 , 5 )
F l ( 6 , 1 , 6 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 4 , 6 )
C
F l  ( S ,  3  ,  2 )  * F 1  (  6 , 1 , 2 )  
F 1 ( 6 , 3 , 4 ) » F 1 ( 6 , 1 , 4 )  
F 1 ( 6 , 3 , 5 ) « F 1 { 6 , 1 , 5 )  
F 1 ( 6 , 3 , 6 ) = F 1 ( 6 , 1 , 6 )
C
F 1 ( 6 , 4 , 1 ) b F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 1 )
F 1 ( 6 , 4 , 4 ) c F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 4 )











F 1 ( 6 , 4 , 5 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 5 )
F l ( S , 4 , 6 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 2 , 6 )
F 1 ( 6 , 5 , 3 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 6 , 3 )
F 1 ( 6 , 5 , 4 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 6 , 4 )
F 1 ( 6 , 5 , 5 ) = F 1 ( 5 , 6 , 5 )
f i ( 6 , 5 , 6 ) = f i ( 5 , 6 , 6 )
F l ( 6 , 6 , l ) = - P 2
f i ( 6 , 6 , 2 ) = - p 3 - p i
F l ( 6 , 6 , 3 ) = - P 2
F 1 ( 6 , 6 , 4 ) = - 2 . D 0 * P H I ( 4 )
F 1 ( 6 , 6 » 5 ) » - 2 . D 0 * P H I ( 5 )
F 2  ( 1 , 1 , 2  ,  3  )  = 2 .  D O  
F 2 ( 1 , 1 , 3 , 2 ) = 2 . D O  
F 2 ( 1 , 1 , 5 , 5 ) = - 4 . D O
F 2 ( 1 , 4 , 3 , 4 ) = - 2 . D 0  
F 2 ( 1 , 4 , 4 , 3 ) = - 2 . D O  
F 2 ( 1 , 4 , 5 , 6 ) = 2 . D 0  
F 2 ( 1 , 4 , 6 , 5 ) = 2 . D 0
F 2 ( 1 , 6 , 2 , 6 ) = - 2 . D 0  
F 2 ( 1 , 6 , 4 , 5 ) = 2 . D 0  
F 2 ( 1 , 6 , 5 , 4 ) = 2 . D 0  
F 2  ( 1 ,  6 , 6 ,  2 ) = - 2  . D O
F 2 ( 2 , 2 , 1 , 3 ) = 2 . D 0  
F 2 ( 2 , 2 , 3 , 1 ) = 2 . D 0  
F 2  ( 2 , 2 , 6 ,  6 )  = - 4  . D O
F 2  ( 2 , 4 , 3 , 4 ) = F 2 ( 1 , 4 , 3 , 4 )  
F 2 ( 2 , 4 , 4 , 3 ) = F 2 ( 1 , 4 , 4 , 3 )  
F 2  ( 2 , 4 , 5 , 6 ) = F 2  ( 1 , 4 , 5 , 6 )  
F 2  ( 2 , 4 , 6 , 5 ) = F 2  ( 1 , 4 , 6 , 5 )
F 2 ( 2 , 5 , 1 , 5 ) = - 2 . D O  
F 2 ( 2 , 5 , 4 ,  6 ) = 2 . D O  
F 2 ( 2 , 5 , 5 , 1 ) = - 2 . D 0  
F 2 ( 2 , 5 , 6 , 4 ) = 2 . D 0
F 2 ( 3 , 3 , 1 , 2 ) = 2 . D 0  
F 2  ( 3 , 3 , 2 , 1 ) * 2 . D 0  
F 2  ( 3 , 3 , 4 , 4 ) » - 4 . D O
F 2 ( 3 , 5 , 1 , 5 ) * F 2 { 2 , 5 , 1 , 5 )  
F 2 ( 3 , 5 , 4 , 6 ) = F 2 ( 2 , 5 , 4 , 6 )  
F 2 ( 3 , 5 , 5 , 1 ) c F 2 ( 2 , 5 , 5 ,  1 )  
F 2 ( 3 , 5 , 6 , 4 ) = F 2 ( 2 , 5 , S , 4 )
F 2 ( 3 , 6 , 2 , 6 ) = F 2 ( 1 , 6 , 2 , 6 )  
F 2 ( 3 , 6 , 4 , 5 ) = F 2 ( 1 , S , 4 , 5 )  
F 2 ( 3 , 6 , 5 , 4 ) = F 2 ( 1 , 6 , 5 , 4 )  
F 2 ( 3 , 6 , 6 , 2 ) o F 2 ( l , 6 , 6 , 2 )
F 2 ( 4 , l , 3 , e ) « 0 . 5 D O * F 2 ( l , 4 , 3 , 4 )
F 2 ( 4 , 1 , 4 , 3 ) * 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2 ( 1 , 4 , 4 , 3 )
F 2 ( 4 , l , 5 , 6 ) o 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2 ( l , 4 , 5 , 6 )
F 2 ( 4 , 1 , 6 , 5 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2 ( 1 , 4 , 6 , 5 )




F 2 ( 4 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) = F 2 ( 4 , 1 , 3 , 4 )
F 2 ( 4 , 2 , 4 , 3 ) = F 2 ( 4 , 1 , 4 , 3 )
F 2 ( 4 , 2 , 5 , 6 ) = F 2 ( 4 , 1 ,  5 , 6 )
F 2 ( 4 ,  2 , 6 , 5 ) = F 2 ( 4 , 1 , 6 , 5 )
C
F 2 ( 4 ,  4 , 1 , 3 ) = 1 . D 0
F 2 < 4 , 4 , 2 , 3 ) = 1 . D 0
F 2 ( 4 , 4 , 3 , X ) = 1 . D 0
F 2 ( 4 , 4 , 3 , 2 ) = 1 . D 0
F 2 ( 4 , 4 , 5 , 5 ) = - 2 . D 0
F 2 ( 4 , 4 , 6 , 6 ) o - 2 . D O
C
F 2 ( 4 , 5 , 2 , 6  ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2 ( 1 , 6 , 2 , 6 )  
F 2 { 4 , 5 , 4 , 5 ) « = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2 ( 1 , 6 , 4 , 5 )  
F 2 ( 4 , 5 , 5 , 4 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2 ( 1 , 6 , 5 , 4 )  
F 2 ( 4 , 5 , 6 , 2 ) * 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2 ( X , 6 , 6 , 2 )
C
F 2 ( 4 ,  6 , X , 5 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2 ( 2 , 5 , 1 , 5 )  
F 2 ( 4 , 6 , 4 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 » F 2 ( 2 , 5 , 4 , 6 )  
F 2 ( 4 , 6 , 5 , 1 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2 ( 2 , 5 , 5 , 1 )  
F 2 { 4 , 6 , 6 , 4 ) = 0 . 5 D O * F 2 ( 2 , 5 , 6 , 4 )
C
C
F 2  ( 5 , 2 , 1 , 5 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2  ( 2 , 5 , 1 , 5 )  
F 2 ( 5 , 2 , 4 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2 ( 2 , 5 , 4 , 6 )  
F 2 ( 5 , 2 , 5 , 1 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2 ( 2 , 5 , 5 , X )  
F 2 ( 5 , 2 , 6 , 4 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2 ( 2 , 5 , 6 , 4 )
C
F 2 ( 5 , 3 , 1 , 5 ) = F 2 ( 5 , 2 , 1 , 5 )
F 2 ( 5 , 3 , 4 , 6 ) o F 2 ( 5 , 2 , 4 , 6 )
F 2 ( 5 , 3 , 5 , X ) = F 2 ( 5 , 2 , 5 , X )
F 2 ( 5 , 3 , 6 , 4 ) s F 2 ( 5 , 2 , 6 , 4 )
C
F 2 ( 5 , 4 , 2 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2 ( X , 6 , 2 , 6 )  
F 2 ( 5 , 4 , 4 , 5 ) = 0 . 5 D O * F 2 ( X , 6 , 4 , 5 )  
F 2 ( 5 , 4 , 5 , 4 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2 ( X , 6 , 5 , 4 )  
F 2 ( 5 , 4 , 6 , 2 ) = 0 . 5 D O * F 2 ( 1 , 6 , 6 , 2 )
C
F 2 ( 5 , 5 , X , 2 ) = X . D 0  
F 2 ( 5 , 5 , 1 , 3 ) s i . D O  
F 2  ( 5 , 5 ,  2 , 1 )  s i .  D O  
F 2 ( 5 , 5 , 3 , 1 ) s i . D O  
F 2  ( 5 , 5 , 4 , 4 > = - 2 . D O  
F 2 ( 5 , 5 , 6 , 6 ) = - 2 . D 0
F 2 ( 5 , 6 , 3 , 4 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2 ( 1 , 4 , 3 , 4 )  
F 2 ( 5 , 6 , 4 , 3 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2 ( 1 , 4 , 4 , 3 )  
F 2 ( 5 , 6 , 5 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 D 0 * F 2 ( 1 , 4 , 5 , 6 )  
F 2 ( 5 , 6 , 6 , 5 ) = 0 . 5 D O * F 2 ( 1 , 4 , S , 5 )
F 2 ( 6 , l , 2 , 6 ) s F 2  ( 5 , 4 , 2 , 6 )  
F 2 ( 6 , 1 , 4 , 5 ) « F 2 ( 5 , 4 , 4 , 5 )  
F 2 ( 6 , 1 , 5 , 4 ) s F 2 ( 5 , 4 , 5 , 4 )  
F 2 ( 6 , 1 , 6 , 2 ) « F 2 ( 5 , 4 , 6 , 2 )
F 2  ( 6 , 3 , 2 ,  6 } s F 2  ( 6 , 1 , 2 ,  6 )  
F 2 ( 6 , 3 , 4 , 5 ) s F 2 ( 6 , 1 , 4 , 5 )  
F 2 ( 6 , 3 , 5 , 4 ) = F 2 ( 6 , 1 , 5 , 4 )  
F 2 ( 6 , 3 , 6 , 2 ) s F 2 ( 6 , l ,  6 , 2 )
F 2 ( 6 , 4 . 1 , 5 ) « F 2 < 5 , 2 , 1 , 5 )  
F 2 ( 6 , 4 , 4 , 6 ) s F 2 ( 5 , 2 , 4 ,  6 )  
F 2 ( 6 , 4 , 5 , 1 ) = F 2 ( 5 , 2 , 5 , 1 )  
F 2 ( 6 , 4 , 6 , 4 ) s F 2 ( 5 , 2 , 6 , 4 )
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2 2 2
f 2 < 6 , 5 , 3 , 4 ) * f 2 ( 5 , 6 , 3 , 4 )
F 2 ( 6 , 5 , 4 , 3 ) = F 2 ( 5 , 6 , 4 , 3 )
F 2 ( 6 , 5 , 5 , 6 ) = F 2 ( 5 , 6 , 5 , 6 )
F 2 ( 6 , 5 , 6 , 5 ) = F 2 ( 5 ,  6 , 6 , 5 )
C
F 2 ( 6 ,  6 , 1 , 2 ) = 1 . D O
F 2 ( 6 , 6 , 2 , l ) = l . D O
F 2 ( 6 , 6 , 2 , 3 ) = l . D O
F 2 ( 6 , 6 , 3 , 2 ) = 1 . D 0
F 2 ( 6 , 6 , 4 , 4 ) * - 2 . D 0
F 2 ( 6 , 6 , 5 , 5 ) * - 2 . D O
C
D O  1 0  1 = 1 , 6  
D O  1 0  J s l , 6  
D O  1 0  K = l ,  6  
D O  1 0  L = l , 6
1 0  X M P H 2  ( X ,  J , X ,  L )  =  ( ( F 2  ( I ,  J , K , L )  * C + F 1 ( I ,  J , K )  * G 1  ( L ) - F l ( X ,  J , L )  * 6 1  ( K )
$ - F ( I ,  J )  « G 2  ( X , L )  )  * G G -  ( F l ( I ,  J , K )  * G - F ( I ,  J )  * G 1  ( X )  )  * 2 . D 0 * G * G 1  ( L ) ) / G 4
C
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